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1. [Aesop]:  Phaedrus:  PHAEDRI, AUGUSTI CAESARIS LIBERTI, FABULARUM 
AESOPIARUM LIBRI QUINQU; NOTIS PERPETUIS ILLUSTRATI, & CUM INTEGRIS 
ALIORUM OBSERVATIONIBVS. Amsterdam: 
Johannem Janssonium à Waesberge & viduam 
Elizei Weyerstraet, 1667. [62],462,[204]pp. 
Octavo (18.5 x 12 cm). Contemporary vellum, 
short-title in manuscript on spine. Engraved 
frontis by Christopher Ganes, and 103 engraved 
half-page illustrations in text. Vellum somewhat 
handsoiled and darkened, bookplate, frontis 
trimmed close along fore-edge, short marginal 
tear in H2 (without loss), otherwise very good. 

 

First and only printing of this well-illustrated 
edition of the adaptations by the Latin fabulist 
Phaedrus of the Greek fables of Aesop, as 
edited by Johannes Laurentius. Two engravings, 
at pages 133 and 194, have been supplanted 
by other, tipped in engravings. The Fables 
are followed by an “index vocabularum” and 
an “index rerum & verborum.” 
BRUNET IV:588. Landwehr, EMBLEM BOOKS 
(Low Countries) F143.                             $2250.

2. [African Poetry]: SLUNECNI PRUDKÉ POCHODNE [SUNSHINE TORCHES]. Prague: 
Mladá Fronta, 1962. [24]pp. Narrow quarto. Folded signatures laid into decorated stiff 
textured card wallet folder. Illustrations in color. Fine. 

 

First edition thus. One of 2000 copies. A collection of African poems and songs, translated 
from English and French into Czech by Jiri Valja and Petr Kopta, accompanied by color 
illustrations by Václav Sivko, and engravings by Josef Hercík. Designed by Antonin Dvorák.  
OCLC locates a single copy, in the Library of the Czech Republic. 
OCLC: 85201798.   $125.

3. [Agee, James (sourcework)]: Reisman, Philip, Jr. [screenwriter]: “ALL THE WAY 
HOME”... ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY BY ... BASED ON THE NOVEL “A DEATH IN THE 
FAMILY” BY JAMES AGEE AND THE STAGE PLAY “ALL THE WAY HOME” BY TAD 
MOSEL. [Np]: Paman Productions Inc. - Paramount Pictures Corp., 5 September 1962. 
[1],197 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in 
titled stiff paper binder. Binder sunned and lightly used at overlap edges, a few related 
pencil notes on verso of last leaf, fore-margin of one leaf a bit tanned and frayed, extreme 
upper fore-corner of another leaf torn away, but very good. 

 

A preproduction draft of this important adaptation to the screen of two Pulitzer-winning 
literary properties, Agee’s 1957 novel, and Mosel’s 1960 adaptation of the novel to the 
stage. While the specific draft which the script in hand reflects is not identified, its length, 
which would translate into a film considerably longer than the eventual release length 
of 97 minutes, suggests further revision lay ahead before shooting. The film, under the 
direction of Alex Segal, starred Jean Simmons, Robert Preston, John Henry Faulk, Pat 
Hingle, et al.   $650.

4. [Alcott, Louisa May (sourcework)]: [Pictorial Film Publicity Herald for:] LITTLE WOMEN. 
[Cincinnati]: [Printed by Hennegan for:] RKO Radio Pictures, [1933]. [4]pp. Color pictorial 
folding herald (17 x 13.5 cm folded). About fine. 

 

An uncommon and striking pictorial herald for the 1933 film adaptation of Little Women, 
produced by Merian C. Cooper. directed by George Cukor, starring Katharine Hepburn, 
Joan Bennett, Edna May Oliver, et al., based on a screenplay by Sarah Mason, Victor 



Heerman and a stable of uncredited script doctors. The upper panel is diecut in the form 
of an illustration of the original Roberts Bros. edition of the novel, which folds back to 
reveal the details. The rear panel is imprinted for a showing at a theatre in Oliver, British 
Columbia, to be followed in a few days by The Thin Man.   $75.

5. Aldington, Richard: DEATH OF A HERO  A NOVEL. 
London: Chatto & Windus, 1929. Black cloth, stamped 
in gilt. Light foxing to edges and to prelims and terminal 
leaves, otherwise a very good or better copy in like, faintly 
darkened pictorial dust jacket by Paul Nash with a few 
small smudges to rear panel. 
 
First British edition of the author’s most widely read novel, 
based in large part on his service on the Western Front. 
Preceded by a few weeks by the U.S. edition, which featured 
a slightly less expurgated text. 
KERSHAW 53. BLUNDEN, et al., p.8.   $375.

6. [Aldiss], Brian: YOU’RE GETTING TERRIBLY BLONDE 
LATELY  SOME POEMS SEASONABLE, SAD, SAUCY 
AND JUST PLAIN SILLY WITH SOME PICTURES. [Oxford: 
Published by the Author], Christmas 2009. 56pp. Octavo. 
Pictorial wrappers. Color illustrations. Foretips slightly 
bumped, wrapper slightly bowed, near fine. 
 

First edition. One of 100 copies printed for the author’s private distribution as a holiday 
greeting. This copy is inscribed on the colophon: “To dear Kit & Joe warmest regards - 
Alison & Brian.”   $125.

7. [Alternative Press]: van der Leun, Gerard [ed]: THE ORGAN [Whole numbers 3, 4, 6 
& 7]. Berkeley: Himalayan Watershed Properties, Inc., December 1970 - May 1971. Four 
numbers (of 9 published). Folio, folded tabloid (43 x 29 cm). Pictorial self-wrappers, 
internal text on newsprint. Heavily illustrated. Some fraying and short tears at edges and 
nicks at folds, newsprint tanned but as yet not brittle, some occasional spots to margins, 
folded a bit askew, moderate use, but a good lot. 

 

Edited by Gerard van der Leun and associates, as a visually well-appointed alternative 
paper of culture, politics, magic, sex, media, drugs, poetry and rock and roll. Contributors 
and subjects include Ed Sanders, Marco Vassi, Kenneth Anger, B.B. King, R. Crumb, Gary 
Snyder, Jon Stewart, Tom Clark, Tom Veitch, Country Joe, etc.   Sold.

8. [American Murder Fiction - Anonymous]: 
ARDEN, THE UNFORTUNATE STRANGER, 
WHO WAS TRIED FOR THE MURDER 
O F  M I S S  H A R R I E T  F I N C H ;  B U T 
WA S  A C Q U I T T E D  T H R O U G H  T H E 
INTERPOSITION OF A YOUNG LADY 
WHOM HE AFTERWARDS MARRIED. A 
TRUE STORY. New York: Published by S. 
King ... Grattan, Print., 1822. [2],[7]-28pp. plus 
engraved frontis. 12mo. Sewn, but extracted 
from a nonce pamphlet volume. Rather foxed 
and spotted, frontis neatly detached, still a 
good, untrimmed copy. Wanting an outer 
wrapper; presumably it was issued with one. 

 

A popular  f ic t ional  ta le of  murder and 
misplaced accusations, set in New York 



beginning in 1763. The victim’s corpse was found in a grotto on the Hudson River, some 
9 miles from NYC proper. There was an edition the same year bearing the New York 
imprint of J. Broderick, and a number of later editions followed, among them printings 
enlarged by the addition of Glenwar; The Scottish Bandit. OCLC/Worldcat locates four 
copies of this printing: Vassar, Yale, AAS and Brown. Wright records a copy at Harvard, 
along with the Yale and AAS copies. 
WRIGHT I:40. OCLC: 54161922.   $375.

9. Apple, Max: INTRODUCING THE ORANGING OF AMERICA [wrapper title]. [New York: 
Bantam Books 1973]. Printed self wrappers. About fine. 

 

First edition of the author’s first separate publication, distributed in advance of the story’s 
appearance as the cover item for American Review 19.   $125.

10. [Aram, Eugene]: THE GENUINE ACCOUNT OF THE TRIAL OF EUGENE ARAM, FOR 
THE MURDER OF DANIEL CLARK, LATE OF KNARESBOROUGH, IN THE COUNTY OF 
YORK , WHO WAS CONVICTED AT YORK ASSIZES, AUGUST 3, 1759 ... TO WHICH, 
AFTER A SHORT NARRATIVE OF THE FACT, IS PREFIXED, AN ACCOUNT OF THE 
REMARKABLE DISCOVERY OF THE HUMAN SKELETON AT ST. ROBERT’S COVE ... 
[&c]. York: Printed by A. Ward, for C. Etherington ... Newcastle upon Tyne: reprinted by 
Order of the Proprietor, 1759. [2],42pp. Octavo. 19th century three quarter morocco and 
marbled boards, partially untrimmed. Bookplate, extremities rubbed, scattered foxing and 
old vertical crease (prior to binding); a good copy. 

 

Denoted the “Third Edition,” but an interesting variant, with the addition of the Newcastle 
subsidiary imprint. ESTC locates two variants of the “third edition,” and this shares the 
Arabic imprint date and line break of line 11 with ESTC N10016, but this variant with the 
subsidiary imprint is not reported in ESTC. So sensational was the case, and the popular 
interest so high, that there were at least nine editions in 1759 from London, York, Leeds 
and Dublin, and reprints and expanded editions appeared well into the 19th century. Aram 
stood for his own defense, arguing against the reliability of the circumstantial evidence 
(the skeleton identified as Clark’s), but was convicted. While he was awaiting execution, 
he confessed, attributing his actions to his discovery that Clark was having an affair with 
his wife, and attempted suicide. The case was popularized by Bulwer-Lytton in his novel, 
by Thomas Hood in a ballad, and served as a point of reference in works by Wodehouse 
and George Orwell. The various 1759 editions/printings range from scarce to quite rare. 
ESTC N10016 (ref).   $850.

11. Armengaud, M. Jacques-Eugène (the elder); Armengaud, M. (the younger), and Johnson, 
William [adaptation]: THE PRACTICAL DRAUGHTSMAN’S BOOK OF INDUSTRIAL 
DESIGN, AND MACHINIST’S AND ENGINEER’S DRAWING COMPANION: FORMING 
A COMPLETE COURSE OF MECHANICAL, ENGINEERING, AND ARCHITECTURAL 
DRAWING. TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH OF M. ARMENGAUD, THE ELDER .... 
New York: Stringer & Townsend, 1854. vi,196pp. plus 53 (of 55?) plates (most double-
spread), including one folding plate and two colored plates. Quarto. Contemporary three-
quarter calf and cloth. Illustrations. Binding extremities rather worn but sound, foldout 
‘example plate c’ torn up one fold, without loss, closed tear and small spot in lower margin 
of plate 18, some tanning and scattered occasional foxing, some cross-plate offsetting, 
otherwise a good, sound copy. 

 

An early American printing (of a great many through the remainder of the 19th century), 
based on the London edition of 1853. An extensive treatment of basic mechanical drawing 
is followed by directions for the more refined skills of shading, perspective, etc. The plates 
detail all manner of geometric, mechanical, and architectural renderings to assist the 
draughtsman in his work. A sequence of ‘example’ plates at the end include renderings 
of an express locomotive, a wood planing machine, a washing machine, a power loom, 
steam boilers, direct-acting marine engines, etc.   $275.



12. Arp, Jean Hans: [Original Untitled Blockprint:] FLEURS (VARIANTE). Paris. [1951]. 
Oblong quarto (16 x 13 cm image area, on 16 x 25 cm sheet). Small thumb smudge in 
one blank corner, some traces of mounting tape offset on verso. Image fine. 

 

Impression #27 of a total edition of 50 copies, numbered and signed by Arp. Although 
some references conflict, this image is usually identified as the Arp linoleum print issued 
with the edition de téte of Carrington’s Une Chemise De Nuite De Flanelle (Paris 1951). 
See MONOD 2303.   $650.

13. Ash [a.k.a. Asch], Sholom [a.k.a. Sholem]: KIDDUSH HA-SHEM  AN EPIC OF 1648. 
Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society of America, 1926. Black cloth, printed in red. 
Edges and endsheets a bit dusty and foxed, a bit of shelfwear at extremities and a few 
smudges to boards, but a good copy, without dust jacket. 

 

First US edition in English, translated from the Yiddish by Rufus Learsi. Signed by the 
author in the upper margin of the dedication page: “Sholem Asch Nice 9/iii.38.” “His 
Kiddush ha-Shem (1919) is one of the earliest historical novels in modern Yiddish 
literature, about the anti-Jewish and anti-Polish Chmielnicki Uprising in mid-17th century 
Ukraine and Poland” - Wikipedia. An uncommon autograph.   $175.

14. [Ashbee, Henry Spencer]: BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PROHIBITED BOOKS ... By “Pisanis 
Fraxi” [pseud]. New York: Jack Brussel, 1962. Three volumes. Small, dumpy octavos. Tan 
cloth, gilt red spine labels, ribbon markers. Some mild dusting at extremities, otherwise 
near fine in edgeworn slipcase. 

 

First this edition, featuring Gershon Legman’s long introduction. Ostensibly, one of 1000 
copies (so denoted on the slipcase), this is the binding variant with the edges trimmed. 
The most accessible edition of Ashbee’s useful survey of Victorian and pre-Victorian 
erotica, first published privately from 1877 through 1885.   $125.

15. “Ashley, Ellen” [pseud of Elizabeth Seifert]: GIRL IN OVERALLS  
A NOVEL OF WOMEN IN DEFENSE TODAY. New York: Dodd, Mead 
& Co., 1943. Cloth. Fine in very faintly edgeworn pictorial dust jacket. 
 
First edition of this pseudonymously published novel following the 
experiences of a woman confronting gender discrimination while 
working in a bomber factory during WWII. Seifert is best known for 
her many novels dealing with the world of physicians and medicine, 
one of which is touted on the rear jacket flap. Uncommon: OCLC 
locates only ten copies. 
HANNA 3169. OCLC: 1864528.   $125.



16. [Auster, Paul]: Benjamin, Paul [pseud]: SQUEEZE PLAY. [New York]: Avon Books, 
[1984]. Pictorial wrappers. Uniform tanning to text block, but a very good or better copy. 

 

Second edition of Auster’s uncommon detective novel, published two years after the edition 
under the Alpha-Omega Books imprint. The bibliography dates this edition according to 
the original copyright date (1982) rather than the date of the actual printing (March 1984) 
DRENTTEL A10b.   $40.

17. Auster, Paul: AUGGIE WREN’S CHRISTMAS STORY. New York: William Drenttel, 
1992. Small quarto. Cloth and marbled boards, paper labels. Fine. 

 

First edition in book form (US issue). With an illustration by Brian Cronin. From a total 
edition of 450 copies printed at the Libanus Press, this is copy #54 of one hundred 
numbered copies bound thus, and signed by the author.   $225.

18. Auster, Paul: AUGGIE WREN’S CHRISTMAS STORY. [Birmingham,UK]: Delos Press, 
1992. Small quarto. Marbled wrapper over stiff wrapper, paper label. Fine. 

 

First edition in book form (UK issue). With an illustration by Brian Cronin. From a total 
edition of 450 copies printed at the Libanus Press, this is one of 300 regular copies in 
wrappers, issued unsigned.   $100.

19. Avedon, Richard: IN THE AMERICAN WEST 1979 - 1984. [New York: Abrams, 1985]. 
Folio. Cloth, pictorial onlay. Plates from photographs. About fine, without the acetate jacket. 

 

First edition of Avedon’s visually compelling and controversial photo-portrait essay on 
the people of the West, undertaken with the sponsorship of the Amon Carter Museum.
 $300.

20. [Baker, William Mumford]: INSIDE: A CHRONICLE OF SECESSION. By “George F. 
Harrington” [pseud]. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1866. vi,[7]-223pp., printed in double 
column format. Large octavo. Original cloth. Title vignette and illustrations by Thomas 
Nast. Bookplate and small piece of tape residue on pastedown, occasional light foxing, 
crown of spine frayed; a good, sound copy, in chemise and half morocco slipcase. 

 

First edition in book form, following serialization in Harper’s Weekly. Though the present 
novel is set in the Carolinas, Baker (1825 - 1883) wrote it during the war while resident in 
Austin, Texas, where he served, in spite of his Unionist views, as a Presbyterian minister 
from 1850-1865. In the post-war years, he left Texas and assumed posts at successive 
congregations in the north and continued writing both fiction (much of it related to his 
Texas experiences) and theological works. 
WRIGHT II:195. HAMILTON, p.193.   $125.

21. Banks, Ian: WALKING ON GLASS. [London]: Macmillan, [1985]. Boards. Usual uniform 
tanning of text block, otherwise an excellent copy in dust jacket of the author’s second novel. 

 

First edition. Inscribed and signed by the author in 1986, with reference to “watching 
Bruce’s [Sterling] cat ....”   $100.

22. Barker, Nicolas: BIBLIOTHECA LINDESIANA THE LIVES AND COLLECTIONS OF 
ALEXANDER WILLIAM, 25TH EARL OF CRAWFORD AND 8TH EARL OF BALCARRES, 
AND JAMES LUDOVIC, 26TH EARL OF CRAWFORD AND 9TH EARL OF BALCARRES. 
London: Printed for Presentation to the Roxburghe Club and Published by Bernard Quaritch, 
1978. Quarto. Blue cloth, gilt, t.e.g. Twenty-four plates, one folding. Bookplate on front 
pastedown offset to free endpaper, upper board rubbed and sunned, else very good. 

 

Second (revised) printing. A study of the lives and collections of Alexander William, 25th 
Earl of Crawford and 8th Earl of Balcarres, and James Ludovic, 26th Earl of Crawford 
and 9th Earl of Balcarres.   $75.



23. Barrie, J.M.: THE LITTLE MINISTER. London, [etc.]: Cassell & Company, 1891. Three 
volumes. Pink-tinged ochre cloth, lettered in gilt. Adverts in 1st volume dated “5G. 9.91.” 
Light hand-soiling and a few stray minor marks to cloth, front inner hinge in first volume 
cracking slightly but sound, ink gift inscription in first volume on preliminary blank: “From 
A.B.L. 28:10:91,” otherwise a very good set. Folding cloth box with inserts. 

 

First edition of Barrie’s breakthrough novel, the sourcework for the tremendously successful 
1897 stage production featuring Maude Adams, and a succession of adaptations to film 
(beginning in 1913) and television. 
WOLFF 340. SADLEIR 167. GARLAND 10. NCBEL III:1189.   $600.

24. [Baskerville Press]: Ariosto, Lodovico: ORLANDO FURIOSO. Birmingham: Da’ Torchj 
di G. Baskerville, Per P. Molini Librajo dell’ Accademia Reale, e G. Molini, 1773. Four 
volumes. [6]lviii,362; [2],450; [2],446; [2],446,[26]pp. plus engraved frontis and forty-six 
plates. Octavo. Full contemporary straight grain crimson morocco, spines ruled in gilt, 
a.e.g., gilt inner dentelles, marbled endsheets. Spines a bit darkened, with rubbing and a 
bit of shelf-wear to extremities, scattered medium to light foxing and tanning characteristic 
of the medium quality paper utilized for the octavo edition, but a very good set. With the 
bookplate of William G. Roelker in each volume, and at the base of the title and the end 
of text on the terminal leaf in each volume appears a small stamped crowned signet in 
blue ink; in the case of the title of the first volume, a second stamp appears, a crown 
above the initials ‘L.O.’ 

 

First Baskerville edition, this being the printing in octavo. Sets were also issued on better 
paper in quarto format. In this set, only A8 and D2 are cancels in the fourth volume, and 
the errata and the extensive subscribers list appear at the end of that volume. The frontis 
is a portrait of Ariosto, and the forty-six other plates each appear before the opening of 
the canto to which it relates. The plates are after works by Cipriani, Moreau le jeune, 
Eisen, Cochin fils, Monnet, J.B. Greuze and engraved by Bartolazzi, Launay, Longueil, 
de Ghendt, Prevost, Henriquez, Massard, Simonet, Ponce, Duclos, Martini, Moreau le 
jeune, Choffard, and Helmon. The earliest sections of Ariosto’s epic poem appeared in 
1516, and the first complete edition appeared in 1532. Through following generations, it 
exerted a significant influence on the literatures of several languages, as well as on art, 
music and popular media. 
GASKELL 48. COHEN-DE-RICCI 95. ESTC T133621. Ray, ART OF THE FRENCH 
ILLUSTRATED BOOK 64.   $2750.

25. Bates, H.E.: CHARLOTTE’S ROW. London: Jonathan Cape, [1931]. Gilt blue cloth. 
Manufacturing crease in cloth across upper board, a couple faint fingermarks to cloth, 



otherwise very good in price-clipped pictorial dust jacket with some small old external 
mends to short tears at spine ends. Publisher’s promo card laid in. 

 

First edition, British trade issue. Inscribed and signed by the author on the front free 
endsheet: “Reginald Addys [?] Scott, with all good wishes from H.E. Bates.” This is one of 
the copies without the extra inserted advert leaf noted by Eads that appears in some copies. 
EADS A11a.   $350.

26. Baudelaire, Charles: POEMS IN PROSE .... London: Elkin Mathews, 1905. 12mo. 
Printed wrappers, all edges trimmed flush. Soft vertical crease, faint tanning to text 
block, otherwise a very good to near fine copy, in half morocco folding case and chemise. 
Collector’s bookplate inside chemise. 

 

First edition of these translations by Arthur Symons, published in the uniform Vigo Cabinet 
series. The adverts inside the rear wrapper list up to #32 in the series, this being #29.
 $125.

27. [Baum, Vicki (sourcework)]: [Lot of Seventeen Publicity Stills for:] MENSCHEN IM 
HOTEL [GRAND HOTEL]. [Germany. ca, 1932]. Seventeen glossy black & white stills (8 x 
10.75”), all but one (the title image) borderless. Some light dust smudging and identification 
stamps on blank versos, small blindstamp of the Berlin office of the Filmprüfstelle at edge 
of each still, otherwise very good to near fine. 

 

A representative lot of the publicity stills associated with the German language release 
of the 1932 film based on Baum’s novel, adapted from William Drake’s stage version, 
starring Greta Garbo, John Barrymore, Joan Crawford, Wallace Beery, Lionel Barrymore, 
Jean Hersholt, et al. It won the Oscar for Best Picture of its year. The Filmprüfstelle (i.e. 
Film Review Board) was the German censorship authority from 1920 until the end of the 
war and maintained offices in Berlin and München. The presence of their blindstamp on 
these stills suggests that both they and the film had passed muster. Accompanied by a 
worn 1933 postal calendar decorated with a scene from the film and title caption.
 $350.

28. Beach, Rex: THE SILVER HORDE A NOVEL. New York & London: Harper & Bros., 
1909. Cherry red cloth, elaborately decorated in silver, with color pictorial onlay on upper 
cover. Frontis and plates by Harvey T. Dunn. Small Oregon stationary store ticket on front 
pastedown, spine slightly cocked, some foxing to endsheets, otherwise a very good, bright 
copy, in the uncommon pictorial dust jacket (somewhat sunned and lightly chipped, with 
some early internal repairs). 

 



First edition of Beach’s third novel, set in the context of competition in the Alaska salmon 
fishing industry. Filmed twice, first in 1920 under the direction of Frank Lloyd, then in 
1930 under the direction of George Archainbaud. 
SMITH B-388. HANNA 272.   $125.

29. [Beardsley, Aubrey]; Malory, Sir Thomas: THE BIRTH LIFE AND ACTS OF KING 
ARTHUR OF HIS NOBLE KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE .... [New York: E. P. Dutton, 
1909. liv,624pp. Thick quarto. Green cloth, spine and upper board elaborately gilt extra. 
Plates, illustrations, ornaments and pictorial boards. Neat 1909 ownership inscription on 
free endsheet, trace of tanning to endsheets, a couple small rubs at tips, but a near fine, 
bright copy, and unusual thus. Folding cloth case.

 

Second edition, US issue, of the work that constituted Beardsley’s first great illustrative 
commission, originally issued in 12 parts 1893-4, and then in two volumes. In addition to 
sixteen full-page plates, four double-page plates and numerous other illustrations, this 
first edition in one volume includes ten additional chapter headings inadvertently omitted 
from the first edition. One of 500 copies for the US, from a total printing of 1500 copies. 
LASNER 22b.   $1500.

Vathek
 

30. [Beckford, William]: AN ARABIAN TALE, FROM AN 
UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPT, WITH NOTES CRITICAL 
AND EXPLANATORY. London: Printed for J. Johnson, 1786. 
vii,[1],334pp. Octavo. Old full polished calf, raised bands. 
Bookplate of William Dickinson on pastedown. Extremities 
rubbed and joints cracking slightly, short marginal mended 
tear in a3, light occasional foxing, a very good copy with 
errata and half-title but bound without the terminal blank. 
 

First edition. Beckford wrote this tale originally in French 
in three days and two nights.  This translation into English 
was prepared by Samuel Henley, and published against 
Beckford’s expressed wishes. In 1787 the very rare first 
edition in French was published at Lausanne, with a revision 
appearing from Paris a year later. The present copy is one of 
those in which page 48 is incorrectly numbered ‘84.’ Of this 
classic of exotic fantasy, the DNB states: “European literature 
has no oriental fiction which impresses the imagination so 
powerfully and permanently as Vathek.” 
ROTHSCHILD 354. CHAPMAN & HODGKIN 3Ai. BLEILER 
(SUPERNATURAL) 119. SUMMERS, GOTHIC BIBLIOGRAPHY, 
p.543. ESTC T62055.   $2850.

31. Beerbohm, Max: MORE. London & New York: John Lane, The Bodley Head, 1899. 
Small octavo. Diced green cloth, printed spine label. Spine label darkened (one spare 
remains in the back), a few foxmarks to endsheets, small nick at toe of lower inner hinge; 
nonetheless, very good or better. 

 

First edition, UK issue, printed at the University Press, Cambridge, Mass. This copy is 
equipped with the half-title, and the first and third lines of the title-page are not rubricated. 
GALLATIN & OLIVER 4a.   $175.

32. [Belloc, Hilaire]: A MORAL ALPHABET. “By H.B. with Illustrations by B.B.” London: 
Edward Arnold, 1899. Linen backed pictorial boards. The boards are a bit rubbed and 
soiled, as usual, fore-tips bumped, but an uncommonly good copy of this title, with the 
bookplate of Thomas Wentworth Russell partially obscured by the later tipped-in bookplate 
of Julia P. Wentworth. 

 



First edition of this early work by Belloc, featuring his verse conjoined with Basil Blackwood’s 
illustrations. 
NCBEL III:1008.   $175.

33. Bessie, Alvah: SPAIN AGAIN. San Francisco: Chandler & Sharp Publishers, [1975]. 
Stiff pictorial wrappers. Photographs. First edition, wrapperbound issue. Inscribed and 
signed by Bessie in 1976. Some creases from having been read, a couple spots of soiling 
to lower wrapper, otherwise a good copy.   $40.

34. Bessie, Alvah: SOLO FLIGHT  SEVENTEEN SHORT STORIES & THE SERPENT WAS 
MORE SUBTIL  A NOVELLA. San Francisco: Chandler & Sharp Publishers, [1982]. Stiff 
pictorial wrappers. Introduction by Gabriel Miller. A very good copy. 

 

First edition, wrapperbound issue. An excellent association copy, inscribed and signed 
by Bessie on the title-page in the year of publication: “for Sonja + Ed Biberman (+ 
remembering Herbert) with thanks for your friendship & your help Alvah Bessie 9.15.82.” 
Edward Biberman’s brother, Herbert, was, along with Bessie, one of the “Hollywood Ten.”  
Both Sonja’s and Edward’s careers as significant artists suffered as well because of 
accusations mounted against them by the HUAC.   $125.

35. Betjeman, John: CONTINUAL DEW  A LITTLE BOOK OF BOURGEOIS VERSE. 
London: John Murray, [1937]. Gilt decorated cloth, a.e.g. Illustrations, plus inserted leaves 
of tissue with facsimile calligraphy, etc. First edition. Shadow of bookplate removal from 
front pastedown, otherwise fine in slightly edgeworn McKnight Kauffer dust jacket with 
short tear at crown of spine and a bit of tanning to spine panel.   $300.

36. Betts, Doris: TALL HOUSES IN WINTER. New York: Putnam, [1957]. Cloth-textured 
dark blue boards. First edition of the author’s uncommon second book and first novel. 
About fine, in very good, spine-sunned dust jacket with a small chip at the crown of the 
lower joint.   $85.

37. [Bewick, Thomas]: Bain, Ian [editor and annotator]: THE WATERCOLOURS AND 
DRAWINGS OF THOMAS BEWICK AND HIS WORKSHOP APPRENTICES. Cambridge: 
MIT Press, 1981. Two volumes. Oblong small quarto. Gilt cloth. Portrait, facsimiles, 
illustrations (some in color). Bookplate on pastedown in each volume, otherwise a fine 
set in slightly marked cloth slipcase. Prospectus laid in. 

 

First edition, U.S. issue, bound up from British sheets. A substantial and important 
presentation of Bewick’s seldom seen watercolors, often in parallel with their derivative 
woodcuts and engravings.   $150.

38. [Bible - Hexapla]: THE ENGLISH HEXAPLA  EXHIBITING THE SIX IMPORTANT 
TRANSLATIONS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT SCRIPTURES ... PRECEDED BY A HISTORY 
OF ENGLISH TRANSLATION AND TRANSLATORS. London: Samuel Bagster and Sons, 
[nd. but post 1846?]. 112,162-168,[1160]pp. Large, thick quarto. Title in red and black. 
Contemporary blindstamped calf, spine decorated in blind and lettered in gilt, a.e.g.  
Bookplate scar on pastedown, neat scattered pencil annotations in a minuscule hand, a 
few smudges and occasions of light foxing, extremities rather rubbed but quite sound; 
generally a very good copy. 

 

Second edition, with a revised introductory “History” occupying through p. 112 -- the 
“History” in the first edition of 1841, by S.P. Tregelles, occupied through page 160). The 
essay for this edition has been attributed to Christopher Anderson, author of Annals Of 
The English Bible. A presentation of forms of the “Wicliff, 1380; Tyndale, 1534; Cranmer, 
1539; Genevan, 1557; Anglo-Rhemish, 1582; [and] Authorised 1611” texts along with the 
Greek text after Scholz, which appears in a panel above the columns of English texts. 
The 1841 edition is cited in Darlow, Moule & Herbert, but not this revision. Extra postage 
charge necessary. 
OCLC: 1678701. HERBERT 1840 (1st ed).   $850.



39. Blackstone, William: COMMENTARIES ON THE LAWS OF ENGLAND. Oxford: Printed at 
the Clarendon Press, 1768-1769. Four volumes: [4],iv,[6],[3]-485; [8],520,xix; [8],455,[1],xxvii; 
[8],436,vii,[40]pp. “Table of Consanguinity” and “Table of Descents” (folding) bound into 
second volume, as issued. Quarto. Contemporary calf, raised bands, gilt morocco spine 
labels. Several joints cracked, but sound, with cords intact, some old scars to the boards 
and occasional small nicks and chips to spine ends, but a very good, clean set. 

 

First editions of volumes three and four, third editions of the first and second volumes. 
A cornerstone work on English laws, which had an undeniable influence on the course 
of jurisprudence in other nations. “Blackstone’s great work on the laws of England is the 
extreme example of justification of an existing state of affairs by virtue of its history ... Until 
the Commentaries, the ordinary Englishman had viewed the law as a vast, unintelligible 
and unfriendly machine; nothing but trouble, even danger, was to be expected from contact 
with it. Blackstone’s great achievement was to popularize the law and the traditions which 
had influenced its formation ... If the English constitution survived the troubles of the 
next century, it was because the law had gained a new popular respect, and this was 
due in part to the enormous success of Blackstone’s work” - PMM. Blackstone’s work 
was immediately influential and successful - it was reprinted a dozen times in England 
over the ensuing two decades, and translated into French, German, Italian, and Russian. 
Each volume of the present set has the contemporary engraved bookplate on the front 
pastedown of one Richard Scott, Esq. 
PRINTING AND THE MIND OF MAN 21. GROLIER ENGLISH 100.   $3750.

40. Blackwood, Algernon: JOHN SILENCE  PHYSICIAN EXTRAORDINARY. London: 
Eveleigh Nash, 1908. Maroon cloth lettered in gilt. Endsheets somewhat foxed, with faint 
bookplate scar on pastedown, extremities rubbed, with some sizing flecking to the lower 
board, but a good, sound copy. 

 

First edition. With the small book label of Michael Sadleir on the front pastedown. “Probably 
the best single volume of 20th century cases of an occult detective” - Bleiler. 
BLEILER (SUPERNATURAL) 177. BLEILER, p.24.   $450.

41. Blackwood, Algernon: THE EDUCATION OF UNCLE PAUL. London: Macmillan and 
Co., 1909. Dull red cloth, elaborately decorated in blind, lettered in gilt, t.e.g. First edition 
of Blackwood’s second novel. Very slight sunning to slightly cocked spine, minor string 
dents in fore-edges of boards, otherwise an unusually nice copy. 
BLEILER, p.24.   $150.

42. Blackwood, Algernon: THE LOST VALLEY AND OTHER STORIES. London: Eveleigh 
Nash, 1910. Slate green cloth, stamped in gilt and black. Frontis and seven plates by 
W. Graham Robertson. Spine somewhat faded, scattered foxing, early ink name on free 
endsheet, pp.7 through 14 a bit proud, with signs of having been reinserted; a good, 
sound copy. 

 

First edition. With the small booklabel of Michael Sadleir on the front pastedown. Includes 
Blackwood’s highly regarded story, “The Wendigo.” 
BLEILER (SUPERNATURAL) 180. BLEILER, p.24.   $275.

43. Blackwood, Algernon: THE CENTAUR. London: Macmillan and Co., 1911. Grey cloth, 
decorated in blind, lettered in gilt. Pictorial endsheets by W. Graham Robertson. Inner 
hinges cracked and mended (about a 6.5 of 10 on the scale of skill with which it was 
done), spine ends rubbed, spine shows creases from reading, but a good copy, with the 
bookplate of noted collector/bibliographer Michael Sadlier 

 

First edition of “One of the most effective of mystical novels, deeply felt, very nicely 
imagined.” - Bleiler 
BLEILER (SUPERNATURAL) 181. BLEILER, p.24.   $150.



44. Blaine, Mahlon: [Original Ink Drawing, Signed]. Np. 
ca. 1945. Ink on paper (23.5 x 15 cm; 9 1/8 x 6”). Drawn 
on verso of preliminary blank to volume described below, 
and neatly detached. 

 

A detailed and highly characteristic ink drawing by Blaine, 
featuring a large, grotesque creature with male aspects 
face to face with, and seemingly enraptured by, a much 
smaller creature with feminine aspects. The drawing is 
inscribed “For Albert Handel ... Mahlon Blaine ‘45” and 
was executed on the verso of the preliminary blank to The 
Sorcerer’s Apprentice, by Hans Ewers, translated by 
Ludwig Lewisohn, New York: John Day, 1927, published 
in an edition of 2,000 copies, with illustrations by Blaine. 
When published in Germany in 1907, this was Ewers’ 
first novel, and introduced the character Frank Braun, 
who was to be central to two subsequent novels, all of 
which were imbued with supernatural and psychologically 
horrific elements. 
BLEILER (SUPERNATURAL) 616.                                 $600.

45. Blake, William: ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BOOK OF JOB, IN TWENTY-ONE PLATES 
.... [cover title]. London & New York J.M. Dent & Co. / G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1902. Folio 
(375 x 270 mm). Stiff wrappers, printed paper label. Spine backed with fabric (with a tiger-
stripe pattern and a few splits), chips at lower front and rear wrapper forecorner and toe 
of spine, some dust to first blank toward upper margin, tissue guards not present but their 
faint offset shadows remain, otherwise a very good copy, somewhat better than the norm. 

 

One of 1000 unnumbered portfolios, comprised of twenty-one quality reproductions of the 
plates on large paper, with a cover label in facsimile of the original of 1826. 
BENTLEY & NURMI 341.   $400.

46. Blake, William: THE LETTERS OF WILLIAM BLAKE. New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1956. Large octavo. Gilt lettered medium blue cloth. Portrait. Plates. About 
fine in good dust jacket with moderate tanning to spine and edges. 

 

First edition, US issue, bound up from UK sheets. Edited by Geoffrey Keynes, who has 
inscribed this copy to a fellow-bibliographer: “for Herbert Cahoon Geoffrey Keynes 7 Jan 
[corrected from Dec] 1957.” Laid in is an invitation to a lecture by Keynes about Blake’s 
Illuminated Books at the Morgan Library, on that date. 
BENTLEY & NURMI 83.   $225.

47. Blake, William: AUGURIES OF INNOCENCE ... WOOD ENGRAVINGS BY LEONARD 
BASKIN. New York: Grossman, 1968. Large octavo. Printed boards. Illustrated with wood 
engravings by Baskin. Two small dots of rust to spine, otherwise about fine in slipcase, 

 

First trade edition, boardbound issue, rendered in facsimile of the Gehenna Press edition. 
Laid in front is a printed card, with manuscript note, conveying this as a seasonal greeting 
from Robert Motherwell.   $125.

48. Blanck, Jacob, and Michael Winship [editors & compilers]: BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 
AMERICAN LITERATURE ... VOLUME ONE [through:] VOLUME NINE. New Haven: 
Yale University Press, [various dates, 1968 - 1991]. Nine volumes. Quarto. Gilt cloth. 
Near fine to fine. 

 

A mixed set of various printings of the generally authoritative reference to the works of 
authors nominated for inclusion (winnowed by various criteria, including the exclusion of 
any who lived beyond 1930). Volume I: Henry Adams to Donn Byrne; volume II: George W. 
Cable to Timothy Dwight; volume III: Edward Eggleston to Bret Harte; volume IV: Nathaniel 



Hawthorne to Joseph Holt Ingraham; volume V: Washington Irving to Henry Wadsworth 
Longfellow; volume VI: Augustus Baldwin Longstreet to Thomas William Parsons; volume 
VII: James Kirke Paulding to Frank Richard Stockton; volume VIII: Charles Warren Stoddard 
to Susan Bogert Warner; and volume IX: Edward Noyes Westcott to Elinor Wylie.
 $850.

49. Bligh, Lt. William: A VOYAGE TO THE SOUTH SEAS UNDERTAKEN BY COMMAND 
OF HIS MAJESTY FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONVEYING THE BREAD-FRUIT TREE TO 
THE WEST INDIES IN HIS MAJESTY’S SHIP BOUNTY COMMANDED BY LIEUTENANT 
WILLIAM BLIGH INCLUDING AN ACCOUNT OF THE MUTINY ON BOARD THE SAID 
SHIP AND THE SUBSEQUENT VOYAGE OF PART OF THE CREW IN THE SHIP’S BOAT 
FROM TOFOA, ONE OF THE FRIENDLY ISLANDS, TO TIMOR, A DUTCH SETTLEMENT 
IN THE EAST INDIES. Adelaide: Printed at the Griffin Press for the Members of the Limited 
Editions Club, 1965. Small folio (36 x 25 cm). Pictorial cloth, spine label. Frontis, plates 
and illustrations. Spine label stamping oxidized a bit, otherwise fine in slipcase with minor 
soiling to label on back panel.

 

First edition in this format, with an Introduction by Alan Villiers and illustrations by Geoffrey 
C. Ingleton. One of 1500 numbered copies, signed by the artist and by the designer, 
Doulas A. Dunstan.   $150.

50. Bodenheim, Maxwell: MINNA AND MYSELF. New York: Pagan Publishing Company, 
1918. Gilt cloth. Crown of spine and tips very worn, front free endsheet excised, shaken, 
some old ring marks to upper board, a well-worn copy, but see below. 

 

First edition of the author ’s first book, in the so-called “first issue,” with page 67 in 
its uncorrected state (we’ve yet to see a copy of the “second issue”). As Ben Hecht 
collaborated on “The Master Poisoner,” the play which concludes this volume, this is as 
well his first book. This copy has Bodenheim’s nine-line presentation inscription on the 
front pastedown: “Dear Henri: / Stuff your / labyrinths with gauze / and be prepared for / 
future calamities. Apes / and mountebanks will / always mock you, while / you follow the 
rhythm / of a secret compensation. / Maxwell Bodenheim.” Inscribed copies of this book 
are not at all uncommon, but this inscription is a cut above the norm and resonates like 
one of the poems he wrote for spare change while panhandling in his later years.
 $125.

51. Boehm, Sydney [screenwriter]: “THE GREAT MOUTHPIECE” SCREENPLAY BY.... 
[Beverly Hills]: Twentieth Century-Fox, 1 February 1968. [1],162 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed 
typescript printed on rectos only. Bradbound in printed studio wrappers. Wrappers a bit 
sunned and marked, with a couple short edge tears at overlap, else very good. 

 

A “first draft” of this original screenplay, to the best of our knowledge unproduced. Over a 
span of two decades, Boehm wrote or co-wrote the scripts for some thirty films, including 
The Big Heat (1953, dir. by Fritz Lang), Rogue Cop (1954), When Worlds Collide (1951), 
and Hell on Frisco Bay (1955). His last credited film was Rough Night in Jericho, 
released the year prior to his writing this script. From the papers of George C. Scott and 
Colleen Dewhurst.   $225.

 First Book
 

52. Bogan, Louise: BODY OF THIS DEATH. POEMS. New York: Robert M. McBride, 1923. 
Linen and boards, printed paper spine label. Darkened at edges, otherwise a very good 
copy in rather darkened and modestly nicked and chipped dust jacket. 
 
First edition of the poet’s first book, printed in an edition of one thousand (or fewer) copies 
according to the author’s recollection. Inscribed by the author “For Herbert Cahoon  Louise 
Bogan July 4, 1942.”   $400.



53. [Book of Common Prayer]: Booty, John E. [ed]: THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER 
1559 THE ELIZABETHAN PRAYER BOOK. Charlottesville: Published for the Folger 
Shakespeare Library by the University Press of Virginia, [1976]. Gilt cloth. Frontis. Printed 
in black & red. Fine in decorated slipcase. 

 

First edition of this edited text. Inscribed and signed by the editor to the Washington 
Cathedral (and properly deaccessioned). Laid in are two items: an invitation to a publication 
reception, and an order of service of a special mass at the Cathedral associated with the 
publication.   $125.

54. [Bookseller’s Memoir]: Wilson, Robert A.: EAGLES IN THE STREAM. St. Michaels, 
MD: [Privately Published by the Author], 2004. viii,166 leaves plus plates and photographs. 
Loose sheets of photoduplicated typescript, printed on rectos only, with printed coversheet 
and plain tail-sheet. Faint rub and sunning to the coversheet, otherwise about fine. 

 

The privately distributed WW II memoirs of the late bookseller, proprietor of the Phoenix 
Bookshop, including his service in the Battle of the Bulge, for which he was awarded the 
Bronze Star and the Purple Heart. The narrative is laced with the text of letters he wrote 
to family and others while in the European theatre.   $75.

55. Borges, Jorge Luis: FICCIONES. [New York: Limited Editions Club, 1984]. Thick oblong 
octavo. Full black aniline calf, stamped in blind. Spine a bit sunned, large bookplate on 
front pastedown, otherwise near fine in faintly shelf-rubbed slipcase. 

 

First edition in this format, illustrated with twenty-two original hors texte silkscreens printed 
by Jo Watanabe after designs by Sol Lewitt, who also undertook the design. Prefatory 
essay by Alexander Coleman. One of fifteen hundred copies signed by Lewitt.   $550.

56. Borges, Jorge Luis: SEVEN NIGHTS. [New York]: New Directions, [1984]. Cloth and 
boards. First US edition, clothbound issue. Translated by Eliot Weinberger, introduction 
by Alastair Reid. Fine in very near fine dust jacket with usual slight uniform tanning to 
white portions of flaps. 
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p.110.   $75.

57. Bottomley, Gordon: THE GATE OF SMARAGDUS. 
London: At the Sign of the Unicorn / Elkin Mathews, 1904. 
Quarto (29.5 x 19cm). Cloth-backed boards, paper spine 
label. Plates. Boards slightly dust soiled, with small bumps 
and bruises at foretips, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

First edition, ordinary issue. Illustrations by Clinton Balmer. 
According to Colbeck, one of 400 copies printed. A tipped-in 
leaf opposite the title, equipped with an illustration, identifies 
“the first and sole publisher of this book is Elkin Mathews 
....” A small number of large-paper copies were bound 
in vellum. In terms of typography, this book exemplifies 
the utter and complete vanquishment of legibility on the 
altar of style. 
COLBECK I:77. RIDLER (UNICORN) 41.                      $200.

58. Bradbury, Ray: BEYOND 1984: REMEMBRANCE OF 
THINGS FUTURE. [New York]: Targ Editions, [1979]. Cloth 
and pictorial boards. Fine, in unprinted tissue shipping 
wrapper (a few short snags and tears). 

 

First edition. One of 350 numbered copies, printed at the 
Oliphant Press and signed by the author.                       $125.



59. Brontë, Charlotte: LETTERS RECOUNTING THE DEATHS OF EMILY ANNE AND 
BRANWELL BRONTË ... TO WHICH ARE ADDED LETTERS SIGNED “CURRER BELL” 
AND “C. B. NICHOLLS.” London: Printed for Private Circulation Only, 1913. 23,[1]pp. 
Polished blue green calf, spine gilt extra, t.e.g., original front wrapper bound in at the 
end. Joints rubbed, but a very good copy, internally fine, 

 

First edition in booklet form. Ostensibly one of thirty copies, printed for private distribution, 
by T.J. Wise and associates. 
WISE, BRONTE, 14. TODD, CENTENARY STUDIES, 57d.   $450.

60. Brontë, Charlotte: THE SWISS EMIGRANT’S RETURN AND OTHER 
POEMS. London: Printed for Private Circulation Only, 1917. 20pp. Small 
quarto. (21.5 X 17.5 cm). Original printed salmon wrappers, unopened. 
A couple of tiny nicks at wrapper edges, and hint of offsetting from an 
adjacent book, otherwise about fine, unopened. 
 

First edition in booklet form. Ostensibly one of thirty copies, printed 
for private distribution, by T. J. Wise and associates. 
WISE, BRONTE, 19. TODD, CENTENARY STUDIES, 62d.  $450.

61. Brooke, Rupert: POEMS. London: Sidgwick & Jackson, 1911. Blue 
cloth, paper spine label. Spine label tanned and lightly edgeworn, 

otherwise an unusually nice copy, near fine (without dust jacket). 
 

First edition of Brooke’s first clothbound publication, printed in an edition of five hundred 
copies. 
KEYNES 5.   $1250.

62. Brooke, Rupert: LITHUANIA A DRAMA IN ONE ACT. 
Chicago: The Chicago Little Theatre, 1915. Pictorial wrappers. 
Very minor use at overlap edges, tiny chip at upper fore-tip of 
rear wrapper, otherwise a near fine copy in folding cloth case. 

 

First edition, preceding British publication by two decades. “200 
copies of the book are said to have been printed” - Keynes. 
The wrapper design and tail piece are by C. Raymond Johnson. 
KEYNES 38. SCHRODER 34.                                               $500.

63. Bukowski, Charles: CRUCIFIX IN A DEATHHAND ... NEW 
POEMS 1963-65. New York: Lyle Stuart / Loujon Press Award 
Book, [1965]. Quarto. Pictorial stiff wrappers. Illustrations by 
Noel Rockmore. Fine, with the bellyband intact. 

 

First edition. One of 3100 copies 
printed in New Orleans at the Loujon 
Press, signed and dated by the 
author (“3-21-65”). There were also several subvariants of 
various deluxe natures. The author’s second major collection, 
in print for nearly a decade at the original price through Lyle 
Stuart, its publisher. 
KRUMHANSL A15.   $600.

64. [Bulwer-Lytton, Edward]: THE LAST DAYS OF POMPEII. 
London: Richard Bentley, 1834. Three volumes. Late 19th century 
3/4 navy blue morocco, gilt extra, t.e.g. Errata slip in each 
volume, and half-titles in vols. II and III (none called for in vol. 
I). Sept. 1834 catalogue inserted at end of first volume. Joints 
rather rubbed, shallow losses at crowns of two spines and at 
toe of another, but a good set, with the gilt leather bookplate in 
each volume of John Pierpont Morgan (properly deaccessioned 
as a duplicate). 
 



First edition of the novel suggested by some to be the sole work by the author to enjoy 
interest on the part of 20 and 21st century readers, and the sourcework or inspiration for 
any number of films starting as early as 1913. 
WOLFF 940. SADLEIR 414.   $750.

65. [Buonaparte, Napoleon]: Warden, William: LETTERS WRITTEN ON BOARD HIS 
MAJESTY’S SHIP THE NORTHUMBERLAND, AND AT SAINT HELENA; IN WHICH THE 
CONDUCT AND CONVERSATIONS OF NAPOLEON BUONAPARTE, AND HIS SUITE, 
DURING THE VOYAGE AND THE FIRST MONTHS OF HIS RESIDENCE IN THAT ISLAND, 
ARE FAITHFULLY DESCRIBED AND RELATED. London: Published for the Author, by R. 
Ackermann, 1816. viii,215pp. plus portrait, folding facsimile and plate. Mid to late 19th 
century 3/4 red morocco and marbled boards, t.e.g., others untrimmed. Spine and joints 
a bit scorched and chipped, internally, apart from some faint foxing, a very good copy. 

 

Denoted the Third Edition. With the Rockwell Kent bookplate of American novelist Katherine 
Brush (1902 - 1952) and inscribed to her at length on the half-title: “Mrs. Katherine Brush 
Allow me to send you this little book, which belonged to Napoleon III, as a remembrance 
of Rio de Janeiro, the gentle town where [it] never rained during your visit. Rio 4 Juin /34 
Baptiste Periro [?] 476 Marques de St Vincente Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.” Warden served 
as a Naval Surgeon, and his account of his conversations with Napoleon was extremely 
popular, albeit flawed, having been conducted through a translator.   $175.

66. [Burgess, Anthony (sourcework)]: Southern Terry, and Michael Cooper [screenwriters]: 
A CLOCKWORK ORANGE SCREENPLAY BY ... BASED ON THE NOVEL BY ANTHONY 
BURGESS. New York: Si Litvinoff / Colossal Pictures Ltd. and Maldorer Inc., [nd. but ca. 
1966-7]. [3],159 leaves. Quarto. Photomechanically reproduced typescript, printed on 
rectos only. Bradbound in printed Creative Management Associates binder. Title lettered 
on spine, ink name on inside of upper wrapper, wrapper a bit used, otherwise every good. 

 

Denoted a “first draft” of this adaptation of Burgess’s 1962 novel, a collaboration between 
Terry Southern and legendary photographer Michael Cooper. Southern held an option on 
the novel for a period ca. 1966, and tried to interest Stanley Kubrick in the property, with 
no immediate success. Southern and Cooper  - who had introduced Southern to the novel 
- cowrote this early script, but it was made clear that the Lord Chamberlain would not even 
consider approving the script for production in the UK, based on British prejudice toward 
the novel itself. Then, in 1969 when Kubrick’s attention turned back to the property, his 
intent was to write the adaptation himself, and this collaborative adaptation was shelved. 
Given Southern’s late practice of making photocopies of earlier projects and - perhaps 
unknowingly - offering them for sale through proxies to collectors, one can only go so far 
in accurately dating a script without secondary indications of provenance. The title leaf 
also bears the addresses of Sterling Lord agency and Gregson & Wigan in the UK. The 
immediate associations with the ink name inside the front wrapper (“Fran Maier”) might 
be settled by the following note of appreciation found on the family connected fan site, 
www.terrysouthern.com: “Thanks for putting this site up. I’ve been a Southern addict for 35 
years. I’m 50; started reading him in my teens. Had him for a semester writing seminar at 
the School of the Arts, NYU, in 1971. Still have his written notes and counsel on my work, 
along with the brilliant piece he wrote for Esquire on the Chicago Democratic convention, 
back in ‘68....’The Night the Bird Blew for Doctor Warner’ and ‘The Road Out of Axotle’ 
remain among the finest short fiction pieces I’ve ever read. Anyway, finding this was a 
buzz. Thanks.”-- Fran Maier.   $550.

67. Burland, Brian: A FALL FROM ALOFT. London: The Cresset Press, [1968]. Cloth-
textured boards. Fine in very near fine dust jacket. 

 

First edition of the Bermuda-born, then British resident author’s first novel. Inscribed by 
the author on the front free endsheet, signed and dated by him in full on the title-page 
in 1985, and then fulsomely inscribed and signed by him again, covering the dedication 
page (ca. 60 words, to a “Dear & beloved friend & confidante; assistant & supreme & 



successful submother of my poems ...”), and with a bright yellow sun drawn and initialed 
on the verso of the title, signed ‘B’.   $125.

68. Burland, Brian: UNDERTOW. London: Barrie & Jenkins, [1971]. Gilt boards. Top edge 
dusty, else a very nice copy, in very good dust jacket with darkening to spine and edges. 

 

First edition. With Bermuda-born novelist’s 12-line Christmas 1971 presentation inscription 
to John Clellon and Shirley Holmes. Burland was then resident in Essex, CT, and Holmes 
had blurbed the American edition of his first book. Laid in is an agent’s forwarding slip.
 $85.

69. Burns, John Horne: THE GALLERY. New York: Harper & Bros., [1949]. Cloth. A couple 
of minor smudges on free endsheets, otherwise near fine in very good dust jacket with 
modest wear at spine extremities and foretips, and slight soiling to the rear panel. 

 

First edition of the author’s first book, a unified sequence of vignettes of the experiences 
of Allied servicemen in liberated Italy. Included among Slide’s 50 Lost Gay Novels, and 
reprinted in 2004, with an Introduction by Paul Fussell, as a NYRB Classic. 
HANNA 534. SLIDE, pp.46-50.   $350.

70. Bury, Pol, and André Balthazer [eds]: DAILY BUL. La Louvière, Belg.: Éditions de 
Montbliart, March 1957. Whole number one. Small quarto. Printed wrappers. Characteristic 
slight darkening at edges, otherwise very good or better. 

 

Edited by Pol Bury and André Balthazar. The spirited periodical (later giving rise to the 
imprint) partaking of the attitudes of the Cobra tradition and forging new directions. The 
front wrapper of this issue bears the sub-title: “Moniteur de la Pensée Bûl et de l’Academie 
de Montbliart.”   Sold.

Palladio’s Caesar

71. Caesar, [Caius Julius], and Andrea Palladio COMMENTARI DI C. GIULIO CESARE, 
CON LE FIGURE IN RAME … FATTE DA  ANDREA PALLADIO PER FACILITARE A CHI 
LEGGE, LA COGNITION DELL’HISTORIA. Venice: Apresso Pietro de Franceschi, 1575 
[58, including blank], 407,[1]pp. Small quarto. Full vellum, spine gilt extra, gilt labels. Two 
folding maps, forty double-page engraved plates. Some foxing and occasional marginal 
thumbing and soiling, some spotting to G1-2, trivial worm nibble in gutter of a number of 
the plates, a few old ink marginal annotations, still a very good copy. 

 

First Palladio edition of Caesar’s Commentaries, based on the translation by Francesco 
Baldelli (first published in 1554). Andrea Palladio (1508 - 1580) is most widely known for his 
highly influential designs and treatises on architecture. In his preface to this late, somewhat 
out-of-genre work, Palladio indicates that this illustrated edition of the Commentaries 



“originated in a project for his two sons, Leonida and Orazio. The sons died in 1572, 
and Palladio, finding the sketches they had made, decided to publish them with his own 
additions...” - Mortimer. Palladio engraved the fine plates, which depict overhead views 
of encampments and land and sea battles, fortified cities, river crossings, and bridge and 
wall construction. “Édition rechercheé à cause des gravures dont elle est ornée” - Brunet. 
The work was reprinted several times in the following decades. 
MORTIMER ITALIAN 16TH CENTURY BOOKS, 97. BRUNET I:1461. FOWLER 237.
 $5500.

72. [California Fiction - Anonymous]: THE MONARCH PHILANTHROPIST [wrapper title]. 
San Francisco: Cubery & Co., Steam Book & Job Printers, 1892. 22pp. Printed wrappers.  
Very slight tanning at edges, otherwise fine. Half morocco folding case. 

 

First edition of this veiled fictional attack on Leland Stanford, pitting a farm owner against 
railroad interests. A note on the title indicates “The manuscript of this California Romance 
was found near the docks of San Francisco and was deemed worthy of publication. The 
author will confer a favor by making his name known. If found it will appear in future 
editions.” Appended to the text is a somewhat early reprinting in book form of Charlotte 
Perkins [Gilman] Stetson’s poem, “The Old-Time Wail.” 
WRIGHT III:3791.   $50.

73. [Capital Punishment]: Chapin, E[dwin] H[ubbell]: THREE DISCOURSES UPON CAPITAL 
PUNISHMENT. Boston: Published at the Trumpet Office, 1848. 72pp. 12mo. Sewn, in 
unlettered wrappers. Pencil ownership signature and a few early ink marginal highlights, 
short splits at crowns of wrapper joints, otherwise very good. 

 

First edition. With the ownership signature of William Witherle, of Castine, Maine. A 
somewhat early work by the prolific and popular poet and Universalist preacher. His 
discourses are in opposition to capital punishment on both religious and ethical grounds. 
Scarce: OCLC/Worldcat locates only six copies. 
OCLC: 17363612 & 191278906.   $225.

74. [Capote, Truman (sourcework)]: Axelrod, 
George [screenwriter]: [Original Souvenir Program 
for:] BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY’S. [Hollywood]: 
Paramount Pictures, [1961]. [24]pp. Quarto. Pictorial 
self wrappers. Light use, about fine. 

 

First edition. A highly pictorial souvenir program, 
prepared by Paramount for sale at early screenings 
of the multi-award-winning comedy based on a 
screenplay by George Axelrod, loosely based on 
Capote’s novella. Directed by Blake Edwards, the 
film starred Audrey Hepburn as “Holly Golightly,” 
and George Peppard. It also featured Patricia Neal, 
Buddy Ebsen, Martin Balsam, and, controversially, 
Mickey Rooney as Holly’s sensitive Japanese 
upstairs neighbor “Mr. Yunioshi.” The upper 
wrapper features the iconic image of Hepburn 
in evening wear, with a cat over her shoulder 
and an exaggerated cigarette holder. Publicity 
paper related to the first release of this film has 
long enjoyed a cult demand staying just ahead of 
the availability of the sought-after material. This 
program is among the scarcest of the generally 
available items.                                                       $450.



75. Capote, Truman [sourcework], and Eleanor Perry [screenwriter]: AMONG THE PATHS 
TO EDEN  SCREENPLAY BY ... FROM THE STORY BY TRUMAN CAPOTE. New York: 
Francis Productions, Inc., [nd. but ca. 1967]. [1],51 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript 
printed on rectos only. Bradbound in gilt-titled Studio Duplicating Service binder. Slight 
tanning to text stock, pencil notes and scrawls on upper cover, otherwise very good. 

 

An unspecified draft of this adaptation of Capote’s story for television by Eleanor Perry. 
The first production of this adaptation aired in December 1967, directed by Frank Perry, 
starring Martin Balsam, Maureen Stapleton, et al. In 1969, it was revived as an element 
in the omnibus production, Trilogy, again scripted by Eleanor Perry and directed by 
Frank Perry. It is assumed that Capote, who serve as narrator for Trilogy, was himself a 
significant contributor to the shape of this adaptation.   $1250.

76. Capote, Truman [sourcework], and Eleanor Perry [screenwriter]: TRUMAN CAPOTE’S 
MIRIAM. New York: Francis Productions, Inc., [nd. but ca. 1967 or 1968]. [1],53 leaves. 
Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Bradbound in gilt-titled Studio 
Duplicating Service binder. Slight tanning to text stock, gilt stamping tarnished, but 
otherwise very good. 

 

An unspecified draft of this screen adaptation of Capote’s story by Eleanor Perry. In 1969, 
it was included as an element in the omnibus production, Trilogy, scripted by Eleanor 
Perry and directed by Frank Perry. It is assumed that Capote, who serve as narrator for 
Trilogy, was himself a significant contributor to the shape of this adaptation.   $1100.

77. Castaneda, Carlos: JOURNEY TO IXTLAN  THE LESSONS OF DON JUAN. New 
York: Simon & Schuster, 1972. Narrow quarto. Padbound printed wrappers. Wrapper 
somewhat smudged, upper wrapper reattached at spine, remnants of filing label across 
lower edge, internally very good. 

 

Uncorrected proofs of the first edition of the author’s third title in the cycle of semi-fictional 
narratives that in its time led some of his readers forward and others astray.   $125.

78. Céline, Louise-Ferdinand: JOURNEY TO THE END OF THE NIGHT. [New York]: New 
Directions / Modern Readers Series, [1949]. Large octavo. Gilt cloth. A few spots to fore-
edge and some patches of dulling to the cloth sizing, otherwise a very good or better copy 
in a very well-preserved example of the beautiful Lustig & Quigley dust jacket. 

 

First New Directions printing of the translation by John H. P. Marks, reprinted by photo-
offset from the 1934 edition from Little, Brown and Co. Both ND checklists refer to an 
Introduction by Milton Hindus appearing in this printing. It doesn’t. 
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p. 23.   Sold.

79. [Ceremony of Bishops - Clement VIII]: [Lochom, Michel van (engraver)]: CAEREMONIALE 
EPISCOPORUM JUSSU CLEMENTIS VIII PONT. MAX. REFORMATUM OMNIBUS 
ECCLESIIS, PRAECIPUE AUTEM METROPOLITANIS, CATHEDRATIBUS, ET COLLEGIATIS, 

PERUTILE AC NECESSARIUM AD SS. D. 
DOMINUM N. URBANUM VIII. PP. Paris: 
Société Typographique pour les Livres 
d’Office Ecclésiastique, 1633. [16],366pp. 
(pp. 3645 and 365 misnumbered ‘360’ 
and ‘361’). Folio (37 x 25 cm). Old calf, 
decorated in blind, a.e.g. Text and music 
printed in red and black, engraved title-
page, illustrated with 68 engravings and 
scores of decorated initials. Rebacked at 
a later date, but binding worn and chipped, 
with upper board detached. Two theological 
library bookplates, with shelf number on 



spine and in extreme corners of title-page. Title leaf a bit limp, with small marginal sliver 
losses and a repair at one extreme corner, otherwise internally very good. 

 

A handsome illustrated Ceremonial, with beautiful full-, half-, and quarter-page engravings 
and an elaborate engraved title-page by the Flemish artist and engraver, Michel van 
Lochom (1601-1647). 
OCLC: 819147912, etc.   $650.

80. [Chagall, Marc]: Van Vechten, Carl: [Original Portrait 
Photograph of Marc Chagall]. [New York]. 4 July 1941. 
Original borderless gelatin silver print, 25.3 x 17.5 cm 
(10 x 6 7/8 inches). Small crease across upper left 
corner, with residue of matting tape at extreme tips, 
otherwise near fine. 

 

A fine portrait by Van Vechten of the artist, half-length, 
looking to his right in semi-profile. With Van Vechten’s 
studio stamp on the verso, and with his manuscript 
subject identification, negative number and date in ink. 
Another image from the same session was collected 
In Portraits (1978), and five others are present in the 
LC Van Vechten Portrait archive, but not this image. 
KELLNER G230.                                                     $1250.

 With Fifteen Original Lithographs
 

81. [Chagall, Marc]: Lassaigne, Jacques: CHAGALL. 
[Paris]: Maeght Editeur, [1957]. Small quarto. Color 
lithographed pictorial wrapper over stiff wrapper. Plates 
and photographs. Slight tanning at spine ends, with 
small nick at crown, otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition. Including the wrapper and title-page, illustrated with thirteen original color 
lithographs and two black & white lithographs by Chagall, all printed by Mourlot. Several 
are double-panel fold-outs.   $1850.

82. [Chagall, Marc]: Cain, Julien; Fernand Mourlot, and Maria Jolas [trans]: THE LITHOGRAPHS 
OF CHAGALL. Monte Carlo: André Sauret, [1960]. Large quarto. Cloth. Illustrated throughout 
(largely in color). Fine in color lithographed pictorial dust jacket with minute patch of 
edgewear at lower foretip of upper panel, in plastic protective wrapper and card slipcase. 

 

First English language edition of the first volume in the series. Translation into English 
by Maria Jolas. Illustrated with twelve original lithographs, including the dust jacket, with 
ten in color, all printed by Mourlot. Chagall contributed an Introduction and Mourlot the 
Catalogue and Notes.   $1500.

 With Twenty-Four Original Lithographs
 

83. Chagall, Marc, and Gaston Bachelard [introductory text]: DESSINS POUR LA BIBLE 
[published as:] VERVE REVUE ARTISTIQUE ET LITTÉRAIRE Nos 37 - 38. Paris: Éditions 
de la Revue Verve, [1960]. X: 37/8. Folio (36.5 x 27 cm). Pictorial boards after a design by 
Chagall. Illustrated throughout in color and black & white. Fragile boards a bit shelfworn 
at extremities, but externally a very good or better copy, internally fine. 

 

First edition of this beautiful production, one of the monumental special issues of Verve. 
Illustrated with twenty-four original color lithographs by Chagall, printed by Mourlot, as 
well as many more plates in black & white printed by Draeger Bros.   $4500.

84. Chambers, Robert W.: THE HIDDEN CHILDREN. New York & London: D. Appleton & 
Company, 1914. Gilt red cloth. Frontis by A.I. Keller. Some tanning offset from clippings, 



discoloration in top margin of pp. 15-24, ink name, a good copy in a bright, attractive very 
good or better pictorial dust jacket with a few small chips. 

 

First edition of this historical novel set in the context of the battles with the Iroquois, and 
unfortunately not one of Chambers’s Bleiler titles. Scarce in dust jacket. 
SMITH C-255.   $125.

A Woman Born Only for Calamities

85. [Chapbook]:  THE TRUE AND AFFECTING 
HISTORY OF HENRIETTA DE BELLGRAVE;  A 
WOMAN BORN ONLY FOR CALAMITIES; BEING 
AN UNHAPPY DAUGHTER, WRETCHED WIFE, 
AND UNFORTUNATE MOTHER; CONTAINING A 
SERIES OF THE MOST UNCOMMON ADVENTURES 
THAT EVER BEFEL ONE PERSON BY SEA AND 
LAND; GIVING AN ACCOUNT OF HER SHIPWRECK; 
HER FALLING INTO THE POWER OF A BRUTAL 
VILLAIN, HER RESCUE BY A PARTY OF INDIANS; 
WITH HER FURTHER SUFFERINGS TO THE TIME 
OF HER DEATH. New York: Printed and Published 
by S. King, 1822. [2],[7]-40pp. 12mo. Extracted from 
nonce pamphlet volume, untrimmed. Minimally colored 
frontispiece. Moderate to heavy foxing, a couple of 

edge-tears, affecting but not costing text, original wrappers not retained. 
 

A tale of British origin, ca. 1790s, first printed in New York by King in 1821. OCLC/Worldcat 
locates three copies of the 1821 printing (Yale, Northwestern and AAS), and one copy of 
this 1822 printing (Library Co. of Philadelphia).   $150.

86. [Chapbook]: NURSERY POEMS FROM THE ANCIENT AND MODERN POETS. Banbury: 
Printed by J G. Rusher, [nd. but ca. 1840]. 16pp. Sewn printed self-wrapper (9 x 6 cm). 
Woodcuts. A very good copy. 

 

The date range is that ascribed in the Osborne catalogue; OCLC includes entries with 
(unlikely) hypothesized dates as early as 1820. 
OSBORNE I, p. 102.   $50.

87. [Chapbook]: NURSERY POEMS FROM THE ROYAL COLLECTIONS. Banbury: 
Printed by J G. Rusher, [nd. but ca. 1840]. 16pp. Sewn printed self-wrapper (9 x 6 cm). 
Woodcuts. A very good copy. 

 

The date range is that ascribed in the Osborne catalogue; OCLC includes entries with 
(unlikely) hypothesized dates as early as 1820. 
OSBORNE I, p. 103.   $50.

88. [Chapbook - Sensational]: Watkins, Lucy: HENRY AND ELIZA; A PATHETIC TALE:  
FOUNDED ON A WELL-KNOWN EVENT. New York: Printed and Published by S. King, 
1822. [2],[7]-32pp. 12mo. Extracted from nonce pamphlet volume, untrimmed. Frontis, 
with early coloring. Moderate to heavy foxing, early ink list of women’s names on verso 
of frontis, closed tear in fore-edge of frontis, marginal chip to frontis at top of gutter; still, 
in all a sound copy, without the original outer wrapper. 

 

An early New York printing of this British tale, of which several editions appeared in the 
UK in the teens and twenties. King published an edition in New York in 1821, of which 
this is evidently a reprint. Thereafter followed a number of printings in other US cities. 
The frontis is attributed to John Francis Eugene Prud’homme. OCLC/Worldcat locates 
three copies of this printing: AAS, UVa and Brown. Only two copies of the 1821 printing 
are located there: AAS and UVa. 
OCLC: 191258681.   $150.



89. [Chesterfield, Philip Dormer Stanhope, 4th earl of]: Gregory, G.: [ed]: THE ELEMENTS 
OF A POLITE EDUCATION CAREFULLY SELECTED FROM THE LETTERS OF ... TO HIS 
SON. London: Printed for R. Phillips ...., [1800]. [12],456pp. 12mo. Later monastic-style 
unlettered half morocco and wood boards. 19th century ownership signatures on front 
binder’s blank, slight marginal tanning early and late, otherwise very good. 

 

First edition of this distillation from Chesterfield’s Letters.... In his preface, Gregory 
suggests that “I believe I have preserved in this volume all that is really useful on the 
four volumes of Lord Chesterfield’s Letters ....” This redaction for those unable to handle 
the meatier collection was reprinted in Ireland and the US. 
ESTC T101771.   $250.

90. Chute, Carolyn: THE BEANS OF EGYPT, MAINE. New York: Ticknor & Fields, 1985. 
Cloth and boards. Fine in very faintly edgeworn dust jacket. 

 

First edition of the author’s first novel, affectionately inscribed by her across the title-page 
in January 1985. The sourcework for the 1994 film adaptation.   $350.

91. [City Lights Books]: [Ferlinghetti, Lawrence (compiler?)]: RARE BOOK CATALOG NO. 
1. [wrapper title]. San Francisco: City Lights Books, [nd. but ca. 1968 or 1969]. [42]pp. 
Pictorial wrapper. Small tape shadow concealed in part by the cover photo, spine slightly 
tanned, but very good or better. Scarce. 

 

An offering of 606 items, including over 200 literary periodicals, as well as books and 
anthologies featuring City Lights authors and their friends and influences. OCLC locates 
4 copies. Not in Cook.   $45.

 Association Copy.
 

92. Clark, Ann Nolan: IN MY MOTHER’S HOUSE. New 
York: Viking Press, 1941, Quarto. Decorated cloth. 
Illustrated in color and black & white. Color pictorial 
endsheets. Some darkening to endsheets around gutter, 
a few minor marginal smudges, short snag in gutter of 
p. [5]/6, otherwise a very good or better copy, in flawed 
dust jacket (lacks lower 20% of spine panel, long creased 
tear with narrow loss at top edge of rear panel, a few 
smaller chips and nicks). 

 

First edition of this Caldecott Honor Book, based by 
Clark on her experiences teaching Tewa students at 
the Tesuque pueblo. The illustrations are by Native 
American painter Velino Herrara (Ma Pe Wi), of the Zia 
Pueblo. A fine association copy, inscribed by Clark on 
the half-title: “To Elizabeth De Huff I hope you like my 
book as much as I like yours. Ann Nolan Clark.” The 
recipient was the prolific author of such titles as Five 
Little Kachina and Two Little Hopi, then a resident of 
Santa Fe. Her book, Taytay’s Tales, was among the earliest books from an east coast 
publisher to feature illustrations by a Native American artist, Frank Kabotie.   $600.

93. Clark, Leonard [ed]: COMMON GROUND AN ANTHOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG. 
London: Faber and Faber, [1964]. Gilt cloth. Illustrations by M. E. Eldridge. Fine in very 
near fine dust jacket. 

 

First edition. The illustrations are by M.E. Eldridge. Laid into this copy is a two page a.l.s. 
from Eldridge, Machynlleth, North Wales, 30 Oct. 1962, to Thomas Balston, on recto and 
verso of a half quarto sheet of letterhead, regarding wall decorations at a hospital, etc.
 $55.



 The London Saturday Review Hoax
 

94. Clemens, Samuel L.: [Original Autograph Letter, Signed (“Mark”) To Willard 
Church]. Buffalo, NY. 23 December [1870]. Two full pages, in ink, on recto and verso 
of octavo sheet of lined paper. Ca. 150 words. Folded for mailing, and slightly fragile at 
folds, short, closed tear in blank upper margin, otherwise about very good. 

 

To Willard C. Church, in his capacity as editor/publisher of The Galaxy magazine. A 
well-known letter, quoted in large part in Mott’s chapter on The Galaxy in A History of 
American Magazines (1938), concerning the challenge and wager stemming from a writer 
in the Cincinnati Enquirer having been deceived by Clemens’ own parody - published in 
the December issue of The Galaxy - of a London Saturday Review notice of Innocents 
Abroad. Clemens writes, in part, about placement of an update in the next issue: “Oh, 
please don’t fail to put this delicious thing in - now don’t ... I’ve got these ‘Enquirer’ idiots 
just where I wanted somebody -- don’t you see why? Because half the people don’t know 
now whether to believe I wrote that thing or not or whether it was from the Review, or 
whether it is all a sell, & no criticism ever was in the London paper. Now over the shoulders 
of this Cincinnati fool I’ll make the whole thing straight. Don’t you let that paragraph get 
lost for your life ....” Signed: “Yrs Ever, Mark.” 
Mott, A History of American Magazines 1865-1885, pp. 365-7.   $6500.

95. [Clemens, Samuel L.]: Twain, Mark [pseud]: KING LEOPOLD’S SOLILOQUY A DEFENSE 
OF HIS CONGO RULE. Boston: P.R. Warren Co., 1905. [2],51,[1]pp. Small octavo. Stiff 
printed wrappers. Frontis, illustrations and plates. Small chip at extreme lower wrapper 
foretip, minor use, otherwise very good. 

 

First published edition, BAL’s fourth “issue” (most likely fourth printing). In all, a somewhat 
better than average copy of a book seldom seen truly fine. 
BAL 3485.   $250.

 “I am a happy & vigorous loafer.”
 

96. Clemens, Samuel L.: [Original Autograph Letter, Signed (“Father”), to His Daughter, 
Jean Clemens]. New York. Postmarked 22 May 1908. Four pages, in ink, on folded quarto 
sheet of simple letterhead (21 Fifth Avenue), ca. 275 words, with envelope addressed in 
his hand, with signed (“S. L. Clemens”) return address. 

 

A warm and loving letter from Clemens to his youngest daughter, Jean (1880 - 1909), 
then at Eastern Point in Gloucester, Mass, during one of the extended separations from 
her family due to her need for special care for her epilepsy: “Your beautiful letter has 
come, Jean dear, & I draw a deep breath of relief - you like the place & my anxieties have 
vanished away! I had a growing fear - founded on nothing - that you would feel the other 
way about it. I am unspeakably glad that it pleases you, & now I hope & believe you will 
have a happy summer. By your description, it is a place that would delight the heart of 
any one that has the seeing eye for the graciousness of the woods & fields & rocks & 
their wild inhabitants & for the majestic ocean. You can live out of doors there. You were 
virtually in prison at Greenwich & would still have been in prison if you had occupied 
the whole forlorn & uninspiring town ....” He continues at length about his own activities, 
assuring her not to “... trouble about me! I am a happy & vigorous loafer.” He recounts 
attendance at speeches and political banquets, games of billiards and the like, then turns 
to family matters, detailing efforts by Clara and the house staff to keep distresses from 
him “unless it is something I could remedy ... They know I desire this; for I am taking my 
holiday, now after 60 years of work & struggle & worry & vexation ... But whenever there 
is anything that depends upon me & my help, I want to know all about it.” He closes: “With 
ever & ever & ever so much love, dear child, Father.”   $4500.

97. [Clemens, Samuel L.]: Twain, Mark [pseud]: IS SHAKESPEARE DEAD?  FROM MY 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY. New York & London: Harper & Bros., 1909. Gilt green cloth, t.e.g., 
others rough-trimmed. Portrait frontispieces of Shakespeare and Bacon. Bookplate, 
otherwise a fine, bright copy, without dust jacket. 

 



First edition, the state intended to be distributed in the U.K., with the inserted British 
advert leaf for John Lane at the end, and with the “Printed in the U.S. of America” stamp 
below the copyright notice. 
BAL 3509.   $225.

98. Clemens, Samuel L.: [Original Autograph Letter, Signed (“S. L. Clemens”), to Mrs. 
Hookway]. Stormfield, Redding, CT. 7 June 1909. Two pages, in ink, on two panels of a 
folded oblong quarto sheet of letterhead. Ca. 125+ words. Folded for mailing, tanned from 
having been at some point framed, a few faint smudges, otherwise very good. 

 

To “Dear Mrs. Hookway,” evidently a teacher involved in the staging of children’s dramatic 
productions, following up on an earlier letter and receipt of some photographs, as well 
as a parcel of letters written to him by the children: “The photographs have come, & they 
were a charming surprise to me, they so far exceeded my expectations. Certainly the 
staging & costuming of the piece were beautiful; & little by little, & bit by bit, I gathered 
the piece itself from the 85 letters of the children, much as one patches one of those 
incoherent puzzle things together & finds that it is a picture - a picture that is graceful, & 
orderly, & full of life and color ... Once or twice in my life, no doubt, I have received 85 
letters in one mail, but I haven’t received 85 interesting ones in one mail until now. With 
many, many thanks, Sincerely yours S.L. Clemens.”   $2250.

99. [Clemens, Samuel L.]: Anderson Auction Company: CATALOGUE OF THE LIBRARY 
AND MANUSCRIPTS OF SAMUEL L. CLEMENS [MARK TWAIN] PART I .... New York: 
Anderson Auction Company, February 1911. 74pp. Printed wrappers. Significant chips from 
corners of upper wrapper (not touching any letterpress) and spine, neatly closed tear in 
fore-edge of upper wrapper, a few corners turned down and some idle pencil annotations 
(a reader rather than a bidder, it appears), but a sound copy. 

 

556 lots of which 500 consist of books and manuscripts, the former largely restricted to 
those showing signs of ownership such as signatures, inserted mss bits, or presentation 
inscriptions. The final 56 lots consist of objets d’art and household fixtures.   $75.

100. [Clemens, Samuel L.]: Twain, Mark: BE GOOD, BE GOOD  A POEM [wrapper title]. 
New York: Privately Printed [for Merle Johnson], 1931. French fold leaflet, printed in green. 
Horizontal fold across middle, otherwise very good or better. Morocco backed folding case. 

 

First edition in this format, ordinary issue, reprinted from the Houston Chronicle (July 
1931) as a Christmas token. Some copies (10 or 12) were printed on vellum, in blue ink. 
BAL 3553.   $300.

101. [Clemens, Samuel L.]: Twain, Mark [pseud]: MARK TWAIN IN ERUPTION  HITHERTO 
UNPUBLISHED PAPERS BY ONE OF AMERICA’S GREATEST WRITERS. New York: 
Harper & Brothers, [1940]. Flexible cloth. Frontis facsimile. Bookplate on front pastedown, 
very good, in a lightly rubbed, price-clipped printed dust jacket. Half morocco slipcase. 

 

First edition, “issue on thin paper” with flexible binding. One of 500 copies thus (see BAL).  
Edited, and with an introduction by Bernard DeVoto. 
BAL 3564.   $225.

102. [Clemens, Samuel L.]: THE ADVENTURE OF TOM SAWYER  BY MARK TWAIN  A 
FACSIMILE OF THE AUTHOR’S HOLOGRAPH MANUSCRIPT. Frederick MD & Washington 
DC: University Publications / Georgetown Univ. Library, [1982]. Two volumes. Quarto. 
Gilt cloth. Facsimile plates. Preface by Joseph Jeffs. Introduction by Paul Baender. First 
edition of this facsimile of the holograph donated to Georgetown by G.G. Brady. Bookplate 
in each volume, otherwise about fine in slipcase.   $225.

103. Cobb, Humphrey: A NOVEL (AS YET UNTITLED) New York: Viking, 1935. Cream 
wrappers, printed in black. Some old corner creases to wrapper, two small spindle holes 



in upper wrapper, otherwise a much better than average copy, in remnants of glassine 
wrapper. Folding cloth case. 

 

One of 500 advance promotional copies of Paths Of Glory, Cobb’s first and only published 
novel, issued as part of a contest offering $50 for the best suggested title “whether it is 
used or not.” This copy is inscribed by Cobb on the title-page: “For Eastman S. Brown 
with cordial best wishes from Humphrey Cobb.” Cobb served in France as an enlistee 
in the Canadian Army, and his novel about the execution of three French soldiers for 
“cowardice” in order to cover up the mistakes of their commanding general is one of the 
most widely known anti-war novels of the pre-WWII years. The 1957 film adaptation by 
Stanley Kubrick did much to remind the post-war public of its virtues.  $1950.

104. Cobb, Humphrey: PATHS OF GLORY. London: Heinemann, [1935]. Gilt cloth. Two 
mirrored small patches of foxing on front endsheets and pastedown, tiny dustmark on top 
edge, otherwise fine and bright in price-clipped dust jacket, the latter with very shallow 
fraying at the spine ends and a couple small nicks. 

 

First British edition of the author’s first and only novel, an account of the victimization 
of three French line soldiers by commanders intent on saving their own reputations. 
Sidney Howard undertook a dramatic adaptation of some note in 1935, but the 1957 film 
adaptation by Stanley Kubrick did much to remind the post-war public of its virtues. It 
remains one of the most widely known anti-war novels of the pre-WWII years. This UK 
edition appeared in the same year as the first US edition, but is significantly less common, 
OCLC/Worldcat locates 16 copies of this edition, as opposed to nearly 500 copies of the 
US edition of the same year. 
OCLC: 20905551.   $850.

105. [Cobb, Humphrey (sourcework)]: [Original Studio 
Publicity Campaign Pressbook for:] “PATHS OF 
GLORY.” [New York]: United Artists Corp., [1957]. 
20pp. Folio. Pictorial self-wrappers. Profusely 
illustrated. Old vertical fold, light wear to the spine, 
a couple of tiny nicks, light dustmarking along top 
edges and spine of wrappers, otherwise a very 
good, bright copy. 
 

An original studio publicity pressbook for Stanley 
Kubrick, Jim Thompson and Calder Willingham’s 
masterful adaptation to the screen of Humphrey 
Cobb’s novel about a mutiny against command by 
French soldiers during WWI. The film was released 
in 1957, when Kubrick was only 29, and starred 
Kirk Douglas in his most important screen role. The 
collaboration between Kubrick, Thompson (who had 
contributed dialogue to Kubrick’s earlier film, The 
Killing) and Willingham was a fortunate melding 
of talents. An unusually elaborate and attractive 
pressbook, with illustrations of all the available 
paper and extensive background information on 
the main participants. The spectacular wrapper art 
features Douglas leading the charge against the 

German gun emplacements, the same art as appeared on the one-sheet and 24-sheet 
posters. Uncommon.   $350.

106. [Cobden-Sanderson, T. J.]: Tidcombe, Marianne: THE BOOKBINDINGS OF T. J. 
COBDEN-SANDERSON.... [London]: British Library, [1984]. xii,407pp. Quarto. Cloth. Color 
frontis and b&w plates and facsimiles. Fine in slightly shelf-rubbed slipcase. 

 



First edition. “A study of his work 1884-1893, based on his Time Book (British Library Add. 
MS.49061), with a biographical introduction.” Includes descriptions and, where possible, 
photographs of over 150 bindings, along with facsimiles of the extant maquettes.
 $125.

107. Coleman, Lonnie: KING. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967. Quarto. String-bound between 
two stiff card covers, with publisher’s label with publication info. Loose, trimmed unrevised 
galley proofs of the first edition. Scarce format for a less than common book. Covers very 
slightly dust soiled, remnants of filing label across lower edge, otherwise very good or 
better, internally fine.  $75.

108. [Collier, John, and Maynard Dixon (illus)]: EVEN AS YE DO UNTO THE LEAST OF 
THESE, SO YE DO UNTO ME [wrapper title]. [San Francisco: Indian Defense Association 
of Central and Northern California, ca. 1924]. [16]pp. Decorated wrappers. Full-page 
illustrations. Pencil erasure from upper wrapper, otherwise near fine. 

 

First separate printing of this series of articles by Collier critical of the Indian Bureau and 
arguing for greater emancipation for the Native Americans, accompanied by a sequence 
of editorial drawings by Maynard Dixon. The articles first appeared in the Scripps-Howard 
papers in June, 1924.   $150.

109. Colman, Julia; Matilda G. Thompson, et al.: THE CHILD’S ANTI-SLAVERY BOOK:  
CONTAINING A FEW WORDS ABOUT AMERICAN SLAVE CHILDREN, AND STORIES 
OF SLAVE LIFE. Boston: American Tract Society, [nd., but ca. 1859]. [8],[9]-158,[2]pp. 
including frontis and nine plates. 12mo. Brown 
cloth, decorated in blind, spine lettered in 
gilt. Binding worn at tips, with some spotting 
to lower board; scattered foxing and stains 
throughout (none affecting legibility), horizontal 
tear across 55/56 (with no loss), short marginal 
tear to sectional title and Preface for “Mark 
and Hasty...,” tissue guard ragged, but an 
intact copy of a book inevitably subjected to 
abuse in young hands. 

 

One of at least two contemporary printings 
of this text, this imprint likely subsidiary to 
the printing under Carlton & Porter’s New 
York imprint, explicitly dated 1859, in whose 
name copyright is claimed. Nine of the ten 
illustrations were lifted, without credit, from 
Hammatt Bil l ings’ drawings for Jewett’s 
illustrated edition of Uncle Tom’s Cabin. The introductory essay “A Few Words About 
American Slave Children” (signed “D.W.”) is followed by “Little Lewis: The Story of a Slave 
Boy,” by Julia Colman; “Mark and Hasty; or, Slave-Life in Missouri,” and “Aunt Judy’s 
Story: A Story from Real Life,” both by Matilda G. Thompson. An unsigned epilogue of 
sorts, “Me Neber Gib It Up,” is accompanied by the only illustration not lifted from Uncle 
Tom’s Cabin. Some, if not all, of the Carlton & Porter copies bear the co-imprint of the 
Sunday-School Union. Scarce. 
OCLC 843450535.   $850.

110. [Computer Games]: FASTER THAN THOUGHT: THE FERRANTI NIMROD DIGITAL 
COMPUTER. A BRIEF SURVEY OF THE FIELD OF DIGITAL COMPUTING WITH SPECIFIC 
REFERENCE TO THE FERRANTI NIMROD COMPUTER. Hollinwood, Lancs.: Ferranti 
Ltd., 1951. 40pp. 12mo. Pale blue-green wrappers, printed in black. Tables. Some mild 
rubbing and light soiling to wrappers, but very good. 

 



First edition of the first book devoted to a computer game, 
available for purchase at the 1951 Festival of Britain with the 
event’s symbol printed on the upper cover. The Ferranti Nimrod 
was revealed to the public as part of the Science Exhibition 
and was the first machine built exclusively for the purpose of 
playing a game. It ran a digital version of the ancient logic 
game, Nim. At the exhibition, the enormous 12 x 9 x 5 foot 
machine was unveiled, and the public was encouraged to play. 
Among those in attendance was Alan Turing, who succeeded in 
beating the game, to which the machine flashed the message 
“COMPUTER LOSES.” Turing was an obvious candidate for 
the game, having published his landmark paper “Computing 
Machinery and Intelligence” the year prior. The contents include 
a general introduction on how to play the game, followed by 
details on the related emergent sciences of computing and 
artificial intelligence. As an indication of how early the language 
is, it should be noted that the term “memory” is mentioned 
only as an alternative to the preferred term “storage.” Amid the 
instructions, the text emphasizes that games are merely one 
example of the many applications of computers: “the theory 
of games is extremely complex and a machine that can play 

a complex game can also be programmed to carry out very complex practical problems 
... very similar to those required to examine the economies of a country in which neither 
a state of monopoly nor of free trade exists” - p.19. OCLC only locates one copy in the 
United States, at the NYPL. Not listed in Hook and Norman.   $7500.

111. Conrad, Joseph: NOSTROMO  A TALE OF THE SEABOARD. New York & London: 
Harper & Bros., 1904. Green cloth, lettered in gilt, with upper board with decorative frame 
in dull orange. Pencil name on front free endsheet, minor rubbing at tips, otherwise a 
very good, or better, bright copy. 

 

First U.S. edition, with the text based on the revisions made for the serial publication. 
With the spelling error on page 201. A quite decent copy of a book no longer common in 
collector’s condition. 
CAGLE A10b. KEATING 62.   $400.

112. Coolidge, Susan [pseud of Sarah Chauncey Woolsey (1835 - 1905)]: [Substantial 
Scrapbook of Clippings and Related Items, a Few with Manuscript Revisions]. Np. 
1870s - 1905. [46] leaves, densely occupied recto and verso, plus blanks and a loose 
item. Small folio (31 x 23 cm). Calf and marbled boards. Some rubbing to binding, internal 
tanning, a few items chipped, but good and sound. 

 

An interesting and slightly puzzling scrapbook, without explicit signs of provenance, but 
likely maintained by someone very closely associated with the writer, containing clipped 
and mounted periodical appearances by her, ranging from the 1870s up to several of her 
obituaries. The content includes both poetry and prose, the latter including some of her 
columns relating to her travel in the West. A few items relate to her good friend Helen 
Hunt Jackson, including Coolidge’s tribute. A handful of items bear manuscript annotations 
within the text or beside the mounted clipping. One item is laid in loosely, a printing of 
Coolidge’s poem, “Temperaments,” which exhibits some characteristics of a galley proof. 
Unfortunately, there was no attempt to record where each item had appeared in print. 
Under the name Susan Coolidge, Woolsey was a widely published poet and writer of 
children’s literature. She served as a nurse during the Civil War, where she befriended 
Helen Hunt Jackson, and though widely traveled, she lived much of her life in Newport, 
RI.   $250.

113. [Copland, Aaron]: FOR AARON COPLAND ON THE OCCASION OF HIS SEVENTY-
EIGHTH BIRTHDAY 14 NOVEMBER 1978. [Winston-Salem: Palaemon Press, 1978]. Small 



folio. Three poetry broadsides, woodcut portrait, and limitation leaf, all laid into quarter 
cloth and marbled board portfolio, with string ties. Fine. 

 

First edition. One of seventy-eight sets (of which this is one of fifty for sale), made up of 
separate printings of poems by Robert Penn Warren, James Dickey and Reynolds Price, 
accompanied by a woodcut portrait of Copland by Ann Carter Pollard, each signed by the 
author or artist.   $450.

114. Cossery, Albert, and William Goyen [trans]: THE LAZY ONES. [Norfolk]: New Directions, 
[1952]. Red cloth-textured boards. Inevitable uniform tanning of endsheets, trace of dust 
at edges, otherwise about fine in very good or better pictorial dust jacket with a short tear 
at top edge of the lightly dust smudged rear panel. 

 

First edition in English, US issue, translated by William Goyen (his second book, albeit a 
translation). Copies were distributed the following year in the UK by Peter Owen. 
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p. 33.   $75.

115. Crane, Stephen: PICTURES OF WAR. London: Heinemann, 1898. xxiv,344,[32]pp. 
Tan cloth, stamped in black and orange. First collective UK edition under this title, with 
an “Appreciation” by George Wyndham. Cloth lightly handsoiled, with a few rust spots 
and a bit of fraying at crown and toe of spine, inner hinges a bit strained, with signs of 
careful repair to the rear; still, a very good copy. 
BAL 4081. WILLIAMS & STARRETT 17.   $150.

116. Creekmore, Hubert: PERSONAL SUN  THE EARLY POEMS OF.... Prairie City, IL.: 
The Village Press, 1940. Small quarto. Printed wrappers. Very slight tanning at edges, 
otherwise near fine. 

 

First edition of the author’s first formally published book, collecting poems previously 
published in Trend, Frontier and Midland, Opportunity, American Prefaces, and 
elsewhere. Preceded by several highly limited productions.   $60.

117. Creekmore, Hubert [trans]: NO HARM TO LOVERS  THE LOVE OF SULPICIA AND 
CERINTHUS AS REVEALED IN SIX POEMS BY SULPICIA AND SIX ELEGIES BY ALBIUS 
TIBULLUS. Parsippany, NJ: Blue Ridge Mountain Press, [1950]. Sewn printed wrappers. 
Slight darkening at edges, otherwise very good or better. 

 

First edition. One of 200 copies printed. Inscribed by the author “For Herbert Cahoon - 
Half-century greetings from Hubert Creekmore January 1950.”   $85.

118. Creeley, Robert: LOOPS  TEN POEMS. [Kripplebush, NY]: Nadja, 1995. Stiff printed 
wrapper over sewn plain wrapper. Fine. 

 

First edition, wrapperbound issue. One of 75 numbered copies, from a total edition of 116 
copies, all signed by the poet.   $150.

 Foundation Work of American Progressive Liberalism
 

119. Croly, Herbert: THE PROMISE OF AMERICAN LIFE. New York: Macmillan Company, 
1909. viii,468,[4]pp. Gilt navy blue cloth, t.e.g. Front inner hinge mended, a few pencil 
marginal highlights and pencil notes to rear free endsheet, offset to facing pages of terminal 
adverts, minor rubbing to corners, but a very good, bright copy. 

 

First edition of one of the founding works of modern American progressive liberalism, by 
one of the cofounders of The New Republic. Its influence upon succeeding generations 
is acknowledged by even those on the opposite pole of the political spectrum: “It would be 
difficult to overstate the place The Promise Of American Life has enjoyed in the library 
of American political thought, yet its significance cannot be measured by sales during 
Croly’s lifetime. When he died in 1930, The Promise Of American Life had sold only a 
scant 7,500 copies, and a first edition remains one of the genuinely rare books produced 



during the Progressive era. Its influence is not measured by how many read it, but by 
who read it and what they took away from it. Virtually every Progressive intellectual read 
it for the next decade or more, and his analysis of the nature of the American regime was 
incorporated into the foundational arguments of subsequent generations of Progressive 
scholars” - Sidney Pearson, “Herbert D. Croly: Apostle of Progressivism,” (2013), The 
Heritage Foundation website. The first edition remains uncommon in commerce.
 $375.

120. Curwood, James Oliver: THE ALASKAN  A NOVEL OF 
THE NORTH. New York: Cosmopolitan Book Corp., 1923. 
Gilt cloth. Frontispiece and plates by Walt Louderback. 
Ink ownership signature on front free endsheet, else very 
good in a good pictorial dust jacket with some clumsy 
internal cellotape repairs and small chips and losses. 
 

First edition. Adapted to film in 1924, under the direction 
of Herbert Brenon. 
HANNA 878. SMITH C-1033.   $100.

121. [Dada]: Schwarz, Arturo; Palazzoli, Daniela, et al.: 
CINQUANT’ANNI A DADA  DADA IN ITALIA 1916 - 1966. 
Milan: Galleria Schwarz, 1966. 223,[1]pp. Small quarto. 
Pictorial stiff wrappers. Photographs and illustrations. 
First edition. Vertical crease in lower wrapper, some 
offset from wrappers to endleaves, light edgewear, but 
a very good copy, with the US distributor’s stamp on the 
title.   $60.

122. Dazai, Osamu: NO LONGER HUMAN. [Norfolk]: New Directions, [1958]. Cloth. 
Endsheets darkened and somewhat foxed, top edge dust-dimmed, but very good in like 
dust jacket with a few small nicks along the top edge, a few surface rubs to the spine 
panel, and some foxing to the flaps. 

 

First US edition of this translation from the Japanese by Donald Keene of the author’s 
second novel to appear in English. The dust jacket is an adaptation by Owen Scott of a 
contemporary color print by Kiyoski Saito. The sourcework for the 2009 film and anime 
adaptations, and a three volume manga adaptation. 
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p.44.   $225.

123. Devant, David [stage name of David Wighton] WOES 
OF A WIZARD. London: S.H. Bousefield & Co., Ltd, 
[ca. 1903]. 183,[1]pp. Octavo. Pictorial yellow wrappers 
decorated in red and black. Modest wear to wrappers, 
with nicks at spine ends and minor hand soiling, slight 
tanning to edges of text block, evidence of spine glue 
having been refreshed, still an about very good copy. 

 

First edition of an anecdotal semi-autobiographical work 
by Devant (1868 - 1941), a British stage magician of 
considerable fame, and an early proponent of the motion 
picture, at one time being the English representative for 
the sale of George Méliès’s films and equipment. An 
interesting minor association copy, inscribed and signed 
in pencil by British illustrator Edmund Sullivan on the 
half-title: “Given to me by the author at the ‘Command’ 
performance Palace Theatre, July 1st 1912 Edmund 
Sullivan.” Uncommon: OCLC/Worldcat locates 12 copies 
between 3 entries, 
GILL 259. OCLC: 28430443.                                         $150.



124. [Dickens & Thackeray]: Stonehouse, J.H. [ed]: CATALOGUE OF THE LIBRARY 
OF CHARLES DICKENS ... CATALOGUE OF THE LIBRARY OF W. M. THACKERAY.... 
London: Picadilly Fountain Press, 1935. Large octavo. Cloth, paper spine label. Frontis 
and plates. Light foxing to endsheets, otherwise about fine, in good, in moderately chipped 
and split dust jacket with some mends on verso. 

 

First edition. Copy #26 of 275 numbered copies, signed by the editor. Includes as well the 
sales of Dickens’s art objects and Thackeray’s books with his own drawings.
 $225.

125. Didion, Joan, and John Gregory Dunne [screenwriters]: [Set of Eight Color Stills for:] 
THE PANIC IN NEEDLE PARK. [Beverly Hills]: 20th Century-Fox, 1971. Eight 11 x 14” 
borderless color stills, with captions. About fine. 

 

An excellent set of the large format publicity stills for Didion and Dunne’s first screenplay 
to see production (preceded by television work), based on James Mill’s book. Jerry 
Schatzberg directed Al Pacino (in a very early role) and Kitty Winn, in a role that earned 
a Best Actress Award at Cannes.   $65.

 A Substantial Archive of His Poetry
 

126. Dixon, Maynard: POEMS (AND NEARLY) [and Untitled]. [Two Presentation Portfolios 
of Manuscript and Typescript Poems]. [San Francisco, January 1915, and ca. 1936]. 
Two volumes. [40] leaves, and [42] leaves. Quarto, laid into two folding portfolios (approx. 
29 x 22 cm), the earliest being watercolor decorated paper over cardboard, with old calf 
fore-tips to the upper board, the later cloth-backed boards, the upper board decorated in 
ink with a small rendition by Dixon of a thunderbird and a small monogram on the lower 
board. Some modest edgewear to portfolios, but generally very good or better. 

 

Two significant collections of Dixon’s poetry in 
typescript, carbon typescript, and autograph 
manuscript, with occasional corrections, revisions 
and annotations, prepared personally by him 
for presentation. The earliest, which includes 
twenty-six poems, includes a manuscript title-
leaf in his hand: “Poems, (and Nearly),” with 
a small ink rendering of a thunderbird, and is 
inscribed: “Franc from Maynard Jan - 1915.” The 
title leaf is accompanied by a manuscript index 
of the included poems, also embellished with an 
ink drawing. All of the poems in this album are 
present in either carbon or original typescript, 
most bearing the approximate or exact dates 
and places of composition, the latter information 
occasionally revised or amplified in ink or pencil 
by Dixon. The earliest poem in this album dates 
from 1896, the latest from 1914. The second, 
later album includes no formal title, but opens 
with a leaf inscribed in pencil: “Betty - I don’t 
believe you will like these - But here they are 
- it’s you asking. M.D.” It consists of thirty-five 
poems in typescript or carbon typescript (two 
- including the important poem “Jeffers” - with 
significant manuscript revisions, a couple more with minor manuscript tinkerings, and two 
signed at the end with initials in coarse pencil, with date and/or place), and three wholly 
in manuscript, in ink, in Dixon’s bold hand. Two of the typescript poems in this album, 
“San Francisco” (1913) and “Nebula” (1914), appear in the earlier album, the first from a 
definitively different typing of the text. The latest poem in this album bears a 1936 date 



of composition. “Jeffers,” which bears meaningful manuscript revisions, is undated in 
this draft, but is dated “ca. 1925” in its published form. All but one of the poems in these 
albums are printed in some form in the authoritative edition of Dixon’s poetry, edited by 
his widow, Edith Hamlin (Rim-Rock And Sage  The Collected Poems Of Maynard Dixon, 
California Historical Society, 1977), although occasionally under variant titles or with 
minor variations in their texts. One poem in the later album, entitled “Japs,” is uncollected 
and may have been omitted by Hamlin due to its rather strident and painfully negative 
ethnic caricatures. Maynard Dixon (1875 - 1946) has long been regarded one of the most 
significant artists and illustrators of the American West and Southwest, but his parallel 
career as a poet is less widely known. Although a number of his poems appeared in the 
western periodical press, his sole lifetime book publication is the now elusive Poems 
And Seven Drawings, privately printed by the Grabhorns in 1923. While his painting and 
drawing commissions claimed much of his attention during the remaining 23 years of his 
life, he continued to write poetry until at least as late as 1937, touching on many of the 
same themes as drove his drawings and paintings, both public and personal: the terrain, 
people (most particularly the native peoples) and history of the West, with a critical but 
not wholly unsympathetic eye toward certain tendencies of modernism, all coupled with 
a strain of physical consciousness occasionally bordering on the erotic. In his Preface 
to Rim-Rock and Sage, J.S. Holiday denotes the 164 poems collected therein as “every 
known poem by the artist.” The sixty-one poems preserved by Dixon in these two albums 
span virtually his entire career as a poet, representing over one third of that known output, 
and the collection adds one hitherto unpublished poem to that number.   $8500.

127. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: THE ALPHABET-CIPHER. [Oxford? nd but ca 1868]. Stiff 
card (18 x 12.5 cm), white stock, printed in black on recto and verso. Some light soiling 
and trivial foxing, but a very good copy. Folding cloth case. 

 

First edition of this puzzle card, anonymously published at about the same time as the 
Telegraph-Cipher. The title and lettered grid are printed on one side, with the “Explanation” 
printed on the verso. The bibliographers characterize both ciphers as “Rare.” 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962) 63. PARRISH, p.103.   $3500.

128. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Carroll, Lewis: [pseud]: ALICE’S ABENTEUER IN WUNDERLAND 
.... London: Macmillan und Comp., 1869. [8],178pp. Octavo. Bright green cloth, lettered 
and decorated in gilt, a.e.g. Frontis (with tissue guard) and illustrations after Tenniel. Inner 
hinges cracking, 1871 ownership signature on free endsheet, binder’s ticket (Burn & Co) 
on rear pastedown, London bookseller’s ticket on front pastedown, partially concealed 
by an adhesive gold star. Withal, a near very good, bright copy. Half morocco slipcase 
and chemise. 

 

First edition in German, translated by Antonie Zimmerman. A prefatory statement indicates 
that the translation is not always literal, and in some cases, German nursery rhymes have 
been substituted for the English originals. Williams, Madan & Green call for red cloth, gilt, 
and dark blue endsheets. The binding on this copy is green, and the endsheets are brown 
coated, in common with several presentation copies, as well as trade copies, that we note. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962) 71.   $1650.

129. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Carroll, Lewis [pseud]: TO ALL CHILD-READERS OF “ALICE’S 
ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND” [caption title]. [Oxford?]. [Christmas. 1871]. [4]pp. 
24mo leaflet (11.5 x 7 cm). Rear (blank) panel stained by glue from having previously 
been mounted somewhere, with slight ghosting internally, but a good copy. 

 

First edition of this greeting printed, according to the bibliographers, for enclosure in copies 
of the 1872 edition of Alice ..., and as well in copies of Through the Looking-Glass. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962) 82.   $350.

130. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Carroll, Lewis: [pseud]: THROUGH THE LOOKING-GLASS, 
AND WHAT ALICE FOUND THERE. London: Macmillan and Co., 1872. Red cloth, decorated 



in gilt, a.e.g. Frontis and illustrations by John Tenniel. Cloth handsoiled and rubbed, inner 
hinges cracking, spine shows repair to cracked and frayed lower joint, some foxing and 
spotting to half-title, gold foil star on pastedown, otherwise internally very good. 

 

First edition, first printing, with p. 98 unnumbered and ‘wade’ for ‘wabe’ on p.21. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962) 84.   $1000.

131. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: THE BLANK CHEQUE, A FABLE, 
Oxford: James Parker and Co., 1874. 14,[2]pp. Small octavo. 
Printed terracotta wrappers. Tiny chip to upper fore-corner 
of rear wrapper, some old soft creases, lower forecorner 
bumped, but a very good or better copy in half morocco 
slipcase with folding chemise. 

 

First edition. “A comment on a proposal to authorize the 
building of the new Examination Schools before any plan 
or estimate had been prepared, this clever fable is full of 
topical allusions” - Madan, et al. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962) 97.                        $1250.

132. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Carroll, Lewis [pseud]: AN EASTER 
GREETING TO EVERY CHILD WHO LOVES “ALICE.” [Oxford: 
Printed for the Author, 1876]. [4]pp. 16mo. Leaflet (13 x 18.8 
cm). Some minor rumpling and smudges, but a very good copy. 

 

The proper first printing of this ephemeron, printed for private 
distribution by Dodgson to his circle of young friends. This 
copy exhibits the ‘Towgood Fine’ watermark, has the correct setting of ‘my’ in the 12th 
line of the 2nd page of text, the naked ‘To’ on the title, etc. Reprints, both authorized and 
other, followed along, including a printing by Macmillan in 1880. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & CRANE 116.   $750.

133. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: THE HUNTING OF THE SNARK  AN AGONY IN EIGHT FITS. 
London: Macmillan and Co., 1876. Octavo. Pictorial buff cloth, a.e.g. Frontis and eight 
plates by Henry Holiday. Light soiling to cloth, slight fraying at crown and toe of spine, a 
bit of cloth bubbling in upper forecorner of front board, front inner hinge cracking slightly, 
adhesive gold star in corner of front pastedown; just a good copy. 

 

First edition. In this copy, on page 83, ‘Baker’ appears in place of ‘Butcher.’ 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962) 115.   $475.

134. Dodgson, Charles L: LAWN TENNIS TOURNAMENTS  
THE TRUE METHOD OF ASSIGNING PRIZES WITH A PROOF 
OF THE FALLACY OF THE PRESENT METHOD. London: 
Macmillan and Co., 1883. [2],9,[1]pp. Small octavo. Sewn 
printed self-wrappers. A bit of slight tan offsetting and light 
dust-smudging to wrapper, otherwise very good or better. 
 

First edition. A formally published work, relegated to obscurity 
by its ephemeral nature and the impractical nature of the 
method outlined therein. COPAC locates four copies (BL, Oxford, 
Cambridge & National Lib. of Scotland). Worldcat locates a 
total of fourteen copies. A copy sold at auction in Dec. 2016 
at Dominic Winter Auctions for £4600 against a reserve of 
£2-300. The previous copy, and latest copy in ABPC (online) 
was sold in 1978, at Christie’s South Kensington, for £75. We 
have recently handled yet another copy. 
MADAN, WILLIAMS & GREEN (1962) 133. OCLC: 12240161. 
NCBEL III:978.   $7500.



135. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Carroll, Lewis [pseud]: CHRISTMAS GREETINGS. [FROM A 
FAIRY TO A CHILD] [caption title]. [London: Macmillan, 1884]. 16mo broadside (13 x 8.5 
cm). Printed on recto only. A bit creased in upper portion, some closed edge tears and a 
couple of open nicks, none affecting text; just a good copy 

 

First separate printing, reprinted from Phantasmagoria for promotional purposes. The 
initial ‘g’ in ‘forgetting’ in this copy exhibits some loss at the toe. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962) 162.   $125.

136. Dodgson, Charles L.: THE PRINCIPLES OF PARLIAMENTARY REPRESENTATION. 
London: Harrison and Sons, 1884. [4],47,[1]pp. Octavo. Loose signatures, formerly sewn. 
A bit of dust soiling and a few small spots to outer leaves, half-title partially separated at 
gutter, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

First published edition. with minor alterations, preceded by a private printing of 150 
copies for presentation earlier the same year. Dodgson’s contribution to a controversy 
over the issue of Proportional Representation. A separate “Supplement” and a “Postscript 
to Supplement” followed, as did a revised second edition. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962) 142. PARRISH, p.83.   $550.

137. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Carroll, Lewis [pseud]: ALICE’S ADVENTURES UNDER GROUND  
BEING A FACSIMILE OF THE ORIGINAL MS. BOOK AFTERWARDS DEVELOPED 
INTO “ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND.” London: Macmillan and Co., 1886. 
vii,[4],95,[5]pp. Crimson cloth, ruled and lettered in gilt, a.e.g. Illustrations. Cloth a bit 
handsoiled, with quarter size spot on upper cover and some darkening to the spine, very 
slightly shaken, adhesive gold star in corner of front pastedown; otherwise very good. 

 

First edition, with the first form of the endsheets. The first and only printing consisted of 
5000 copies, with some evidently being remaindered, with white endsheets, in later years. 
A reproduction of the autograph manuscript and drawings, with “An Easter Greeting...” 
in type at the end. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962) 194.   $600.

138. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Carroll, Lewis [pseud]: THE 
NURSERY “ALICE” CONTAINING TWENTY COLORED 
ENLARGEMENTS FROM TENNIEL’S ILLUSTRATIONS 
TO “ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND” 
WITH TEXT ADAPTED TO NURSERY READERS 
.... London: Macmillan and Co., 1889. [8],56,[8]pp. 
Quarto. Cream cloth-backed pictorial boards (design 
by E. Gertrude Thomson). Color frontis and nineteen 
chromolithographed illustrations in text. Textblock 
printed on off-white (or tan) stock. Boards somewhat 
soiled and rubbed, corners of boards bumped, slight 
cracking to front inner hinge, some foxing to white (not 
orange) endsheets; withal a good to very good copy, 
enclosed in a half-morocco slipcase and chemise. 
 

First edition, one of the early issues (sometimes referred 
to as ‘trial’ issues), in this case without the denotation 
“People’s Edition ...” on the title, with the overstamping 
of the three shilling price with an ornament above the 
imprint and the “Price One Shilling” stamped above 
the ornament, making it similar to Green’s copy as 
described on page 149 (1962 edition). However, his 
copy lacked an illustration on the lower board, whereas 

this copy has the image of the March Hare that is characteristic of the public copies. The 
variations between the 1889 printings and 1890 printing are a consequence of, among other 



factors, Dodgson’s dissatisfaction with, and rejection of, the coloring of the illustrations 
as first printed by Evans. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962) 215 (or 185e).   $3500.

139. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Carroll, Lewis [pseud]: ADVERTISEMENT [caption title]. 
[London: Macmillan for the Author, Christmas 1893]. Small broadside (18 x 12 cm). Printed 
on recto only. A bit of creasing and light foxing, a few short edge tears; about very good. 

 

The request for recall of copies of the 60th thousand of Through The Looking Glass 
due to the deterioration of the plates for the illustrations. Dodgson proposes donating the 
returned copies for one of several charities. Originally distributed with copies of Sylvie 
And Bruno Concluded, though most examples have lost that context over the years.
 $100.

140. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Collingwood, Stuart Dodgson: THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF 
LEWIS CARROLL (REV. C. L. DODGSON). New York: Published by the Century Co., 
1899. xx,448pp. Cherry red cloth, decorated in gilt, t.e.g., others untrimmed. Portrait, 
photographs and illustrations. Trace of sunning to spine, bit of darkening along lower joint, 
slight patch of dulling along top edge of lower board, still a very good copy, the unusually 
heavy text-block still well-anchored. 

 

First US edition, published the year after the UK edition, of “a very readable and satisfactory 
Life, by one who had both an intimate acquaintance with the subject and access to his 
Diary and Correspondence” - Williams, et al. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962) 644 (UK edition).   $150.

141. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Carroll, Lewis [pseud]: ALICE IN WONDERLAND ... PRINTED 
IN GREGG SHORTHAND. New York, Boston, Chicago, San Francisco & Liverpool, Gregg 
Publishing Company, [nd. but ca. 1919]. 154pp. Sq. octavo. Gray-green pictorial cloth, 
stamped in orange and dark green. Illustrations derived from Tenniel. Tiny bump to fore-
edge, slight darkening along lower outer joint, otherwise fine. 

 

First edition, the preferred form with ‘D-83’ on the verso of the title and with the Liverpool 
office still included in the imprint. The transposition into shorthand was executed by Georgie 
Gregg. The copy exhibited by Madan in the Centenary was a later printing. 
MADAN (Centenary) 195.   $275.

142. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Carroll, Lewis, and Uriel Birnbaum [illustrator]: ALICE IM 
WUNDERLAND. Vienna, Leipzig & New York: Sesam-Verlag, 1923. 109,[3]pp. plus color 
frontis and four color plates. Sq. octavo. Blue cloth, lettered in gilt. Inevitable moderate 
tanning to textblock, closed tear to one text leaf, otherwise very good or better, without 
the dust jacket. 

 

First edition. Translated into German by Helene Scheu-Riesz. Austrian artist and writer 
Uriel Birnbaum (1894 - 1956) prepared illustrations of note for both Alices. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962), p. 226.   $250.

143. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Williams, Sidney Herbert: SOME RARE CARROLLIANA. 
London: Printed for Private Circulation Only, 1924. 23,[1]pp. Quarto. Printed boards. 
Frontis and facsimiles. Boards rather rubbed and edgeworn, two small nicks to spine, 
upper fore-corner of upper board shows a light stain, small foil star sticker in corner of 
pastedown; externally somewhat dim, but for a bit of light foxing, internally very good. 

 

First edition. Copy #45 of 75 numbered copies on Abbey Mills antique paper, from a total 
of 79 copies, all signed by the compiler. Made up of facsimiles of manuscript bits and 
letters. Rare. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962) 296.   $375.



144. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Parrish, M. L.: A LIST OF THE WRITINGS OF LEWIS 
CARROLL [CHARLES L. DODGSON] IN THE LIBRARY AT DORMY HOUSE PINE 
VALLEY, NEW JERSEY [with:] A SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF THE WRITINGS .... [Pine 
Valley]: Privately Printed, 1928 & 1933. Two volumes. Small quartos. Full red morocco, 
t.e.g., others untrimmed. Frontispieces, plates and facsimiles. Some foxing and tanning 
to endsheets of each volume, errata slip to first volume tipped to limitation leaf, with 
paperclip shadow to top edges of adjoining leaves, spine of first volume somewhat rubbed 
and sunned; still, a good, sound set. 

 

First editions. Copies #49 of sixty-six numbered copies, the first printed by Rudge, the 
second by Edward Stern & Company. The very uncommon catalogue and supplement 
describing Parrish’s collection, at its time the most extensive in private hands in the US. 
Copies were reserved strictly for presentation. The small printed slip that accompanied 
the errata for the first volume is laid in. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962), pp.244-5.   $1250.

145. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Carroll, Lewis [pseud]: ALICE IM WUNDERLAND. Berlin: 
Meidingers Jugendschriften Verlag, [nd but ca. 1931]. Quarto. Cloth-backed pictorial 
boards. Pictorial endsheets, Edges slightly dusty and foxed, otherwise an excellent copy 
in pictorial dust jacket with some shallow chipping around the crown of the spine. With 
the small bookplate of Alain de Suzannet in the corner of the front pastedown. 

 

First edition in this format, with the translation by Klara Sternbeck, illustrations in text by 
Kurt Lange and eight mounted color plates by A. E. Jackson. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962), p. 226.   $250.

146. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Carroll, Lewis [pseud]: [ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND. 
In Chinese]. [Shanghai: The Commercial Press, Ltd., April 1931]. Octavo. Pictorial wrappers. 
Illustrations (after Tenniel). Wrapper a bit dust smudged, text stock uniformly tanned, rear 
wrapper shows faint discoloration, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

Explicitly denoted the fifth edition (or printing) of this translation by Yuen Sen Chao, first 
published in Jan. 1922. The bibliographers note this configuration, indicate that “There are 
in all six Chinese editions...,” and observe that the earliest editions were abridged. They 
are also very scarce, some references remarking that the present printing is effectively 
the first realistically obtainable. In January 1932, the plant and a portion of the inventory 
of the Commercial Press were destroyed by Japanese bombs. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962), p.224.   $375.

147. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Carroll, Lewis [pseud]: ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND. 
New York: The Limited Editions Club, 1932. Publisher’s full red, richly gilt-decorated 
morocco, a.e.g. Frontis and illustrations. Fine in decorated cloth slipcase, the whole 
enclosed in a half morocco slipcase and chemise. 

 

First printing in this format, including the original Tenniel illustrations, with an Introduction 
by Henry S. Canby. Copy #277 of 1500 numbered copies, printed by Rudge after Frederic 
Warde’s design. This copy, like all copies, is signed by Warde on the colophon. In addition, 
it is one of five hundred copies originally offered at additional cost, signed by the model 
for Alice, Alice Hargreaves   $3000.

148. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Carroll, Lewis [pseud]: ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND. 
New York: The Limited Editions Club, 1932. Publisher’s full red, richly gilt-decorated 
morocco, a.e.g. Frontis and illustrations. Fine in lightly smudged decorated cloth slipcase. 

 

First printing in this format, including the original Tenniel illustrations, with an Introduction 
by Henry S. Canby. Copy #1402 of 1500 numbered copies, printed by Rudge after Frederic 
Warde’s design. This copy is signed by Warde on the colophon. It is not one of the 500 
copies signed by the original Alice.   $500.



149. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: CATALOGUE OF AN EXHIBITION AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
TO COMMEMORATE THE ONE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE BIRTH OF LEWIS 
CARROLL (CHARLES LUTWIDGE DODGSON) 1832 - 1898. New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1932. 153pp. Octavo. Crimson cloth, stamped in gilt, a.e.g. Portrait. Tiny bump at 
top foretips, otherwise fine. 

 

First edition. One of ninety-five numbered copies specially bound, from a total edition of 
1500 copies. Includes annotated entries for over 400 items, drawing from several significant 
collections.   $125.

150. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Carroll, Lewis [pseud]: FOR THE TRAIN  FIVE POEMS 
AND A TALE ... BEING CONTRIBUTIONS TO “THE TRAIN” 1856 - 1857 .... London 
Denis Archer, January 1932. Large octavo. Gilt lettered tan cloth, fore and bottom edges 
untrimmed. Portrait and illustrations. Some mild foxing to cloth, but a very good copy. 

 

First edition thus, reprinting some of Dodgson’s earliest appearances in print, edited by 
Hugh J. Schonfield, along with illustrations by C. H. Bennett and W. McConnell. Copy 
#11 of one hundred numbered copies, signed by the editor. Published in observance of 
Dodgson’s Centenary. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962) 307.   $250.

151. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Madan, Falconer [ed]: THE LEWIS CARROLL CENTENARY 
IN LONDON 1932. INCLUDING A CATALOGUE OF THE EXHIBITION, WITH NOTES; AN 
ESSAY ON DODGSON’S ILLUSTRATORS BY HAROLD HARTLEY; AND ADDITIONAL 
LITERARY PIECES (CHIEFLY UNPUBLISHED). London: The Old Court House / J. & 
E. Bumpus, 1932. xvi,[4],138,[2]pp. plus plates. Polished white buckram, lettered in gilt. 
Frontis and five additional plates. Trace of the almost inevitable cloth bubbling along the 
fore-edges of the boards, otherwise fine in faintly edgeworn dust jacket. 

 

First edition, limited issue. Copy #08 of 400 numbered copies, specially bound, including 
a supplement of “Additional Literary Pieces” not in the trade edition. This copy does not 
include the later inserts (prior to page 1, and between 108 and 109). 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962) 305.   $100.

152. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Carroll, Lewis [pseud], and Percival Robert Brinton [trans]: 
THE HUNTING OF THE SNARK ... RENDERED INTO LATIN VERSE. London: Macmillan 
and Co., 1934. [6],57,[1]pp. Octavo. Gilt lettered crimson wrappers. Fine. 

 

First edition of this translation, with the English and Latin texts printed en face, accompanied 
by a Prefatory Note by the translator. Oddly uncommon in the wild for a book of this nature, 
although OCLC locates 21 copies in libraries. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962), p.235. OCLC: 7624152.   $125.

153. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Carroll, Lewis [pseud]: THE RUSSIAN JOURNAL AND OTHER 
SELECTIONS FROM THE WORKS OF .... New York Dutton & Co., [1935]. Cloth. Fine in 
lightly smudged and handsoiled dust jacket. 

 

First edition of this selection, edited by John F. McDermott. The “Russian Journal” was 
privately printed in 1928 in an edition of 66 copies. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962) 312.   $125.

154. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Carroll, Lewis [pseud]: ALICE’S ADVENTURES UNDER 
GROUND. [Vienna: Privately printed by Max Jaffe, Vienna, for Eldridge Johnson, 1936]. 
12mo. Original dark green limp morocco, lettered in gilt, with outer double edge rule, a.e.g. 
Illustrations by the author (14 full-page), plus photograph of Alice Liddell at the foot of 
the last page. A fine copy in board slipcase. 

 



First edition in this format, being a collotype facsimile of the original manuscript book that 
Dodgson eventually developed into Alice’s Adventures In Wonderland. This manuscript 
facsimile was commissioned by Eldridge Johnson (1867–1945), who bought the manuscript 
from Dr. Rosenbach in 1928. The number of copies printed has been suggested to be in 
the neighborhood of no more than fifty copies. In 1948 donors purchased the manuscript 
and repatriated it to the UK. “It is not too extravagant to say that this production is as near 
perfection as is possible for a printed facsimile. It has been said that if this facsimile is 
put beside the original, the only way that they may be distinguished is that the facsimile 
is in better condition” - Selwyn Goodacre & Denis Crutch, Jabberwocky, (1978). Folded 
and inserted at the end of the text of this copy is the alternative conclusion, without the 
photograph, that was distributed with some copies.   $2500.

155. [Dodgson, Charles L.]: Weaver, Warren: LEWIS CARROLL CORRESPONDING NUMBERS 
A TABLE OF CORRESPONDENCE NUMBERS AND DATES: FROM WHICH ONE CAN 
DETERMINE THE APPROXIMATE DATE OF ANY UNDATED ITEM OF CARROLLIANA 
WHICH BEARS A CORRESPONDENCE NUMBER. Scarsdale, NY: Privately Printed, 
February 1940. 16pp. Printed wrappers. Wrappers a bit sunned and foxed, but very good. 

 

First edition of this publication in the field of his extracurricular fascination by the American 
mathematician and pioneer in the subject of machine translation. Copy #19 of an edition 
of 99 numbered copies, signed by Weaver. Scarce. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962), XVI (p. 249).   $175.

156. [Dodgson, Charles L., and Augustus Arthur Vansittart]: JABBERWOCKY [and:] 
MORS IABROCHII [caption title]. [Oxford: At the University Press, 1881]. [4]pp. Folded 
quarto leaflet, printing the English and the Latin translations on opposing panels. Light 
foxing along extreme edges, very slightly edgeworn, but a very good or better copy in 
gilt lettered cloth folder. 

 

First printing in this format. The translation into Latin was made in March 1872 by A. 
A. Vansittart, a Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, and maintains the same format of 
seven verses, followed by footnotes. One of the footnotes to the Latin text refers to a 
nonexistent ‘picture.’ OCLC/Worldcat locates thirteen copies in three entries, all of them 
in North America. 
WILLIAMS, MADAN & GREEN (1962) 141. PARRISH, pp. 26-7.   $2000.



158. [Dodgson, Charles L. - Pastiche]: Lewis, Caroline [pseud of E. Harold Begbie, 
et al.]: CLARA IN BLUNDERLAND [with:] LOST IN BLUNDERLAND THE FURTHER 
ADVENTURES OF CLARA. London: Heinemann, 1902 & 1903. Two octavo volumes. 
Pictorial olive green cloth stamped in red and black. Frontispieces and illustrations by 
“S.R.” (i.e. Stafford Ransome). Light offset to endsheets, some foxing to tissue guards 
between titles and frontispieces, otherwise a very good to near fine set. 

 

First edition of these parodies of Alice ... by the prolific journalist and miscellaneous writer, 
written with the unspecified collaboration of M. H. Temple. Both are primarily political 
satires, the product of frustrations about the Boer War and the British government of the 
time. Begbie went on to support pacifists and conscientious objection to the Great War 
and put himself out front with a vigorous defense of the reality of the supposed apparition 
of the Angel of Mons. The initial volume of this parody was so successful that by the time 
of the appearance of the second, the first was in its tenth “edition.”   $300.

159. [Dodgson, Charles L. - Pastiche]: Wyatt, Horace M.: ALICE IN MOTORLAND, London: 
“The Car - Illustrated,” Ltd., 1904. 80pp. Small octavo (17 x 11.5 cm). Pictorial textured 
tan cloth, stamped in black. Frontis and illustrations. Text block inevitably tanned due to 
pulp paper, four of the plates exhibit careful (but not original) coloring; still, an unusually 
good copy of an extremely fragile book. 

 

First edition of this slightly far-fetched pastiche. Illustrations by Charles R. Sykes. Published 
as “The ‘Car Magazine’ Series. No.1.” A second volume was published in 1905. Sykes 
was also the artist commissioned to produce the iconic Rolls Royce hood ornament, the 
“Spirit of Ecstasy.” 
OCLC: 12593880.   $250.

160. [Dodgson, Charles L. - Pastiche]: Arthur Guinness Sons & Co: JABBERWOCKY RE-
VERSED AND OTHER GUINNESS VERSIONS [wrapper title]. St. James Gate, Dublin: 
Guinness, 1933. 24pp. Large octavo. Pictorial stiff card wrappers. Illustrated, partially in 
color. Minor use at overlap edges, otherwise fine. 

 

First edition. An element in a publicity campaign based on charmingly illustrated parodies 
and imitations of Alice texts, spun around Guinness stout.   $125.

161. [Dodgson, Charles L. - Pastiche]: Stackpole, J. Lewis [of the Boston Bar]: ROSIE 
IN SQUANDERLAND OR BILLIONS FOR VOTES. New York: The Paisley Press, 1936. 
24pp. Quarto. Dull red pictorial wrapper. Illustrations. Wrappers a bit dust soiled at edges, 
with a couple small nicks in for-edges, bumps to upper forecorners, but a very good copy. 

 

First edition of this pro-Republican, anti-Roosevelt campaign screed, composed in a 
form which parodies Alice. Roosevelt’s face has been superimposed on the images of 
Alice derived from Tenniel. Similar modifications are made in one image, incorporating 
Felix Frankfurter (Hatter), Henry Wallace (March Hare), Mrs. Roosevelt (Duchess), Harry 
Hopkins (King) etc. Uncommon - OCLC locates 13 copies. 
OCLC: 9265445.   $125.

162. Doyle, A. Conan: THE LOST WORLD. New York: Hodder & Stoughton / George H. 
Doran Co., [1912]. Gilt medium brown ribbed cloth. Frontis and plates. Slight offset from 
frontis to facing title-page, minor foxing to prelims and terminal leaves, a couple of minor 
stray marks to cloth, otherwise a bright very good to near fine copy, without dust jacket. 

 

First US edition, with a complement of illustrations by ‘Maple White’ and Joseph Clement 
Coll that differ from those in the UK edition. The first of the Professor Challenger fictions 
and the sourcework or inspiration for any number of works in other media, including its 
earliest appearance on the screen, in 1925. 
GREEN & GIBSON A37e. BLEILER, p. 63.   $450.



163. Doyle, Arthur Conan: SIR NIGEL. London: Smith, Elder & Co., 1906. viii,[2],394,[2]
pp. Gilt cloth. Frontis and plates. Slight sunning and a few minor marks to cloth; a very 
good copy. 

 

First British edition. The first printing consisted of 12,500 copies. 
GREEN & GIBSON A30a.   $150.

164. [Drug Literature]: Murtagh, John M., and Sara Harris: WHO LIVE IN SHADOW. New 
York: McGraw-Hill, [1959]. Cloth and boards. Fine in very near fine pictorial dust jacket. 
Review slip laid in. 

 

First edition of this “inside view of the phantasmal world of narcotics,” capped off by a 
remarkable 8-page glossary of “Junkie Jive.”   $45.

165. Durrell, Lawrence: DOWN THE STYX. Santa Barbara: Capricorn Press, 1971. Small 
quarto. Decorated boards. Light sunning to spine and edges, but very good or better. 

 

First separate edition, limited issue. From an edition of 1000 copies printed by Noel Young, 
this is one of 200 specially bound and signed by the author. Binding illustration by the 
author. Preface by F.J. Temple. Illustrations adapted from Doré’s engravings.   $85.

166. Durrell, Lawrence: THE RED LIMBO LINGO  A POETRY NOTEBOOK. New York: 
Dutton, 1971. Quarto. Cloth. Fine in slipcase. 

 

First edition, US signed issue. One of 100 numbered copies signed by the author, from 
600 copies for US distribution under the Dutton imprint, from a total edition of 1200 copies 
printed at the Curwen Press. The other 600 copies (including 100 signed copies) were 
issued by Faber in the UK.   $125.

167. [Dwiggins, W.A.]: Nathan, Robert: [Proofs of 
the Color Illustrations for:] ONE MORE SPRING. 
Stamford: The Overbrook Press, 1935. [18] leaves. 
Loose sheets, between sheets of stiff card. Some 
scattered spots of foxing, but very good or better. 
 

A set  of  proofs of  Dwiggin ’s  color  s tenci l 
illustrations for this award-winning edition of 
Nathan’s novel, printed single sided, and except 
for the title-leaf, without text. This format for 
Dwiggins’s illustrations is not noted in Agner or 
Cahoon, so the number of sets is not readily 
ascertainable, but it would have been at least 
twelve. 
CAHOON, p.7.  LAURENCE A12c.  AGNER 
35.08.   $125.

168. [Édi t ions Hermès]:  Dumas, Phi l ippe: 
MUSÉE HERMÈS  CARNET DE CROQUIS DE 
... ILLUSTRANT LA THÈME LA VIE A L’AIR 
LIBRE. Paris: Éditions Hermès, [1990]. Oblong 

octavo (10 x 15.5 cm). Green cloth, lettered in gilt. Printed in color in facsimile of manuscript 
and drawings. Fine. 

 

First edition. One of 5000 copies printed. This title was later reprinted in the Hermés 
Cahiers series by Actes Sud.   $125.

169. Eliot, T.S.: ANIMULA. [London: Faber & Faber, 1929]. Yellow boards, stamped in gilt. 
Boards very slightly dust smudged toward edges, otherwise about fine. 

 



First edition, limited issue. Drawing by Gertrude Hermes. One of four hundred numbered 
copies, specially printed and bound, and signed by the author. Ariel Poem #23. 
GALLUP A14b.   $600.

170. Eliot, T.S.: ASH-WEDNESDAY. New York & London: Fountain Press / Faber & Faber, 
1930. Blue cloth, decorated and lettered in gilt, t.e.g. Usual slight offset to endsheets, 
tiny smudge on lower board, otherwise a fine copy, though wanting the glassine wrapper 
and slipcase. 

 

First edition, limited issue. One of six hundred numbered copies, printed on handmade 
paper at the Curwen Press and signed by the author. 
GALLUP A15. MODERN MOVEMENT 65.   $1850.

171. Eliot, T.S.: TRIUMPHAL MARCH. [London: Faber & Faber, 1931]. Gilt paper boards. 
Boards very slightly bowed, faint trace of dusting along spine edge, otherwise fine. 

 

First edition, limited issue, of Ariel Poem #35. Drawings by E. McKnight Kauffer. One of 
three hundred numbered copies, specially printed and bound, and signed by the author. 
GALLUP A19b.   $650.

172. Eliot, T.S.: ELIZABETHAN ESSAYS. London: Faber & Faber, [1934]. Small octavo. 
Gilt cloth. First edition, first binding, second state of the half-title (a cancel). Fine in slightly 
spine-tanned dust jacket with tiny nicks at crown and toe of spine panel. 
GALLUP A27a.   $125.

173. Eliot, T.S.: THE ROCK A PAGEANT PLAY.... London: Faber, [1934]. Boards. About 
fine, in very good, slightly darkened dust jacket with trace of fraying at crown of spine. 

 

First edition, in the trade binding. One of 1000 copies thus, from a total first printing of 
2000 copies. 
GALLUP A26a.   $200.

174. Eliot, T. S.: POEMS WRITTEN IN EARLY YOUTH. London: Faber & Faber, [1967]. 
Cloth. Faint offset to endsheets, else about fine in jacket. 

 

First U.K. edition, preceded by the unauthorized Undergraduate Poems and John 
Hayward’s private edition of 12 copies. 
GALLUP A56b.   $75.

175. [Ellison, Ralph]: O’Meally, Robert [ed]: NEW ESSAYS ON INVISIBLE MAN. Cambridge, 
New York, etc: Cambridge University Press, [1988]. Printed wrappers. First edition, wrapper 
bound issue. Warmly inscribed by the editor to two close academic friends, signed “Love, 
Bobby.” Wrapper faintly rubbed and handsoiled, very good.  $50.

176. [Elzevier Imprint]: Commines, Philippe de: LES MEMOIRES 
DE MESSIRE PHILIPPE DE COMMINES, SR. D’ARGENTON. 
A Leide: Chez les Elzeviers, 1648. [24],765,[19]pp. Engraved 
title. 12mo. 13.3 x 7.5 cm. Beautifully bound in 19th century 
polished claret red crushed levant, with spine and corners 
richly tooled in gilt, with a intricately gilt center ornament of 
inlaid black morocco, gilt inner dentelles, a.e.g., by Duru (dated 
1850). Three bookseller’s descriptions tipped to binder’s blank, 
some minor foxing, but a very near fine copy. 

 

First Elzevier edition of the celebrated memoirs of the foremost 
French Renaissance historian (1445-1509), notable as an 
important analysis of 15th century culture, politics and personality. 
“...The graphic style of his narrative and above all the keenness 
of his insight into the motives of his contemporaries, an insight 



undimmed by undue regard for principles of right and wrong, make this work one of the 
great classics of history” - Encyc. Britannica. “...Authoritative [and] rare...printed in Paris 
probably by Le Gras” - Rostenberg & Stern, The House Of Elzevir, 27 (referencing this 
edition in their offering of the 1661 edition). “Jolie édition, dont les exemplaires grands 
de marge et bien conservés sont fort recherchés” - Brunet. With the bookplate of Thomas 
Westwood and of Ex Musaeo PIN (Elzéar)-Stern. 
RAHIR 630. BRUNET II:191. WILLEMS 634.   $1650.

177. [Elzevier Imprint]: Horace: QUINTI HORATII FLACCI POËMATA, SCHOLIIS SIVE 
ANNOTATIONIBUS INSTAR COMMENTARII ILLUSTRATA. Amsterdam: Apud. Danielem 
Elzevirium, 1676, 234,[4]pp. 12mo. Full red strait-grain morocco, boards with ruled outer 
gilt frame and inner frame with looped corners, spine ruled in gilt with title and oval 
devices, gilt inner dentelles, moiré silk endleaves, a.e.g. by Courteval of Paris. Some 
wear at foretips and spine extremities, with minute loss at crown, otherwise very good. 

 

With the gilt bookplate of John Roland Abbey. Denoted an “edition nova,” complete with 
the annotations and commentary of John Bond from the London editions of 1606 and 
thereafter. With Courteval’s printed bindery label, from No.1 Rue des Carmes, in the upper 
forecorner of the verso of the free endsheet. “Edition tres-jolie...” - Brunet. 
WILLEMS 1517. BRUNET III:318.   $950.

178. Fairchild Aerial Camera Corporation: FOR PHOTOGRAPHY 
FROM THE AIR. Woodside, NY: Fairchild Aerial Camera Corp., 
[ca. 1934]. Ca. 125 pages, paginated in lettered sections. 
Quarto. Ringbound decorated printed boards. Large folding plate. 
Photographs and diagrams. Light smudges to boards, anchor 
tape for folding plate slightly wrinkled, but a very good copy, 
lacking the price list from the sleeve attached to the rear board. 
 

First edition. A visually striking promotional and catalogue from 
Fairchild relating to all aspects of their development, manufacture 
and implementation of aerial cameras beginning with military 
applications and branching out into civilian, scientific and 
government uses. The overall design is notable, and although 
there is no designer credited, the printers are: Collins Doan 
Co, of Jersey City. Scarce: OCLC locates four copies: MOMA, 
Claremont College, UCSB and Canada Sci & Tech College.   
 $300.

179. Falconer, William: THE SHIPWRECK, A POEM BY ... A SAILOR ... WITH A LIFE 
OF THE AUTHOR.... London: Printed for William Miller by T. Bensley ..., 1804. [16],[xiii]-
xlvi,220pp. Large octavo (23 x 14.5 cm; 9 1/8 x 6 3/4 inches). Richly bound in full crimson 
straight grain morocco, raised bands, spine gilt extra, intricate decorative borders, a.e.g. 
(binding unsigned but with shadow of now absent binder’s or bookseller’s ticket in the 
upper corner of the front pastedown). Illustrated with five vignettes and three plates. Minor 
rubbing to edges, and spine a shade sunned, internally about fine. 

 

First edition in this format, including the “Life...” by James Stanier Clarke. The fine engravings 
were executed by James Fittler after drawings by the famed maritime painter, Nicholas 
Pocock. Fittler was appointed by George III as his marine engraver. Falconer’s poem, a 
treatment of the voyage of the Britannia from Alexandria to Venice and its shipwreck near 
Cape Colonna on the Greek coast, was first published in 1762. This edition reprints the 
advertisements to the second and third editions. This copy was printed on large, heavy 
paper, but there is also an issue on even larger paper (29 cm). “An excellent descriptive 
poem by an ingenious and unfortunate author” - Lowndes. 
NCBEL II:655. LOWNDES, p.774.   $450.

180. Faulkner, William: ABSALOM, ABSALOM! New York: Random House, 1936. Black 
cloth, lettered in gilt, ruled in red, top edge stained red. Folding map. Spine gilding slightly 
oxidized, bookstore label in corner of rear pastedown, minute nick in rear inner hinge, 



otherwise very good, or better, in shelfworn dust jacket with vertical crease in spine panel, 
some soiling to the rear panel and at the toe of the spine, very shallow loss at spine ends, 
with the $3.50 price intact. 

 

First edition, trade issue, uncharacteristically issued without the usual RH designation for 
the first printing, and without indications of subsequent printings. 
PETERSEN A17c.   $1000.

181. [Faulkner, William]: Hurd, Peter: [Original Pencil 
Portrait Sketch of William Faulkner]. Denver. 1959. 
Original pencil portrait, (measured to mat edges) 5.5 
x 3.75” (14 x 9.5 cm). Matted and framed under glass. 
Not examined out of frame, faint tanning to paper, but 
very good. 

 

A quarter profile sketch of Faulkner’s head, captioned in the 
artist’s hand: “William Faulkner sketched by Peter Hurd at 
a UNESCO Conference Denver ‘59.” One of the subjects 
of the 1959 Denver National Conference on UNESCO was 
“The cultures of the Americas: achievements in education, 
science, and the arts,” and Faulkner addressed the closing 
Plenary Session on 2 October 1959 (see Petersen D46a). 
On the paper sealing the verso of the frame Hurd’s friend 
and collaborator, historian and novelist Paul Horgan, has 
inscribed in ink: “Portrait Sketch of William Faulkner by 
Peter Hurd / Collection of Paul Horgan.”                    $850.

182. [Faulkner, William (screenwriter)]: DAS LETZTE 
SKLAVEN-SCHIFF [i.e. SLAVE SHIP]. [Berlin]: Illustrierter 
Film-kurier, [ca. late 1937]. [8]pp. Quarto. Pictorial self-wrappers. Heavily illustrated. 
Creased snag to spine at middle, without loss, otherwise a very good copy of a fragile item. 

 

The German issue of the German language Film-Kurier turned over to the third film for 
which Faulkner actually received screen credit (as “Story by”) upon final release in 1937.  
The title is at slight variance from the release title appearing on the issues printed in 
Vienna, the format is larger, and some of the illustrative matter is different. The script 
was based on George S. King’s novel, and at various times involved additional work by 
Sam Hellman, Lamar Trotti, and Gladys Lehman, as well as uncredited final revisions by 
associate producer Nunnally Johnson. The film was directed by Tay Garnett, and starred 
Wallace Beery, Warner Baxter, Mickey Rooney, et al., all of whom are featured in the 
imagery in this issue, along with two images of the abuse of slaves. The film opened in 
Austria and Germany in early Autumn, 1937.   $125.

183. [Faulkner, William (screenwriter)]: DAS SKLAVEN-SCHIFF [i.e. SLAVE SHIP]. 
[Vienna]: Illustrierter Film-kurier, [ca. late 1937]. [8]pp. Octavo. Pictorial self-wrappers. 
Heavily illustrated. Spine staple absent, slight tanning along top edge, otherwise very 
good copy of a very fragile item. 

 

The Austrian issue of the German language Film-Kurier (Nr. 1846) turned over to the third 
film for which Faulkner actually received screen credit (as “Story by”) upon final release in 
1937. The format and illustrative matter differ from the issue printed in Berlin, and there 
is a slight variation in the title. The script was based on George S. King’s novel, and at 
various times involved additional work by Sam Hellman, Lamar Trotti, and Gladys Lehman, 
as well as uncredited final revisions by associate producer Nunnally Johnson. The film 
was directed by Tay Garnett, and starred Wallace Beery, Warner Baxter, Mickey Rooney, 
et al., all of whom are featured in the imagery in this issue, along with two images of the 
abuse of slaves. The film opened in Austria and Germany in early Autumn, 1937.   $50.



184. [Faulkner, William (sourcework)]: [Seven Studio Lobby Cards for:] INTRUDER IN THE 
DUST. [Culver City]: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1949. Seven (of eight) original 11 x 14” highly 
pictorial studio lobby cards, in color. Card #3 is a bit dust-dimmed, and has two repaired 

short tears in the margin; #1 has tack holes in the upper margin from use; Independent 
Poster Exchange stamp on the verso of three cards, with blindstamp in blank corner of 
title card, a couple of other smudges or tiny edge nicks, otherwise very good. 

 

A near complete set (lacking #2) of the lobby cards produced to promote the 1949 film 
adaptation of Faulkner ’s novel, based on a screenplay by Ben Maddow, directed by 
Clarence Brown, and starring David Brian, Claude Jarman, Jr., Will Geer, et al. The title 
card prominently features Faulkner’s “daring novel,” and the copy and imagery underscore 
the emblazoned caption, “It’s Sensational!”   $200.

185. [Faulkner, William (sourcework)]: Ravetch, Irving, and Harriet Frank, Jr. [screenwriters]: 
“THE REIVERS”  SCREENPLAY BY.... [Np]: Arthur Kramer - Irving Ravetch Productions, 
Inc., 8 July 1968. [1],127 leaves. Quarto. Typescript, on rectos only of some form of 
pressure-sensitive blue-line type paper (about the weight of carbon paper). Some short 
creased tears at lower and left margins of title leaf, otherwise very good. Manuscript notes 
on title refer to scenes 32 and 156. 

 

An unspecified, but revised mid-production draft of this important adaptation to the screen 
of Faulkner’s novel. We’ve handled other drafts dated as early as September 1967, and 
as late as 9 August (with revises dated as late as 10 January 1969). The film, directed 
by Mark Rydell, was released in 1969, and starred Steve McQueen, Will Geer, Sharon 
Farrell, et al. As we have handled mimeographed copies of this script of the same date, 
it is possible that the typescript in hand was a step along the way to the mimeo-master. It 
is counted among the most successful adaptations of a work by Faulkner to the screen. 
 $750.

186. Firbank, Ronald: INCLINATIONS. London: Grant Richards, 1916. Black cloth, stamped 
in gilt. Frontis illustration by Albert Rutherston. Spine extremities a bit worn, cloth a bit 
hand-dulled in places, otherwise about very good. 

 

First edition of the author’s third book. One of a total of five hundred copies printed. This 
is one of the copies issued without the inserted terminal publisher’s catalogue. 
BENKOVITZ A3.   $150.

187. Firbank, Ronald: CAPRICE. London: Grant Richards, 1917. Gilt cloth. Frontis by 
Augustus John. A few pencil notes on front endsheets, frontis tissue guard has caused 



slight offset to the title, otherwise very good, without dust jacket. 
 

First edition. One of 500 copies printed. 
BENKOVITZ A5.   $150.

188. Firbank, Ronald: THE PRINCESS ZOUBAROFF. A COMEDY. London: Grant Richards, 
1920. Black cloth. Frontis. Cloth very slightly hand-dulled, otherwise very good or better, 
without dust jacket. 

 

First edition. One of 530 copies printed (only 513 bound). Frontis and decorations by 
Michel Sevier. The fly-title is a cancel, as always, marking the removal of a dedication 
to Evan Morgan the recipient found offensive. The bibliographer could not locate a copy 
with the dedication intact. 
BENKOVITZ A7.   $150.

189. Firbank, Ronald: THE FLOWER BENEATH THE FOOT BEING A RECORD OF THE 
EARLY LIFE OF ST. LAURA DE NAZIANI AND THE TIMES IN WHICH SHE LIVED.... 
New York: Brentano’s, [1924]. Black cloth. Frontis. Ms. facsimile. Title-page vignette. 
Spine gilding very slightly dull, otherwise a fine copy in the pictorial dust jacket (replicating 
the Nevinson frontis) which has trivial loss at the crown of the spine panel. An excellent 
copy, partially unopened. 

 

First US edition, number of copies printed not known. Portrait by Wyndham Lewis. Preface 
by Firbank present in facsimile of the original manuscript. “...Of all his books, the worthiest 
of Forster’s praise and Auden’s passionate admiration” - Connolly. 
BENKOVITZ A9b. MODERN MOVEMENT 44.   $350.

190. Firbank, Ronald: “THE WIND & THE ROSES.” [London: Privately Printed for Alan 
Clodd, 1965]. Large octavo. Decorated wrappers. Slight sunning, minor bumping to 
corners, very good or better. 

 

First edition. Printed from the manuscript in an edition of fifty numbered copies (and twenty 
copies hors commerce, numbered in Roman), with an Introduction by Meriam Benkovitz. 
BENKOVITZ A21.   $150.

191. Firbank, Ronald: A TRAGEDY IN GREEN & WHEN WIDOWS LOVE. London: The 
Enitharmon Press, 1979. Two volumes. Oblong quarto and quarto (22 x 25.5cm and 
28.5 x 22 cm). Photoduplicated page proofs. Some corner creases and use, second item 
shows overall darkening of the pages (the fault of the photocopier), not affecting legibility, 
otherwise very good to about fine. 

 

Uncorrected page proofs and revised page proofs for the limited edition of 300 copies. 
Edited by Edward Martin Potoker. The first bears scattered corrections and revisions in 
ink by the editor, the second bears minor corrections in the acknowledgements. Both are 
inscribed and signed by the editor, “For Sylvia With Affection and Gratitude. Edward,” and 
dated “4 December 1979.” The recipient was, most likely, Sylvia Staub, who is explicitly 
thanked in the notes and acknowledgements in both proofs.   $300.

192. Fitzgerald, F. Scott: THE GREAT GATSBY. [New York]: The Limited Editions Club, 
[1980]. Square octavo. Gray cloth, with pictorial stamping in black and silver. Frontis and 
plates. Fine in tissue wrapper and slightly sunned slipcase. 

 

First printing in this format, with an introduction by Charles Scribner III, and fourteen 
plates after color gouaches by Fred Meyer. One of 2000 numbered copies printed at the 
Stinehour Press and signed by the artist. Newsletter laid in.   $450.

193. Fitzgerald, F. Scott: TRIMALCHIO ... A FACSIMILE EDITION OF THE ORIGINAL 
GALLEY PROOFS OF THE GREAT GATSBY. [Columbia, SC]: University of South Carolina 
Press / Thomas Cooper Library, [2000]. Narrow folio (62 x 15 cm). Loose sheets contained 
in board box with printed label. Facsimiles. One corner of box rubbed, otherwise fine. 

 



In addition to 500 numbered copies, this is one of an unknown number of copies denoted 
as review copies. Afterword by Matthew J. Bruccoli. Extra packing and shipping costs.
 $200.

194. Flender, Harold [screenwriter]: 8TH AVENUE  SCREENPLAY BY.... New York: Film 
Projects Inc./ Ric Eyrich, [nd. but ca. early 1960s]. [1],96 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed 
typescript printed on rectos only. Bolt-bound in gilt-stamped stiff-card steno binder, with 
small production logo label at lower corner of upper wrapper. Wrappers somewhat creased 
and used at overlap edges, internally very good or better. 

 

Denoted a “Revised” draft. An original and evidently unproduced screenplay about life 
among working stiffs, street-people, and hustlers in New York. Flender wrote the 1957 
novel, Paris Blues, that served as the basis for the superb 1961 Martin Ritt film, starring 
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward and Sidney Poitier, and it’s possible this script dates 
from the period following the success of that film. In later years, Flender turned to works 
on the Holocaust and life in Israel, beginning with Rescue In Denmark (1963), and a 
book chronicling the late ‘60s drug culture.   $450.

195. Foote, Anne, and Elaine Smedal: DECORATIVE ART IN WISCONSIN  A PORTFOLIO 
OF SERIGRAPHS. Madison: [Printed by:] Screen Art Company, June 1948. [4]pp. text plus 
fifteen loose color serigraph plates. Folio (35 x 27.5 cm). Laid into printed cloth-backed 
board folder. Crease in lower fore-corner of upper board of folder, slight toning, very good. 

 

First edition. Introduction by Clifford Lord of the Wisconsin State Historical Society. 
Illustrated descriptive key to the serigraphed plates. A surprisingly common, but nonetheless 
interesting, visual presentation of multi-cultural indigenous Wisconsin decorative arts, 
including Chippewa, Norwegian, Polish, Swiss, Winnebago, and Swedish designs.   $85.

196. [Formulary]: “Good Samaritan, The”: THE AMERICAN FAMILY KEEPSAKE: OR 
PEOPLE’S PRACTICAL CYCLOPAEDIA.  A TRUTHFUL BOOK OF FACTS AND HINTS 
UPON USEFUL SUBJECTS: EXPRESSLY ADAPTED TO MEET THE NEEDS OF EVERY 
MAN, WOMAN AND CHILD IN THE UNITED STATES. Boston: Published at 66 Cornhill, 
1848. 112pp. 12mo. Sewn. Laid into later plain stiff wrappers. Scattered foxing, a few 
pencil marginal highlights, minor discoloration and nicks, but a good copy. 

 

The earliest printing located in OCLC of this popular formulary and cookbook -- it was 
reprinted a number of times through the following decade. Includes food preparation, “Indian 
recipes,” hints to young men and to young women, remedies for poisons and illnesses, 
etc. Copyright was taken in the names of H. B. Skinner and J. B. Hall. 
LOWENSTEIN 429. OCLC: 982308843.   $225.

197. Forster, E.M.: A PASSAGE TO INDIA. London: Edward 
Arnold & Co., 1924. Large octavo. Gray cloth-backed boards, 
paper spine label, t.e.g., others untrimmed. Slight tanning to 
endleaves, bookplate of Frederick John Hancock Lloyd on 
front pastedown, slight tanning to lower board, but a very 
good copy, without slipcase. 
 

First edition, limited issue. Copy #3 of two hundred numbered 
copies, specially printed and bound, and signed by the author. 
Forster’s final novel, and his masterpiece, the sourcework 
for successful adaptations to screen, radio etc. 
MODERN MOVEMENT 45. KIRKPATRICK A10a(n).
 $3750.

198. [Freedom of the Press]: THE VOICE OF A FREE PRESS  
AN EDITORIAL FROM THE NEW YORK TIMES, JANUARY 
5, 1956 [caption title]. Stamford CT: The Overbrook Press, 



[1956]. Folio broadside (42.5 x 29 cm; 16 3/4 x 11.5”). Printed in double columns on recto 
only, in black and light brown. Very slight offset at extreme top edge from having been 
matted and framed, otherwise near fine. 

 

From a total edition of 800 copies, this is one of fifty copies specially printed on heavy 
Chatham handmade paper. A statement of principle in opposition to those who squealed 
at the Times for its stance against the Eastland Internal Security Subcommittee (before 
whom a number of NYT staff had been called), “McCarthyism and all its works,” segregation, 
and other evils. Scarce and timely indeed.  
CAHOON, p.77.   $150.

199. Fuchs, Edouard: L’ÉLÉMENT ÉROTIQUE DANS LA CARICATURE.  UN DOCUMENT 
À L’HISTOIRE DES NEURS PUBLIQUES, Vienna: C. W. Stern, éditeur, 1906. vi,[4],259,[2]
pp. plus plates, including color. Quarto. Binding a bit primitive, in slightly later faux-suede 
over boards, blind-stamped crimson label, bound without the wrappers. Illustrations and 
plates. Slight rippling to text block along lower edge, endsheets a bit dusty, slightly musty 
smelling, but a good copy. 

 

“Impression privée” of this “authorized” translation into French of the polymath’s 1904 study, 
ranging from antiquity up through significant attention to the erotic images of Beardsley 
and Rops. “...Issued privately and without the permission of Fuchs ...published by the 
well-known pornography publisher C. W. Stern who added graphic material not meant to 
be in this work” - Scheiner. 
PASCAL PIA 411-2. Scheiner, COMPENDIUM 529.   $125.

200. Gallup, Donald: WHAT MAD PURSUITS!  MORE MEMORIES OF A YALE LIBRARIAN. 
New Haven: Beinecke Rare Book & Manuscript Library, [1998]. Gilt cloth. Photographs 
and illustrations. Fine in very faintly rubbed dust jacket. 

 

First edition. With the author’s uncommonly exuberant inscription on the front free endsheet: 
“For ‘Our Leader’ with the respectful homage of Don Gallup BRBL 16 Oct. ‘98 (Publication 
day!)” With a Beinecke/author’s compliments slip laid in. The second volume of Dr. Gallup’s 
essays on the collections at Yale, his own collecting interests, and his dealings with the 
personalities of those associated with both.   $75.

201. Galsworthy, John: THE SILVER SPOON. London: William Heinemann, [11 November 
1926]. Large octavo. Polished blue buckram, t.e.g, others untrimmed. Usual offset from 
endsheets to gutter of adjacent text leaves, spine a bit sunned, otherwise near fine. 

 

First issue on large paper, limited to 265 numbered copies, specially printed and bound, 
and signed by the author. This issue postdated the ordinary issue (August 1926) and was 
issued as a companion to the large-paper issue of The Silver Spoon. 
MARROT, p.43.   $65.

202. Garcia Villa, José: HAVE COME AM HERE. New York: Viking Press, [1942]. Large 
octavo. Cloth. Heavy tan offset to endsheets from clippings (now absent), otherwise a 
good copy in darkened, worn and stained dust jacket. 

 

First edition of Villa’s third collection of verse. Inscribed by the author “with pleasure to 
Herbert Cahoon - and with faith in his work. José Garcia Villa.” Laid in are two copies of 
a prospectus for an unrealized project with New Directions, ViVA, a quarterly anthology 
Villa was to edit, along with an announcement for this book and another for Volume 
Two.   $75.

203. Garrett, George: A STORY GOES WITH IT. Washington, DC: Five and Ten Press, 
[2004]. 63,[3]pp. Pictorial wrapper. About fine. 

 

First edition. One of 250 numbered copies, signed by the author, from an edition of 400. 
In addition to being signed in full by Garrett on the title-page, this copy is inscribed: “For 
Kit & Joe Hello & Hooray! G.”   $50.



204. [Gehenna Press]: Baskin, Leonard: TEN WOODCUTS. Boston: R.M. Light and Co., 
[1961]. Small folio. Printed wrappers. First edition. One of fifteen hundred copies printed 
at the Gehenna Press as a priced offering for sale of the woodcuts illustrated within. 
Edges of wrapper sunstruck, two corners bumped, very good. 
BASKIN 28.   $65.

205. [Genl is,  Stéphanie Fél ic i té] :  THE 
AFFECTING HISTORY OF THE DUCHESS 
OF C--- :  WHO WAS CONFINED NINE 
YEARS IN A HORRID DUNGEON UNDER 
GROUND, WHERE LIGHT NEVER ENTERED; 
A STRAW BED BEING HER ONLY RESTING 
PLACE, AND BREAD AND WATER HER 
ONLY SUPPORT, CONVEYED BY MEANS 
OF A TURNING-BOX, BY HER INHUMAN 
HUSBAND; WHOM SHE SAW BUT ONCE 
DURING HER LONG IMPRISONMENT, 
THOUGH SUFFERING BY HUNGER, 
THIRST, AND COLD, THE MOST SEVERE 
HARDSHIPS, WITH THE MANNER SHE 
WAS PROVIDENTIALLY DISCOVERED AND 
RELEASED BY HER PARENTS. New York: 
Printed and Published by S. King, 1822. 
[2],[7]-40pp. 12mo. Large folding frontispiece, with early coloring. Sewn, but extracted from 
a nonce pamphlet volume, wholly untrimmed. Frontis folded slightly askew, early female 
ownership signature on verso of frontis, heavy foxing, otherwise a good copy. Wanting 
an outer wrapper; presumably it was issued with one. 

 

A rare sensational chapbook printing of this tale, and likely the first US printing. There 
were many British printings beginning in the 1790s. OCLC confirms authorship credited as 
above, and the translation is credited there to Baroness Maria Josepha Stanley Stanley. 
OCLC/Worldcat locates a single copy of this printing, at AAS. 
OCLC:198541346.   $250.

206. Giles, Janice Holt: JOHNNY OSAGE. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1960. Gilt cloth. As 
usual, a bright, fine copy, in near fine pictorial dust jacket with minimal wear at fore-tips. 

 

First edition. A remainder of “as-new” copies of this title turned up in 1978, sufficient to 
insure that “used” copies are still the exception.   $50.

207. Giles, Janice Holt: VOYAGE TO SANTA FE. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1962. Gilt 
cloth. First edition. A bright, fine copy, in near fine pictorial dust jacket with some light 
wear at fore-tips.   $100.

208. Giorno, John: BALLING BUDDHA. New York: Kulchur Foundation, [1970]. 174pp. 
Small quarto. Multi-color wrapper by Les Levin. Text printed on a rainbow of different 
colored stock. First edition, and now a somewhat uncommon book. Some creases and 
wear to wrapper, tidemark around toe of wrapper spine offset a bit to adjacent prelim and 
terminal leaf, still a good, sound copy, w.a.f.   $55.

209. Godwin, Mary Jane [publisher]: [Wyss, Johann David]: THE SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON; 
OR, ADVENTURES OF A FATHER AND MOTHER AND FOUR SONS IN A DESERT ISLAND:  
THE GENUINE PROGRESS OF THE STORY FORMING A CLEAR ILLUSTRATION OF 
THE FIRST PRINCIPLES OF NATURAL HISTORY, AND MANY BRANCHES OF SCIENCE 
WHICH MOST IMMEDIATELY APPLY TO THE BUSINESS OF LIFE.  TO WHICH ARE 
ADDED, NOTES OF REFERENCE, EXPLANATORY OF THE SUBJECTS TREATED OF. 
London: Printed for M. J. Godwin and Co. at the City French and English Juvenile and 
School Library, 1824. viii,436pp. Small octavo. Frontis, folding map, five engraved plates. 



Gilt mottled calf for Brentano’s, gilt extra, gilt inner dentelles. Bookplate, minor foxing to 
plates, joints stressed due to the acid calf (but holding), shallow sliver loss along crown 
of spine, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

Denoted the “Fifth Edition,” of this translation most 
often ascribed to William Godwin, published under 
the imprint of Mary Jane Godwin and including a 
preface and notes possibly by William Godwin. The 
plates were engraved by Springsguth and Dadley 
after designs by Courbold, and include “Shooting 
a Kangaroo.” Among the most widely known of the 
fictional works characterized as “Robinsonade,” 
bearing in its title homage to its famous progenitor 
by Defoe. The narrative of the adventures of a Swiss 
family shipwrecked in the East Indies en route to 
Port Jackson, Australia, was published in Germany 
in 1812, and specifically courts younger readers in 
need of edification. It in turn gave rise to a number 
of adaptations in a variety of media over the next 
two centuries. OCLC’s entry calls of adverts on 
pp. [434-436], but in this copy those pages are numbered and turned over to editor’s 
“Notes.” OCLC locates seven copies of this edition. This was among the Godwins’ most 
successful titles as publishers. 
OCLC: 43388336. OSBORNE I:318 (1814 edition).   $450.

210. Gold, Michael [pseud. of Itzok Isaac Granich]: JEWS WITHOUT MONEY. New York: 
International Publishers, [1942]. Cloth. Woodcuts by Howard Simon. Cloth a bit dust 
marked, some tanning, but good and sound. 

 

19th printing of Gold’s most successful book, with the new introduction added in 1935. An 
excellent association copy, signed and dated in 1944 by radical screenwriter and journalist, 
Alvah Bessie, and with Gold’s 1954 inscription to him: “To Alvah & Helen. Let us persist! 
Viva the literature of the People and its writers like Alvah! Comradely Mike Gold. SF May 
9, 1954.” Laid in is an a.l.s, on folded letter sheet, from Elizabeth Granish to Bessie, dated 
August 31, 1967 (possibly in another hand), thanking him for his expressions of sympathy 
after Gold’s death. Also laid in is a printed announcement of a Memorial Tribute to Gold, 
held in Golden Gate Park, June 2nd. 
HANNA 1442. RIDEOUT, o.295. INGLEHART 216. COAN & LILLARD, p.174.   $300.

211. Goldsmith, Oliver: THE DESERTED VILLAGE, A 
POEM ... THE SEVENTH EDITION. London: Printed: 
Springfield : [Massachusetts,] Reprinted: Babcock & 
Haswell, 1783. vii i,[9]-30pp. Small quarto. Sewn in 
contemporary drab wrappers. Some smudges to wrapper, 
scattered light foxing, some corners a bit creased, early ink 
name in upper corner of half-title, but a very good copy. 
 

The first Springfield printing, according to Scott based 
on the seventh London edition (1772). However, Scott 
was very much in error when he described this edition 
(“a poor piece of the printer ’s art, but copies are of 
excessive rarity”) as the first edition published in America. 
In fact, ESTC locates a 1771 New York printing, two 
Philadelphia printings (1771 and 1782), and a 1773 
Lancaster PA printing preceding this printing, although 
the copies located are few and far between. ESTC now 
denotes the Philadelphia 1771 printing the first American 
edition. ESTC locates a number of copies of this edition 



in the obvious institutions in North American, but only one copy (BL) outside, and it is 
uncommon in the wild. 
EVANS 17958. ESTC W29860. SCOTT p. 251-2.   $475.

212. [Goldsmith, Oliver - ana]: Duméril, Henri: NOTE SUR LES IDÉES ÉCONOMIQUES 
DE GOLDSMITH DANS LE <<VILLAGE ABANDONNE>> [wrapper title]. [Toulouse]: Extrait 
des Mémoires de l’Acadamie des Sciences, Inscriptions et Belle-Lettre de Toulouse, 1884. 
23,[1]pp. Large octavo. Printed wrapper. Vertical crease, some adhesion loss to lower 
wrapper along spine, otherwise very good. Laid into cloth and board folder with ms. label 
and old dry adhesive strips (the source of the adhesion loss), wrappers darkened and a 
bit soiled; a good copy. 

 

First separate edition of one of Duméril’s earliest publications. With the author’s presentation 
inscription on the front wrapper, signed with initials. OCLC/Worldcat locates three copies: 
BN, Bibliotheque Interuniv de Toulouse, and Poitiers-Bu Lettres. 
OCLC: 492311350.   $75.

213. [Goodwin Collection]: IMPORTANT FIRST EDITIONS WITH AUTOGRAPH LETTERS 
& MANUSCRIPTS OF ERNEST HEMINGWAY ... THE COLLECTION OF JONATHAN 
GOODWIN OF OLD LYME, CONNECTICUT. [Parts 1-3]. New York: Sotheby Park Bernet, 
October 1977 - April 1978. Oblong large octavo. Printed wrappers. Frontis, photographs, 
facsimiles. Folding plate. Pencil erasures from upper corner of front wrapper of parts 2 
& 3; part one shows some light external dustiness, but is priced in an unknown hand. A 
very good set. 

 

The catalogues of the three sessions of this watershed sale that marked increased attention 
to the writers of the post-WWI expatriate community and their contemporaries. Includes 
first publication of excerpts of major Hemingway letters (and much else).   $75.

214. Gourdan, Madame [Marguerite]: CORRESPONDENCE DE MADAME GOURDAN DITE 
LA COMTESSE. Paris: Bibliotheque des Curieux, [1910]. 180pp, 16mo. Printed parchment 
over wrappers, fore and bottom edge untrimmed. Parchment shows characteristic browning, 
spine neatly split, internally a near fine, fresh copy, worthy of binding. 

 

One of 500 numbered copies on Arches, from an edition of 505 copies, issued for subscribers 
in the series “Le Coffret du Bibliophile.” Correspondence of the most famous Parisian 
brothel hostess of her times, with an introduction and notes by Jean Hervez. 
PASCAL PIA, p. 151.   $85.

215. Graves, Robert: TREASURE BOX. [London: Printed 
for the Author at the Chiswick Press, December 1919]. 
Small octavo. Sewn unlettered blue wrappers (not stapled, 
as the bibliographers assert). Two small pictorial vignettes. 
Wrappers neatly split along spine, otherwise about fine. 
 

First edition of Graves’s fourth book, printed in an edition 
of two hundred copies for private distribution. This copy 
bears the joint presentation inscription of Graves and 
his wife, Nancy Nicholson, to George Plank, from Dingle 
Cottage, Boar’s Hill, Oxford. 
HIGGINSON & WILLIAMS A4.   $2500.

216. Habberton, John: SOME FOLKS. New York & San 
Francisco: Derby Bros./ A. Roman & Co., 1877. 502pp. 
Large octavo. Heavily gilt decorated cloth. Frontis and 
illustrations by various hands. Trivial rubbing at extremities, 
but an unusually bright, tight copy, very good or better. 
 

First edition of this popular collection by the author of 



Helen’s Babies, reprinted several times under different titles. Noted as “Sold Only by 
Subscription.” Includes several stories with California settings. 
WRIGHT III:2355. BAIRD & GREENWOOD 1001.   $85.

217. Halleck, Fitz-Greene: [Autograph Letter, Signed, with Second Clipped Signature]. 
Guilford, CT. March 6 ‘67 [1867], Letter: one page, octavo, in ink; clipped signature 4.5 x 
13 cm. Both folded for mailing, faintly foxed and sunned, and a bit tired at the folds. Good. 

 

Halleck, then in the spring of his last year, writes to “Theo T. Dwight, Esq,” acknowledging 
receipt of his letter, and expressing his appreciation for the recipient’s request for his 
autograph. The letter is signed in full, and the clipped signature is signed in full as well. 
Halleck was highly regarded in his life-time as one of the chief among the Knickerbocker 
group of writers and honored with a statue in Central Park. Academic study of his life and 
works has recently been revived in the context of 19th century Gay Studies.   $85.

218. [Halley, Peter]: Reynolds, Cory [ed]: PETER HALLEY  MAINTAIN SPEED. New 
York: D.A.P. / Distributed Art Publishers, [2000]. Small quarto. Glossy decorated boards. 
Illustrated in color throughout. Tiny bump to top edge of lower board, otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition. With essays by Rudi Fuchs, Thyrza Nichols Goodeve, Susan Kandel, Makiko 
Matake, Demetrio Paparoni and David Rimanelli. Design by COMA. Warmly inscribed by 
Halley (in the year of publication, signed with first name only). Laid in is an illustrated 
announcement for an exhibition of work by Halley.   $150.

219. Halsman. Philippe: [Original Portrait Photograph 
of French Novelist Francois Mauriac]. [Taken near 
Bordeaux, France]. [taken 1959, possibly printed 
later]. Original 14 x 11” silver gelatin print portrait 
photograph. Remnants of mat tape on verso at 
corners, two small marginal nicks, otherwise near fine. 

 

An excellent print of one of the several portrait 
photographs Halsman made of the Nobel Prize 
Laureate during a 1959 visit to Mauriac’s home outside 
of Bordeaux. This portrait is a particularly sensitive 
and contemplative pose. Halsman’s copyright stamp 
appears on the verso.                                           $900.

220. [Hamady, Walter, et al.]: BREAKING THE 
BINDINGS:  AMERICAN BOOK ART NOW  AN 
EXHIBIT ION OF CREATIVE BOOKMAKING 
PRODUCED IN THE UNITED STATE SINCE 1980. 
[Madison]: Elvehjem Museum of Art, 1983. Quarto. 
Stiff pictorial wrappers. Illustrations. Slight tanning 
at wrapper edges, but a very good copy. 

 

First edition. Preface and acknowledgements by Walter Hamady. Inscribed by Hamady: 
“Dear Jay [Laughlin] - this is the show that the Whitney should have done! XXOO Walter 
29 October 1984.”   $50.

221. [Hammett, Dashiell (source work)]: [German Film Programme for:] DIE SPUR DES 
FALKEN “THE MALTESE FALCON.” Munich: Film Buhne, Jahrg.I, No. 13, [nd. but ca. 
1946]. [4]pp. Folded leaflet (21 x 15 cm). Pictorial upper and center panels. Small ink 
number in corner of upper wrapper, otherwise near fine. 

 

A post-war theatrical program for the German language release of John Huston’s film 
adaptation of Hammett’s novel. A cutline on the rear panel in German and English proclaims 
“This pamphlet approved by Military Government” (i.e. the allied occupation). IMDB indicates 
the German language version opened on 3 May 1946.   $125.



222. Hand, Judge Learned: RATIONAL INQUIRY AND THE TRIUMPH OF WISDOM 
EXCERPT FROM A SPEECH DELIVERED ... AT THE EIGHTY-SIXTH CONVOCATION 
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, ALBANY, OCTOBER 24, 1952 
[caption title]. Stamford: The Overbrook Press, [nd. but ca. 1963]. Folio broadside (43 x 28 
cm). Printed in two colors on recto only, with single dotted rule border and captions. Fine. 

 

The Overbrook Press first printed this broadside in 1952 in an edition of 350 copies on 
Worthy signature paper. It was reprinted in 1954 in leaflet format on handmade paper in 
an edition of 1000 copies. This undated printing is on Rives, and given the border and 
caption, may have been among those printed for insertion in the scarce Overbook Press 
bibliography. 
CAHOON, p.74.   $30.

223. Handy, William C.: [Typed Letter, Signed]. New York. 30 July 1954. One and one-
half pages, on two quarto sheets, the first bearing Handy’s letterhead. Folded for mailing, 
otherwise very good. 

 

To the Kalamazoo Gazette. The first page of the letter is one of Handy’s duplicated letters 
for multiple mailing, addressed simply “Dear friends.” The second page is original and 
specific to the recipients, and refers to the enclosed “8th edition of ‘The Handy News’ that 
says more than this letter...,” and is signed in ink “W.C. Handy.” Both portions refer to his 
participation in a This Is Your Life tribute to Gilda Ray, performances in New Hampshire, 
New York, and Michigan, as well as appearance as a participant in a forthcoming program 
in Windsor, ON, sponsored by the British American Association of Colored Brothers. He 
comments in the second portion that “You can see by the foregoing what inspired J. 
Maloy Roach to write a song, ‘Handy Really is a Travelin’ Man’ which as yet has not been 
presented to the public on records ....” A characteristic example of the African American 
musician’s efforts at self-promotion, and a snapshot record of his busy life during his later 
years, before his 1954 stroke.   $375.

224. Harris, Joel Chandler: ON THE WING OF OCCASIONS  BEING THE AUTHORIZED 
VERSION OF CERTAIN CURIOUS EPISODES OF THE LATE CIVIL WAR, INCLUDING 
THE HITHERTO SUPPRESSED NARRATIVE OF THE KIDNAPPING OF PRESIDENT 
LINCOLN. New York: Doubleday, Page & Co., 1900. Green cloth, lettered in gilt, stamped 
in black. Frontis and plates. First edition, BAL’s binding ‘B’ (no priority established). Small 
private bookplate in corner of front pastedown, otherwise a very good, bright copy. 
BAL 7145. WRIGHT III:H1490.   $125.

225. Hart, James D.: FINE PRINTING IN CALIFORNIA. Berkeley: Tamalpais Press, 1960. 
Small quarto. Cloth and decorated boards, paper label. Copley bookplate, trace of slight 
tanning at edges, otherwise near fine. 

 

First edition, limited issue. One of one hundred copies specially bound for presentation to 
the Roxburghe and Zamorano Clubs. An address presented before the California Library 
Association in October 1959.   $55.

226. Harte, Bret: [Three Autograph Letters, Signed (One Solely As “The Editor”), 
to Emily B. Gould, with Annotated Accounting]. San Francisco. July 5th 1868, 17 
April and 20 December 1869. Letters eight pages total; financial accounting, one page. 
Octavo and small octavo. In ink. Two letters on the handsome engraved letterhead of 
the Overland Monthly. December letter in violet ink and a bit faded (but legible), folded 
for mailing, modest spots of soiling and a few small ink smears; good to very good. Half 
morocco folding case. 

 

To Emily B. Gould, as “Dear Madam” or “My Dear Madam,” in regard to her contributions 
to the Overland Monthly and payment for same, beginning with Harte’s appeal to her for 
contributions: “I have had the pleasure of reading an article written by you and offered by 
some of your friends for publication here ... I propose to use it in the Overland Monthly 



- a new California magazine whose first no. was issued on the 1st inst. If you think it 
worth while to print a monthly summary of foreign gossip, I think I could use it in the 
Editorial Etc - a kind of editors table.” He continues at length, detailing rates per page, 
for contributions that “embody some phase of foreign life, not hackneyed or overdone.....” 
Gould, who becomes a regular contributor, appears, from the caption to one letter, to be 
resident in Rome, and much of the content of the other letters relates to difficulties in 
communication and payment; he notes at one point that “The Overland Mail wh. has been 
regularly irregular for the last six mos. must have delayed my answers to your letters.”  
He suggests bundling of payments for less frequent transfer, and suggests “I wish you 
had sent me something for the body of the maga. Some little foreign study of place or 
characters ....” He discusses getting copies of the OM to her, cautioning that “Would not 
his holiness smell heresy in its pages ...”? The sheet of accounting of payments to her 
is largely in a clerical hand, but includes three lines in Harte’s hand at the end -- Gould 
was paid in gold drafts for her contributions, a total of $610.   $1250.

227. Heartman, Charles F., et al. [editors]: THE AMERICAN BOOK COLLECTOR  A 
MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR BOOK LOVERS. Plainfield [then] Metuchen, NJ. January 
1932 through April 1935. Thirty-five issues (including double numbers). Volume I:1 through 
VI:4. Quarto and large octavo. Printed wrappers. Wrapper of first issue worn and snagged, 
some wrappers occasionally soiled, some nicks and small chips to spine ends, a couple of 
the double numbers uncased, a few annotations, but a good to very good, contiguous run. 

 

Edited by Heartman and Harry B. Weiss, with later associate editors. The foundation 
years of the long-running periodical, including articles of both national and international 
relevance for collectors and bibliographers. Heartman’s early researches into the publications 
of Poe appear frequently, along with researches into the careers and publications of 
Simms, Clemens, Jacobs, Whitman and others. Contributors include Bay, Wells, Brigham, 
McMurtrie, Muir, Currie, Hills, Scott, Williams, Vail, Starrett, Wegelin, Guthrie, Newton, 
and many others. The Aug/Sept 1934 number bears, on its cover, an article by Aubrey 
Starke credited to “Aubrey Beardsley.” Postage extra.   $300.

 George C. Scott’s Copy
 

228. Hellman, Lillian: THE LITTLE FOXES. New York: Saint-
Subber, [nd. but ca. 1967]. [3],35,37,40 leaves. Quarto. 
Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Bolt bound 
in gilt-stamped Studio Duplicating Service binder. Binder quite 
edgeworn, but sound, otherwise very good. 

 

George C. Scott played the role of Benjamin Hubbard in this 1967 
Lincoln Center revival of Hellman’s play, and this copy (designated 
copy #8) bears his annotations, chiefly marking his lines, but 
including one instance of revision of his dialogue. Accompanied by 
four original prints of photographs of Scott in his role (two 11x14”; 
two trimmed down from 11x14”). The photographs are rather 
creased, edgeworn and edgetorn, and one has rubber cement 
residue on the verso.                                                          $375.

229. Hemingway, Ernest: THE OLD MAN AND THE SEA. New 
York: Scribner’s Sons, 1952. Blue cloth. Spine a shade sunned 
through jacket, but very good or better in lightly nicked but fresh and bright price-clipped 
dust jacket. 

 

First edition in book form, Grissom’s binding A and dust jacket A. The Pulitzer award 
winner for its year, and the sourcework for the several film and television adaptations, 
the first in 1958. 
GRISSOM A.24.1.a. HANNEMAN A24a.   $1250.



230. Hesse, Herman: SIDDHARTHA. [New York: New Directions] New Classic Series, [1951]. 
Small octavo. Boards. Pencil ownership signature and some scattered ink annotations 
(but see below), otherwise a very good copy, in slightly chipped, spine sunned (2nd state) 
dust jacket with internally mended tears around the toe of the spine. 

 

The proper first U.S. edition, translated by Hilda Rosner, published as NC 34, and preceding 
the 1964 slipcased “gift edition.” This jacket has the series price increase overstamped 
on the rear panel ($1.75) which conforms to the jacket flap price. The list of titles in the 
series on the verso of the title has the misspelling ‘Patterson,’ later corrected. Novelist 
Maude Hutchins’s copy, with her ownership signature on the title-page and occasional ink 
marginal comments. New Directions published four of her novels, 1948-53. 
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p. 31.   $250.

231. Hesse, Herman: SIDDHARTHA. [New York]: New Directions, [1964]. Pictorial cloth. 
Fine, in a near fine pictorial slipcase. 

 

The special gift edition, preceded by the 1951 edition published in the New Classics series, 
as well as the subsequent paperbound printings. The binding and slipcase photograph is 
by Roloff Beny. Due to the absence of a publication date (as opposed to copyright date), 
frequently and inexplicably offered as the first US edition. In their ND checklist, Harrison, 
et al., include a stray cross reference to the gift edition under their entry for the 1951 
edition, which is an error. This copy has the publisher’s text printed directly on the lower 
panel of the slipcase. 
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p. 60.   $125.

232. Hill, Edwin B. [editor, author & printer]: THE SPECTATOR ISSUED ON IMPULSE TO 
CIRCULATE AMONG FRIENDS. [Ysleta, TX]: Edwin B. Hill, [1931 - 1947]. Twenty-four 
issues (plus six duplicates). Printed leaflets, generally 7 x 5” (18 x 13 cm), or larger, one 
issue a broadside, and another in printed wrappers. A few creases or nicks, one number 
has some small pinholes, otherwise good to fine. 

 

A very good, representative lot of Hill’s longest-lived amateur press periodical, the first 
number having appeared in October 1882. Here present are the following numbers by 
date: 1931: Oct and Nov.; 1932: Oct.; 1934: Aug; 1935: Aug. and Oct.; 1936: Feb.; 1938: 
Feb., Summer, August, Oct. and Dec.; 1939: Nov.; 1940: April; 1942: Oct.; 1945: April, and 
1947: April. Also included are seven undated numbers, and six duplicates. In one instance 
an explicit limitation is stated: 50 copies. Apart from Hill and his observations on printing, 
world affairs and the amateur press movement, the contributors tend to be from among 
his circle of amateur press friends. The April 1940 number features Rheinhart Kleiner’s 
tribute in verse to H. P. Lovecraft on the upper panel. As there is no formal numbering 
sequence, and numbers were “Issued on Impulse,” it is difficult to assess what would 
constitute a contiguous run for these years. Uncommon. 
OCLC:85763984.   $350.

233. [Hjortsberg, William (sourcework)]: Parker, Alan: ANGEL HEART  THE MAKING OF 
THE FILM - “BEAT BY BEAT.” [Np]: Pinewood Studios / TriStar, January 1987. xv,65pp. 
Quarto. Pictorial wrappers. Photographs. About fine. 

 

First edition of this elaborate and uncommon studio promotional and production book 
for the 1987 release, scripted and directed by Alan Parker, starring Mickey Rourke, Lisa 
Bonet, Robert De Niro & Charlotte Rampling, based on Hjortsberg’s 1978 novel, Falling 
Angel. The film has overcome its initial lukewarm reception to rise to the position of one 
of the most important genre films of its generation.   $125.

234. Hoffman, William: THE TRUMPET UNBLOWN. Garden City: Doubleday, 1955. Cloth. 
Spine stamping a bit dull, otherwise a very good copy in slightly darkened dust jacket 
with a bit of edgewear and a couple closed tears. 

 



First edition of the author’s first novel, based on his experiences in the Medical Corps in 
the European theatre. The dust jacket is by Richard Powers.   $85.

 Inscribed to Edith Craig
 

235. Holme, Constance: FOUR ONE-ACT PLAYS. Kirkby, Lonsdale: W. M. & H. Wolfenden, 
[ca, 1932]. 53pp. Printed brown wrappers. Some small creases and modest corner-curl 
to the front wrapper, otherwise about fine. 

 

First edition. A lovely association copy, inscribed on the upper wrapper: “Edith Craig with 
the Author’s kindest remembrances,” and signed in full at the conclusion of the fourth 
play. The third play, “The Home of Vision,” is noted as having been “First performed by 
Edith Craig’s ‘Pioneer’ Society London.”   $175.

236. Holmstrom, John: FRANKENSTAIN’S MONSTER LEARNS HOW TO READ [wrapper 
title]. [New York: School of Visual Arts], 1975. 8pp. Quarto. Pictorial self-wrappers. Newsprint 
stock slightly and uniformly tanned, slight bump to lower fore corner, otherwise near fine. 

 

First edition of this relatively early work by Holmstrom, published the same year as his 
founding of Punk magazine. It was produced by the School of Visual Arts as a school project 
in cooperation with the Reading Institute of New York University’s School of Continuing 
Education. Uncommon -- OCLC/Worldcat does not return any locations, although there 
is a copy in the Holmstrom papers at Yale.   $125.

 Inscribed to His Publisher
 

237. Horgan, Paul: SONGS AFTER LINCOLN. New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, [1965]. 
Quarter publisher’s gilt leather and marbled boards, a.e.g. A few small surface abrasions 
to spine, endsheets faintly tanned at gutters, otherwise a very good or better copy in 
marbled slipcase with printed label (the latter slightly tanned). 

 

First edition, limited issue. Copy number “II” of fifteen copies hors commerce, numbered 
in Roman, specially bound, and signed by the author, specially prepared for the author 
and his friends. The copy bears Horgan’s presentation inscription below his signature to 
his long time friend and publisher, Roger Straus and his wife: “ ... for Roger & Dorthea 
devotedly. 1965.” A very uncommon issue, with a first-rate association. 
KRAFT A33b.   $600.

238. Horgan, Paul: LAMY OF SANTA FE  HIS LIFE AND TIMES. New York: Farrar, 
[1975]. Very large, thick octavo. Quarter cloth and marbled boards, t.e.g. Near fine in 
lightly marked slipcase with small label shadow at one corner and small bump at another. 

 

First edition, limited issue, including a complement of color plates of watercolors by the 
author not present in the ordinary edition. One of 490 numbered copies (of 500), specially 
printed and bound, signed by him.  The Pulitzer Prize-winning biography for 1976.
 $175.

239. Horgan, Paul: A WRITER’S EYE  AN EXHIBITION OF FIELD STUDY DRAWINGS. 
Middletown, &c. 1984. Small quarto. Stiff pictorial wrappers. First edition of this well-
illustrated catalogue for the traveling exhibition of artwork drawn largely from the Horgan 
Archive at Yale. This copy signed in full by Horgan at the end of his foreword. About fine. 
  $35.

240. Howes, Barbara: THE UNDERSEA FARMER. Pawlett: The Banyan Press, 1948. 
Cloth, paper label. Slight darkening at edges, otherwise a very good or better copy in 
darkened glassine wrapper. 

 

First edition of the author’s first book. Copy #110 of 250 copies printed on Arches. Inscribed 
by the author on the free endsheet: “For Herbert [Cahoon] -- with thanks & gratitude 
Barbara Howes April 5- 51-.”   $150.



241. Howes, Barbara: IN THE COLD COUNTRY  POEMS. New York: Bonacio & Saul 
with Grove Press, 1954. Cloth, paper spine label. Top edge slightly dust marked, some 
tanning at edges, otherwise a very good copy in lightly nicked and chipped dust jacket. 

 

First edition of the author’s second clothbound book, with her year of publication signed 
presentation inscription: “For Herbert [Cahoon] with admiration & affection, Barbara Howes 
March 25 ‘54 New York.”   $125.

242. [Hugo, Harold]: A PORTFOLIO HONORING HAROLD HUGO FOR HIS CONTRIBUTION 
TO SCHOLARLY PRINTING. [Np]. 1978. Loose signatures laid into folding silk over 
boards slipcase. Illustrations. Facsimiles. Bookplate, small label shadow on upper board 
of slipcase, otherwise about fine. 

 

First (and only) edition of this superb festschrift honoring the guiding spirit behind Meriden 
Gravure Company, with essays and tributes by noted scholars, curators, artists and 
historians, all printed by Stinehour, with typically superb facsimile reproductions by Meriden.
 $225.

243. Hunt, Leigh: THE STORY OF RIMINI,  A POEM .... London: Printed by T. Davison 
... for J. Murray [et al.], 1816. xix,111,[1]pp.. Small octavo. Full tan polished calf, raised 
bands, spine gilt extra, gilt labels, t.e.g., marbled endsheets, by Worsfold. A couple of 
small surface scrapes to boards near joints, otherwise near fine. 

 

First edition. Noted by Brewer as “Hunt’s ablest production of verse.” Dedicated to Lord 
Byron. 
BREWER, pp. 72-77. HAYWARD 230. NCBEL III:1218.   $400.

244. Hunt, Leigh: FOLIAGE; OR POEMS ORIGINAL AND TRANSLATED. London: Printed 
for C. and J. Ollier, 1818. 39,[1],cxxxv,111,[1]pp. Small octavo. Full tan polished calf, raised 
bands, spine gilt extra, gilt labels, t.e.g., marbled endsheets, by Worsfold. A couple of 
small surface scrapes to boards near joints, otherwise near fine. 

 

First edition. The unconventional pagination is a consequence of the collection originally 
being conceived as two books, with printing of one having commenced when the decision 
was made to conjoin them. 
BREWER, pp. 85-91. NCBEL III:1218.   $450.

245. IT IS. A MAGAZINE FOR ABSTRACT ART. 
New York: Second Half Publishing Company, Spring 
1958 through Autumn 1965. Whole numbers one 
through six (all published). Quarto. Printed and 
pictorial wrappers. Heavily illustrated, including 
color plates. Glue dried out from perfect-binding 
of number six (a typical situation with this issue), 
so signatures and inserts loose, but otherwise 
fine; faint tidemark at lower forecorner of first 
issue, along fore-edge of upper wrapper of #5, 
and along fore-edge and textblock of #4, the latter 
with some rippling. Shallow chip from top edge 
of upper wrapper of #2, but otherwise very good. 
 

Edited by P.G. Pavia, Sebastian Gallo, et al. An 
ambitious and important periodical of the arts, 
initially planned to appear three times a year, but 
curtailed by circumstance and delays to a much 
truncated career of six issues in seven years. The 
focus is on abstract expressionism, and includes 
text by and about the artists and fellow-travelers, 
and commentary on trends.   $325.



246. Jacobs, W. W.: THE SKIPPER’S WOOING AND THE BROWN MAN’S SERVANT. 
London: C. Arthur Pearson Limited, 1897. Gilt lettered green cloth. Uniform tanning of 
the text stock, otherwise a bright, very good or better copy, with the small book label of 
Michael Sadleir on the front pastedown. 

 

First edition of the author’s second collection of short stories, in Muir’s first state of the 
binding, and with a comma after the first ‘W’ on the upper board. 
NCBEL IV:620. MUIR POINTS (2nd Series), pp.114-5.   $150.

247. James, Henry: THE BOSTONIANS A NOVEL. London & New York: Macmillan and Co., 
1886. Thick octavo. Maroon cloth and rose cloth-covered boards. Brooklyn April 1886 ink 
ownership inscription on half-title, foretips a trace rubbed, boards lightly hand-smudged; 
an unusually good copy, very near fine. 

 

Second (i.e. first one-volume) edition, US issue, preceding the copies distributed in Britain.  
The entire second edition consisted of 5000 copies. This copy is in the variant binding 
which largely characterizes those 3000 copies sent to the U.S. as the American issue. It 
also features prices in US$ in the terminal adverts. 
EDEL & LAURENCE A28b. BAL 10576.   $375.

248. James, Henry: [Autograph Envelope, Addressed to “Mrs. William James”]. 
Postmarked Chelsea, 27 August 1915. Standard letter envelope, 13.5 x 10.5 cm., addressed 
in ink, with two UK 1p stamps. Top edge ragged, costing the flap due to hasty opening, 
a bit of soiling, but very good. 

 

The envelope is addressed by Henry James to “Mrs. William James [/] Chocoura [/] New 
Hampshire / U.S.A.” Unfortunately, the contents of the envelope strayed long ago. The 
Creighton Univ. Henry James Letter Database records a privately held letter from Henry 
James to Alice Runnells James (1884-1957), wife of William James III, Henry’s nephew, 
of that date, but not a letter to Alice Howe Gibbons James, his sister-in-law. Provenance: 
descendants of James family.   $85.

249. James, Henry: GUY DOMVILLE  A PLAY IN THREE ACTS ... WITH COMMENTS BY  
BERNARD SHAW  H.G. WELLS ARNOLD BENNETT  PRECEDED BY BIOGRAPHICAL 
CHAPTERS  HENRY JAMES: THE DRAMATIC YEARS, BY LEON EDEL. London: Rupert 
Hart-Davis, 1961. Gilt cloth. Fine in very good, lightly frayed dust jacket with minuscule 
losses at tips. 

 

First separate public edition, preceded by the private edition of 1894 and collective 
appearance in the Collected Plays of 1949. This copy bears Edel’s 10-line 1984 inscription 
to a noted James collector, signed “Leon,” commenting on its publication in the US and 
in the UK. Signed again by him in full on the title-page. 
BAL 10828.   $125.

250. [James, Henry]: Hyde, H. Montgomery: HENRY JAMES AT HOME. [London]: Methuen 
& Co., [1969]. Large octavo. Gilt-lettered cloth-textured boards. Photos and plates. Offset 
from now absent clipping to front endsheets, small spot on fore-edge, otherwise near fine 
in like dust jacket with short, creased tear at toe of front panel. 

 

First edition. Warmly inscribed by the author on the front free endsheet, in the area affected 
by the offset: “To Lew and Sally. With the author’s nicest wishes and friendly memories of 
their visits to Rye and Tenterden from Harford 24th April 1969.” The recipients, bookseller 
Lew David Feldman and his wife, were likely visiting to lay the groundwork for the sale of 
a segment of Hyde’s papers to the HRC, including the dead matter for this book.
 $125.

251. Jarry, Alfred, and Barbara Wright [translator]: UBU ROI  DRAMA IN 5 ACTS ... 
FOLLOWED BY THE SONG OF THE DISMEMBERING .... London & [New York]: Gaberbocchus 
Press / New Directions, [1951]. Large, sq. octavo. Black cloth. Portraits and illustrations. A 



very good copy (see below) in very good, slightly 
chipped and frayed dust jacket with a few short 
edge tears. 
 

First edit ion, US issue, of Barbara Wright’s 
translations from the French, accompanied by 204 
drawings by Franciszka Themerson lithographed 
commingled wi th the text  on yel low stock. 
Accompanied by additional drawings by Jarry 
and Bonnard, and portraits of Jarry by Lantier 
and Cazals. New Directions’s position as US 
distributor of this edition is clearly denoted on 
the title-page; however, only a small ND label on 
the dust jacket flap identifies this as one of the 
ND copies. An uncommon book and the only ND 
issue in this lavish format, the later edition of 1961 
being in ordinary format. This copy is of some 
note because it was used as the setting copy for 
that 1961 edition: the title-page has been revised 
in ink and pencil for that edition (ND Paperbook 
105) with the notation about the two essays new 
to that edition, and an additional revision has been 

made in the jacket flap copy. While the existence of this edition, the most famous of the 
Gabberbochus publications, is hardly a secret and is noted in the relevant references, it is 
sufficiently uncommon that the 1961 edition is on occasion rather surprisingly catalogued 
as the first edition of Wright’s translation. 
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p.31.   $950.

252. Johnson, Samuel: A DIARY OF A JOURNEY INTO NORTH WALES, IN THE YEAR 
1774 .... Philadelphia: Published by Harrison Hall, 1817. 148pp. 12mo. Quarter roan and 
marbled boards. Binding rubbed and a bit edgeworn, front free binder’s endsheet neatly 
excised, terminal advert leaf and rear free endsheet absent, institutional bookplate on 
pastedown, otherwise a very good, crisp copy. 

 

First US edition, like the British edition of the previous year, edited with notes by R. 
Duppa, but with the addition of “Considerations on Corn,” a reprint of the 1766 text. 
However, this particular copy features a title-page that differs from that in Fleeman. as it 
does not include mention of the addition of the “Essay on Corn Laws” which is present on 
pp.131-148, nor the quotation: “I should like to read....” No copies are located in OCLC/
Worldcat, but Fleeman locates seven of the form he describes, and American Imprints 
locates six of same. 
FLEEMAN 816.DW/2. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 41162.   $300.

253. Jordan, David Starr: THE DAYS OF A MAN  BEING MEMORIES OF A NATURALIST, 
TEACHER AND MINOR PROPHET OF DEMOCRACY. Yonkers-on-Hudson: World Book 
Company, 1922. Two volumes. Large thick octavo. Publisher’s half morocco and cloth, 
t.e.g., others untrimmed. Portrait and plates. Spines faded and with a few scattered 
splashmarks, bookplate and small ownership signatures in each volume, a couple inner 
hinges cracking slightly, but a good, sound set, without dust jackets or slipcase. 

 

First edition, limited issue, of these memoirs by the polymathic naturalist, pacifist, poet, 
scholar and academic administrator. One of 390 numbered sets, printed on handmade paper, 
and signed by the author/subject. As would be expected, there is considerable attention 
paid to his travels and work as one of the foremost ichthyologists of his generation, his 
experiences in late 19th century California, his literary and professional friendships, his 
anti-war activities, etc., etc.   $175.



254. Joyce, James: IBSEN’S NEW DRAMA 
.... London: Ulysses Bookshop, [1930]. 12mo. 
Cloth backed boards, printed label, edges 
untrimmed. Usual very slight tan offsetting 
to endsheets, otherwise a fine copy. 

 

First edition in book form of this essay first 
published in The Fortnightly Review (April 
1900). The edition consisted of forty press-
numbered copies (of which this is #11), plus an 
unspecified number of review and out of series 
copies, printed by H.D.C. Pepler. The review 
copies are denoted “Press Copy,” and like 
these numbered copies, bear the approbation: 
“No copy for sale.” Shortly after publication, 
Jacob Schwartz, proprietor of The Ulysses 
Bookshop, informed Joyce that twenty-two 
sets of this work and its companion volume 
were sent to libraries, ten sets to friends, 
and one set each to Joyce, Stuart Gilbert, 
and Harriet Shaw Weaver. He retained five 
sets, which he assured Joyce would not be 
offered for sale. He did not, however, provide 
an accounting of the “Press” copies in that letter. But in later years, he inscribed at least 
one ‘press’ copy of its companion, suggesting it was one of about fifteen copies thus. 
SLOCUM & CAHOON A40.   $9500.

255. [Joyce, James]: Beckett, Samuel, et al.: OUR EXAGMINATION ROUND HIS 
FACTIFICATION FOR INCAMINATION OF WORK IN PROGRESS. [Norfolk]: New Directions, 
[1962]. Large octavo. Blue cloth, stamped in gilt. Faint offset to endsheets from jacket 
flaps, otherwise about fine in near fine, lightly edgeworn dust jacket. 

 

Second “edition,” U.S. issue, comprised of sheets of the British photo-offset reprinting 
of the 1929 Shakespeare & Co. printing with an added brief preface by Sylvia Beach. 
Other contributors include Budgen, Gilbert, Williams, McAlmon, McGreevey, Dixon, et al. 
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p. 54.   $125.

256. [Juvenile]: Brown, John F. [publisher]: THE HISTORY OF BIRDS. Concord [NH]: 
John F. Brown, 1837. 16pp. Sewn pictorial wrappers. 8 x 5.5. cm. Illustrations. Creased 
chip at spine edge of front wrapper, light soiling, otherwise very good. 

 

A charming illustrated juvenile, published as a companion to Atwood & Brown’s The 
Youth’s Natural History of Birds, which treats a different lot of species. Here we have 
sketches and illustrations of the Ostrich, the Nightingale, the Kite, Quail, the Falcon, and 
the Jackdaw. 
OCLC: 51676485.   $125.

257. [Juvenile]: Merrill, Rufus [publisher]: BOOK ABOUT AMERICA. Concord, NH: Rufus 
Merrill, [nd. but ca. 1840s-1850s] 16pp. Printed pictorial yellow wrappers (10 x 6 cm). 
Illustrations. Brown spots in lower fore-quadrant of upper wrapper and title, otherwise a 
good copy. 

 

A child’s compilation of anecdotes and illustrations including the death of Montezuma, 
a scene looking much like iguana gigging, Chilean dress, “Esquimaux” dog-sledding, 
riverboats, etc. The several records in OCLC infer dates through the decade above. 
OCLC: 12631585, etc.   $65.



258. Kaye-Smith, Sheila: THE TRAMPING METHODIST. London: George Bell & Sons, 
1908. Gilt cloth. Some tanning to endleaves, streak of rubbing to the upper board, but a 
very good, bright copy. 

 

First edition. The author’s first book, reported to have been issued in an edition of only 
five hundred copies.   $100.

259. Kerrigan, Anthony: EL MITO ARTE-VIDA. Madrid & Palma de Mallorca: <<Papeles 
de son Armadans>>, August 1957. pp. 183-197. Small octavo. Printed wrapper. Faint 
dust smudges to wrapper, otherwise fine. 

 

First separate issue. Copy #41 of fifty numbered copies. This copy bears Kerrigan’s signed 
presentation to Herbert Cahoon. Also laid in is a clipping from an envelope with Kerrigan’s 
address in his hand. A relatively early work by the award-winning poet & translator.
 $125.

260. Kincaid, Jamaica, and Eric Fischl [illustrator]: ANNIE, GWEN, LILLY, PAM AND 
TULIP. New York: Library Fellows of the Whitney Museum of American Art, [1986]. Large 
folio (42 x 39 cm; 20 x 15”). Black cloth, spine lettered in gilt. Illustrations. A few faint 
finger smudges to cloth, but fine in cloth and fabriano over boards slipcase. 

 

First edition in this format, illustrated with nine original lithographs by Fischl, five of them 
in colors, printed from four stones and 35 plates, bound in, or folded and tipped in. One of 
145 copies designed by Eleanor Caponigro, printed in Gill sans on Rives BFK by Michael 
and Winifred Bixler, signed by the author and the artist. The lithographs were printed at 
the Palisades Press. The fourth of the Whitney’s “Artist and Writer Series.”   $4500.

261. [King, Henry]: Keynes, Geoffrey: A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF HENRY KING D.D. BISHOP 
OF CHICHESTER. London: Douglas Cleverdon, 1977. Large octavo. Half pebbled morocco 
and cloth. Facsimiles. Fine. 

 

First edition, limited issue. Copy #VI of 45 deluxe copies printed on Arches, specially 
bound, and signed by Keynes, from a total edition of 345. King was John Donne’s friend 
and executor.   $85.

262. Kipling, Rudyard: KIM. London: Macmillan, 1901. Red cloth, gilt, t.e.g. Frontis and 
plates. First British edition, with the preferred form of the advert leaf. A few spots of dulling 
to the cloth, front inner hinge cracked, two bookplates, one a gilt plate tipped over the 
other and offset to free endsheet, otherwise very good. 
RICHARDS A174. STEWART 254.   $350.

263. [Kipling, Rudyard]: Grolier Club: CATALOGUE OF THE WORKS OF RUDYARD 
KIPLING EXHIBITED AT THE GROLIER CLUB FROM FEBRUARY 21 TO MARCH 30, 
1939 [with:] Chandler, Lloyd H.: A SUMMARY OF THE WORK OF RUDYARD KIPLING 
INCLUDING ITEMS ASCRIBED TO HIM. New York: The Grolier Club, 1930. Two volumes. 
Large octavos. Linen and gilt boards, paper spine label, t.e.g., others untrimmed. Plates, 
facsimiles. Hint of tanning at edges, otherwise fine, unopened. 

 

First editions. Each is copy #42 of 325 numbered copies, printed on Fabriano paper at 
the Plimpton Press. 
RICHARDS B87 & B/43. STEWART 580. ASAF 93 & 94.   $225.

264. Kleiner, Rheinhart: TO THE SHADE OF ELIA [caption title]. [Ysleta, TX: Press of 
Edwin B. Hill, nd. but ca. 1930s]. Small poetry broadside (20 x 13 cm). Lower left corner 
nicked, otherwise fine. 

 

First printing in this format, as “Broadside No. Five,” of this poem by Lovecraft’s friend, 
correspondent and critic from the amateur press world. Printed in an unspecified but small 
edition by Hill. OCLC/Worldcat locates three copies. 
OCLC: 85774673.   $85.



265. [Knopf, Alfred and Blanche]: COMMONWEALTH -V- GORDON ET AL. THE OPINION 
OF JUDGE BOK MARCH EIGHTEENTH 1949. [San Francisco: The Grabhorn Press, 1949]. 
Large quarto. Linen and decorated boards, paper spine label. Bookplate on pastedown, 
a few scattered bits of foxing, otherwise fine, but wanting the slipcase. 

 

One of five hundred copies printed at the Grabhorn Press for presentation by the Knopfs 
at Christmas. The ruling in the case of the prosecution of a Philadelphia bookseller for 
offering titles by Faulkner, Willingham, Farrell, Robbins, et al.   $100.

266. [Kubrick, Stanley]: Starr, John, and Will Chasan [screenwriters]: THE HALIFAX 
STORY. New York: JOFA Productions, [nd. but likely early 1960s]. [1],67 leaves. Quarto. 
Mimeographed typescript, printed on rectos only. Bolt-bound in gilt lettered Studio Duplicating 
Service wrappers. Binding edgeworn, with strip of surface adhesion loss from upper 
wrapper, else very good. 

 

A most interesting and possibly important item, being a substantial treatment for a film 
that, to the best of our knowledge, was not produced in this form, concerned with the 
1949 Canadian Seaman’s Union strike and its repercussions. The tact is clearly one of 
labeling the strike and Union Kremlin-influenced, and the heroes are members of the 
Seafarers’ International Union in opposition to the CSU. The potential importance arises 
from the following: in 1952, Stanley Kubrick directed a short documentary, entitled The 
Seafarers. The film was essentially a promotional made for the Seafarers’ International 
Union, and the writer of record of that documentary was one Will Chasen [note variant 
spelling]. This item came from the papers of George C. Scott and Colleen Dewhurst; 
Scott was, of course, in contact with Kubrick in the early sixties, and one might surmise 
via the probable connection between Kubrick’s The Seafarers and Chasan/Chasen, that 
this treatment may have been sent to Kubrick, who then may have sent it, or had it sent, 
to Scott in the course of its consideration as a potential film project.   $400.

267. Langton, Jane: THE TRANSCENDENTAL MURDER. New York: Harper & Row, [1964]. 
Cloth and boards. Spine very slightly cocked, top edge dust-speckled; very good in slightly 
darkened pictorial dust jacket with a bit of fraying at spine ends. 

 

First edition. A literary mystery of sorts, involving a murder associated with a cache of 
letters revealing scandalous behavior by some of the figures associated with New England 
transcendentalism. Jacket blurb by Eudora Welty.   $100.

268. Laughlin, James [ed]: NEW DIRECTIONS IN PROSE & POETRY 1938. Norfolk: New 
Directions, 1938. Printed boards. Top and fore-edges dust speckled, endsheets and jacket 
flaps a bit foxed, otherwise a very good copy in lightly rubbed and smudged dust jacket. 

 

First edition of the third ND anthology, including contributions by Berryman, Patchen, 
Zukofsky, Ford, Thomas, Saroyan, Pound, Schwartz, et al. One of 823 copies printed. With 
a slightly later, New York New Directions shipping label affixed to the front free endsheet 
denoting this copy as “on loan only,” and to be returned to JL. 
GALLUP C1448. HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p.2.   $125.

269. Laughlin, James [ed]: NEW DIRECTIONS IN PROSE & POETRY 1940. Norfolk: New 
Directions, 1940. Thick octavo. Cloth. Plates. Fore-edges and endsheets a bit foxed, but 
a very good copy in dust jacket with a vertical fold in the spine panel and a few small 
nicks and tiny edge tears, 

 

First edition of one of the standout numbers in the series. Goodman, Welty, Kees, Morris, 
Agee, Evans, Porter, Orwell, Tyler, Wright, Ford, Jolas, Durrell, Bishop, et al., contribute, 
alongside the very important, nearly 200pp. supplement on Surrealism. 
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, pp. 4-5.   $150.



270. [Laughton, Charles]: Van Vechten, Carl: 
[Original Portrait Photograph of Charles 
Laughton]. [New York]. 4 April 1940. Original 
borderless gelatin silver print, 35 x 27 cm (11 
x 14”). Formerly matted, it would appear, with 
residue of mat tape on verso at tips and one 
edge, otherwise about fine. 
 

A striking and characteristic portrait by Van Vechten 
of the British actor, director and dramatist, seated 
backward in a chair, looking off camera, slightly 
to his left. With Van Vechten’s studio stamp 
on the verso, and with his manuscript subject 
identification, negative number and date in ink 
(April 4.1940, negative number IV.R.32). Three 
images from the same sitting are in the Library of 
Congress Van Vechten photo archive catalogue, 
but not this particular image. Five images from 
this sitting are in the Van Vechten photo archive 
catalogue at Yale, but not this particular image. 
KELLNER G737.   $1500.

271. [Lawrence, D. H. (sourcework)]: [British Studio Publicity Press Book for:] THE 
ROCKING HORSE WINNER. [London]: Arthur Rank [1949]. [12]pp. Oblong folio (30.5 x 
35.5cm), Pictorial self-wrappers. Heavily illustrated. Slightly crooked vertical fold, light 
trace of rubbing to wrapper, otherwise very good or better. 

 

The UK pressbook published to coincide with the release of Anthony Pelessier’s 1949 
film based on his screenplay, adapted from D.H. Lawrence’s 1926 short story. The cast 
included John Mills, Valerie Hobson, John Howard Davies, Ronald Squire, et al. The 
pictorial component and design are striking.   $125.

272. Leddick, David [text]: THE MALE NUDE. Köln, etc: Taschen, [1998]. 768pp. Thick 
octavo. Stiff pictorial wrappers. Photographs. Spine creased from having been read, 
otherwise very good or better. 

 

First edition. Text in English, German and French. Nicely inscribed and signed by Leddick 
to Charles Henri Ford and Indra Tammang in April 1998. A good association copy of this 
Lamda Literary Award winner.   $65.

273. Legman, Gershon: LOVE & DEATH  A STUDY IN CENSORSHIP. [New York]: Breaking 
Point, [1949]. Stiff red wrappers, printed in black. Spine and upper spine quadrant of rear 
wrapper sun-struck, otherwise fine. 

 

First edition, wrapperbound issue, of Legman’s most significant polemic, an influential 
exploration of sex and violence in literature and the popular media. An unknown (but 
relatively small) number of copies were issued in cloth, and copies were distributed by 
New Directions (without altered imprint) as Direction 8. 
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p.24.   $75.

274. [Lending Library Rules - American 19th century]: THE CAMBRIDGE AND SAYBROOK 
PLATFORMS OF CHURCH DISCIPLINE, WITH THE CONFESSION OF FAITH OF THE 
NEW ENGLAND CHURCHES, ADOPTED IN 1680 ... ILLUSTRATED WITH HISTORICAL 
PREFACES AND NOTES. Boston: T. R. Marvin, Printer, 1829. iv,132pp. Small octavo. 
Original linen and boards, paper spine label. A bit of edgewear and minor soiling to boards, 
scattered light foxing, but an unusually nice copy in original state. 

 

With the 12 x 7 cm. slip printing the “Rules and By-Laws of The Youths’ Social Library 



in Nashua Village” affixed to the front pastedown. Considering the condition of this 
volume, which is usually seen rather beat, the readers were either incredibly careful or 
not particularly interested in the subject. 
AMERICAN IMPRINTS 38029.   $125.

275. Levertov, Denise: [Autograph Manuscript, Signed, of:] “THE WELL.” [No place, no 
date]. Forty lines, in ink, on rectos only of two quarto sheets. Original folds from mailing, 
tiny staple mark in upper left corners, but very good or better. 

 

A clean autograph draft of Levertov’s poem, signed by her in full at the end, executed in 
black ink with a fountain pen. The poem was first published in 1961 in the February issue 
of Poetry, and then collected in December in The Jacob’s Ladder.   $450.

276. Levin, Harry: TOWARD BALZAC. [New York]. Direction Three / New Directions, 
[1947]. Gilt blue black cloth. A couple of minor marks to lower board, endsheets tanned, 
two pin-prick size nicks in front endsheet gutter, but a very good copy, without dust jacket, 
as issued. 

 

First edition, clothbound issue, of this essay published as the third number of the Direction 
series. This is one of “a few, perhaps a dozen” copies the publisher recalls having bound 
up in this fashion for each of the magazine format numbers in the series (crf. Juliar, p. 
191). Whatever the intended distribution (presumably private) or the exact number of copies 
bound thus (undeniably small), these clothbound copies of Direction are very scarce. 
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p.19.   $125.

277. Lewis, Sinclair: IT CAN’T HAPPEN HERE. London: Jonathan Cape, [1935]. Tan cloth, 
lettered in blue. First UK edition, with a special publisher’s note about the title. A bit of 
dust-soiling to edges and endsheets, but a very good copy, in heavily spine-darkened dust 
jacket with some tanning at edges and small chips. Uncommon in jacket. 
HANNA 2174.   $175.

278. Lewis, Wyndham [ed]: THE ENEMY  A REVIEW OF ART AND LITERATURE. Santa 
Rosa: Black Sparrow Press, 1994. Three volumes. Pictorial boards. Illustrations. Boards 
lightly rubbed (as received from the publisher), else a nice set. 

 

A semi-facsimile reprinting of the original issues of 1927-9, with editorial notes by David 
P. Corbett. Each is one of 100 numbered (of 126) deluxe copies.   $125.

279. THE LIBERATOR. New York. Published by 
Liberator Publishing Co, April 1921. IV:4 (Whole 
number 37). Quarto. Superb pictorial wrapper by 
Hugo Gellert. Uniform tanning to text stock, soft 
vertical crease, otherwise very good, the wrapper 
very close to fine. 

 

Edited initially by Max and Crystal Eastman and 
Floyd Dell, and further on by Robert Minor, et 
al., with distinguished art and advisory editors. 
This number includes contributions by Eastman, 
Walkowitz, Taggard, Stuart Davis, Beals, Robinson, 
Vorse, Dell, et al., and a full-page advert for the 
annual Liberator costume ball illustrated by Gellert. 
Published monthly from March 1918 through October 
1924, Liberator was the direct successor to The 
Masses, maintained in much the same spirit, but 
with a sharpening of concerns based on refinements 
in Marxist principles and practice, most notably in 
light of developments in Russia. 
GOLDWATER 137. HOFFMAN, et al., p.254.     $175.



280. THE LIBERATOR. New York. Published by 
Liberator Publishing Co, May 1921. IV:5 (Whole 
number 38). Quarto. Superb pictorial wrapper by 
Hugo Gellert. Uniform tanning and modest brittleness 
to text stock, soft vertical crease, a few small chips 
and nicks to text margins, otherwise very good, the 
wrapper very close to fine. 
 

Edited initially by Max and Crystal Eastman and 
Floyd Dell, and further on by Robert Minor, et al., 
with distinguished art and advisory editors. This 
number includes contributions by Eastman, Taggard, 
Untermeyer, Giovannitti, Robert Minor, Boardman 
Robinson, Edmund Wilson, et al. 
GOLDWATER 137. HOFFMAN, et al., p.254.
 $150.

281. THE LIBERATOR. New York. Published by 
Liberator Publishing Co, May 1922. V:5 (Whole 
number 50). Quarto. Superb pictorial wrapper by 
William Gropper. Uniform tanning to text stock, soft 
vertical crease, short closed tear at lower spine 

corner of upper wrapper, otherwise very good, the wrapper very close to fine. 
 

Edited initially by Max and Crystal Eastman and Floyd Dell, and further on by Robert Minor, 
et al., with distinguished art and advisory editors. This number includes contributions 
by Hugo Gellert, Michael Gold, Upton Sinclair, Claude McKay, Gropper, Untermeyer, 
Giovannitti, Robert Minor, Dehn, Dell, et al. 
GOLDWATER 137. HOFFMAN, et al., p.254.   $175.

282. Liebrecht, Jenri, et al.: HISTOIRE DU LIVRE ET DE L’IMPRIMERIE EN BELGIQUE 
DES ORIGINES A NOS JOURS. Brussell: Le Musée du Livre, 1923 - 1934. Six quarto 
volumes bound in two, ca. 600 pp. total. Cloth and marbled boards, original wrappers 
bound in. Plates (including folding) and illustrations, some tinted, some in color. Near fine. 

 

A complete run of this well-appointed periodical devoted to both general and technical 
aspects of the history of printing, book production and illustration in Belgium. Extra 
postage.   $225.

283. [Limited Editions Club]: Beaujon, Paul, et al.: TEN YEARS AND WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE  
A SURVEY OF THE PUBLISHING ACTIVITIES OF THE LIMITED EDITIONS CLUB FROM 
OCTOBER 1929 TO OCTOBER 1940. [New York]: The Limited Editions Club, [December 
1940]. Quarto. Tan blindstamped calf over boards. Illustrations. A few small surface scrapes 
to extremities of boards, tan offset to endsheets from binding, otherwise very good, 

 

First edition, A presentation copy from publisher George Macy to novelist Hugh Walpole. 
Walpole contributed introductions to a couple of LEC publications during the years charted 
by this retrospective, which includes essays by Paul Beaujon, Edward Alden Jewell, John 
T. Winterich and Philip van Doren Stern, followed by a bibliography and index.   $100.

284. [Lindbergh, Charles A.]: Miller, Francis Trevelyan: LINDBERGH HIS STORY IN 
PICTURES. New York & London: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1929. Gilt parchment and boards. 
Portrait and copiously illustrated with photographs. Bookplate on verso of pictorial endsheet, 
otherwise very near fine. 

 

First edition, limited issue. The so-called “Collector’s Edition,” limited to 250 numbered 
copies, specially bound, and signed by the author/compiler and the publisher. Affixed 
to the front pastedown, as issued, is a commemorative cover, with stamps, carried by 
Lindbergh on his first International Air Mail Flight from Miami to the Canal Zone.   $500.



285. Maas, Willard: FIRE TESTAMENT. New York: The Alcestis Press, 1935. Large 
octavo. Printed wrappers over stiff wrapper. First edition of the poet’s first book. One of 
135 numbered copies, signed by the author, from a total edition of 165. Spine slightly 
cocked, else a nice copy in chipped glassine.   $150.

286. [Maine Poetess]: Jenkins, Helen N.: POEMS. Bangor, ME: O. F. Knowles & Co., 
1888. 184pp. Ornately gilt chocolate brown cloth, a.e.g. Portrait. Margins ruled in red. 
Trivial wear at extremities, otherwise about fine and bright. 

 

First edition. Inscribed and signed by the writer, with the original; purchase price in ink in 
the corner of the endsheet bearing the inscription. Mrs Jenkins resided in Kenduskeag, 
ME, and must have had significant means to underwrite this expensive production. OCLC 
locates 14 copies, including a few outside of Maine repositories. 
OCLC: 13532000.   $85.

287. Malanga, Gerard: ROBERT MOSES 1888-1981 COORDINATOR OF LIMITED 
OBJECTIVES [wrapper title]. [Np: The Author], 1988. [5] leaves, printed on rectos only. 
Folio (36 x 22 cm). Photomechanically duplicated sheets, stapled in left margin. Fine. 

 

First edition, “...printed in a haphazard edition of 500 or so copies, unnumbered/unsigned, 
hors commerce.” However, this copy is indeed signed by the author at the base of the 
last page of text.   $75.

288. [McAlmon, Robert]: Knoll, Robert E: ROBERT MCALMON EXPATRIATE PUBLISHER 
AND WRITER. Lincoln: Univ. of Nebraska Studies, N.S. 18, August 1957. Printed wrappers. 
Spine and edges a bit tanned, short snag at crown of spine, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

F i rst  edi t ion of  the f i rst  substant ia l  considerat ion of  McAlmon’s career,  wi th a 
bibliography.   $30.

289. [McAlmon, Robert]: Smoller, Sanford J.: ADRIFT AMONG GENIUSES  ROBERT 
MCALMON WRITER AND PUBLISHER OF THE TWENTIES. University Park: Penn. State 
Univ. Press, [1975]. Large octavo. Cloth. Photographs. First edition. Fine in very slightly 
hand-soiled dust jacket. Includes a preliminary checklist of McAlmon’s published works. 
  $65.

290. McCullers, Carson: SWEET AS A PICKLE AND CLEAN AS A PIG. Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1964. Pictorial cloth. Illustrations by Rolf Gérard. First edition of this story in verse 
for young readers. Fine in very good dust jacket with small snags at top edge, a price in 
ink beneath the printed price on the jacket flap, and a couple of small mends on the verso. 
  $150.

291. McFee, William: [Portrait Photograph, Accompanied by Inscribed and Signed 
Sentiment]. [Np]. [ca. 1924]. An 8 x 10” portrait photograph, matted with a signed inscription. 
Mat quite darkened, photo and inscription with old matting tape on versos; good. 

 

An excellent informal portrait of the sea-faring British writer (1881-1966), in Naval uniform, 
from waist up. The inscription is on brown butcher paper and matted below the photo and 
reads: “To Juliet Konig with all good wishes William McFee Dec. 1924.” McFee, whose 
fiction and non-fiction were highly regarded for the authenticity of their depiction of life at 
sea, enjoyed widespread popularity among the readers of the first half of the 20th century. 
Those with settings during the Great War are singled out for continued praise.   $300.

292. McIlvanney, William: THE LONGSHIPS IN HARBOR. London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 
[1970]. Boards. First edition of the Kilmarnock novelist’s first collection of poems. Fine in 
dust jacket.   $100.



293. McMurtry, Larry: IT’S ALWAYS WE RAMBLED  AN ESSAY ON RODEO. New York: 
Frank Hallman, 1974. Printed boards. First edition. One of three hundred numbered copies, 
signed by the author. Bookplate on front pastedown, otherwise fine.   $650.

294. Meredith, William: HAZARD, THE PAINTER. New York: Knopf, 1975. Cloth. Top edge 
slightly sunned, otherwise near fine in dust jacket. 

 

First edition, the somewhat uncommon limited issue. One of 100 numbered copies, 
signed by the author. This copy is also inscribed by the author: “For Ruth, with friendship, 
William.”   $125.

295. [Merrymount Press]: Dickens, Charles: THE LIFE OF OUR LORD  WRITTEN DURING 
THE YEARS 1846-1849 ... FOR HIS CHILDREN. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1934. 
Full vegetable parchment, stamped in blind and gilt, t.e.g., others rough-trimmed. About 
fine in slightly rubbed slipcase. 

 

First US edition, limited issue. One of 2387 numbered copies printed at the Merrymount 
Press after a design by D. B. Updike.   $125.

296. Merton, Thomas: ORIGINAL CHILD BOMB  POINTS FOR MEDITATION TO BE 
SCRATCHED ON THE WALLS OF A CAVE. [New York: New Directions, 1961]. Small 
quarto. Fabriano paper over boards. Illustrations by Emil Antonucci. Toe of spine and 
lower foretips slightly bruised, labels tanned, boards and endsheets slightly dusty, nick 
at crown of rear inner hinge, but a good copy, at least, of a fragile book. Issued without 
printed dust jacket. 

 

First edition, limited issue. One of five hundred copies, specially bound and signed by 
the author.   $450.

297. Merton, Thomas: AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ENGLISH MYSTICS. [Trappist, KY]. 
[nd. but post 1961 and prior to 1967]. 25pp. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, recto and 
verso, spiralbound into plain wrappers. A couple of spiral tabs broken, but very good. 

 

First (private) printing of this extended essay taking as its base a review Merton published 
in Jubilee in 1961. This text was not formally published until 1967, when it was included 
in Mystics & Zen Masters.   $400.

298. Merton, Thomas: THE COLLECTED POEMS OF THOMAS MERTON. [New York]: 
New Directions, [1977]. 1046pp. Cloth. Large, thick octavo. First edition, first printing, 
with terminal index ending at the poem “When all things forget ....” Faint dust speckling 
at fore-edges, otherwise about fine in dust jacket. 
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p.92.   $125.

299. [Meteorology]: THE WEATHER-BOOK. THREE HUNDRED PLAIN RULES FOR 
TELLING THE WEATHER; BY THE BAROMETER, THERMOMETER, HYGROMETER, 
CLOUDS, WINDS, ANIMALS, PLANTS, &C. London: Tilt & Bogue, 1841. x,[11]-64pp. 
32mo. (12.5 x 8.5 cm). Blind decorated cloth, stamped in gilt. 1854 ownership signature on 
pastedown, along with the small ticket of a Brighton bookseller, gilt collector’s bookplate 
beneath both, but a very good or better copy. 

 

First edition. An uncommon compilation of common sense observations “by an old Hand,” 
in particular for the Englishman “than whom no one is more ‘servile to skiey influences.’” 
OCLC/Worldcat locates only three copies (Indiana, Bishops, and State Library of Berlin), 
and COPAC locates a single copy, at Oxford.   $175.

300. Mill, John Stuart: ON LIBERTY [caption title]. Stamford: The Overbrook Press, [nd. 
but ca. 1963]. Folio broadside (43 x 28 cm). Printed in two colors on recto only, with single 
dotted rule border and captions. Fine. 

 



One of an unknown number of copies printed on Rives. The Overbrook Press first printed 
this broadside in 1940 in an edition of 800 copies on Praga paper. In 1948 an additional 
1750 copies were printed, 750 on Swedish handmade paper and 1000 on W & A Brooke 
paper. This undated printing is on Rives, and given the border and caption, may have 
been among those printed for insertion in the scarce Overbook Press bibliography. 
CAHOON, p.27.   $40.

301. Miller, Henry: ALLER RETOUR NEW YORK. Paris: The Obelisk Press, 1935. Red 
wrappers, printed in black, text printed on India paper. Trace of sunning to spine and top 
edge of rear wrapper, some very minor use; essentially, for this fragile book, a fine copy. 

 

First edition. Copy #87 of a total edition of one hundred and fifty copies, all signed by the 
author. In this condition, a scarce book. 
S&J Alla. PEARSON A38.   $1500.

302. Miller, Henry: THE AIR-CONDITIONED NIGHTMARE. [New York]: New Directions, 
[1945]. Cloth. Plates. Endsheet maps and title-page vignette by Abe Rattner. First edition, 
first printing, with plates on glossy stock (one of 3000 copies printed). Edges slightly 
dust-dimmed, otherwise very good or better in lightly soiled first printing dust jacket with 
small chips at fore-tips and crown of spine. 
S&J A50a. HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p.14.   $100.

303. Miller, Henry: [Color Serigraph, Signed:] 
THE JOKER. [Carmel, CA: Coast Publishing, ca. 
1991?]. Color serigraph, ca 22 x 16”. Matted and 
framed under glass (27 x 21.25 “). Not examined 
out of frame, but to all appearances fine. 

 

From an edition limited to 150 numbered copies, 
of which this is copy #53. Signed in pencil by 
Miller in the right bottom margin. A color serigraph 
reproduction of one of Miller’s watercolors from the 
mid-1960s. This image was included under the title 
assigned above in the ambitious series of serigraph 
reproductions of Miller watercolors undertaken 
by Coast Publishing, denoted the “Centennial 
Collection,” However, in that context, the limitation 
was 200 copies. Significant additional postage if 
shipped framed.                                                $950.

304. [Miniature]: Saldivar y Silva, Gabriel: LA 
REAL CÉDULA DE LOS PRIVILEGIOS A LOS 
HEREDEROS DE CROMBERGER 6 DE JULIO 
DE 1542. Mexico, DF: Libreria Antiquaria “Mexico 
en Libros” G. M. Echaniz, 1964. [4],48,[2]pp. plus 
[32]pp. facsimiles and caption. Miniature (45 x 
40 mm). Green calf, lettered in gilt, decorated in 
blind. Extremities slightly sunned, otherwise near fine. 

 

First printing in this format, set and printed by hand in 6pt type by José Marin and bound 
by Juan Silva in May of 1964. Bradbury records that 200 copies were distributed by 
Dawson’s Book Shop. An edition in English was also printed as a miniature. 
WELCH 6483. OCLC 774604790. BRADBURY (DAWSON’S) 20.   $50.

305. [Miniature - Bible]: THE HOLY BIBLE CONTAINING THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS. 
Glasgow / London: David Bryce & Son / Henry Frowde [nd. but license dated 1901]. Miniature 
(42 x 30 mm). Red morocco, gilt extra, a.e.g. Frontis and plates. Small magnifier inserted 
in pocket at the end. Frontis, free endsheet and terminal leaves a bit frayed; a good copy. 

 



A later printing of the miniature version first printed in 1896 as a photo-reduction of the 
1876 edition. Some copies were issued chained to miniature lecterns 
WELCH 559n. SPIELMANN 24.   $150.

306. Mitchell, J. Leslie [a.k.a. Lewis Grassic Gibbon]: CAIRO DAWNS  A STORY CYCLE 
WITH A PROEM. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, [1931]. Gilt lettered lavender cloth. Top edge 
and rear board a bit dust speckled, but a very good copy in pictorial dust jacket with faded 
spine, some dust spotting on verso, and a few short edge tears. 

 

First US edition of work published in the UK as The Calends of Cairo. Two brief comments 
by Mitchell’s friend, H.G. Wells, appear in the prelims, along with an Introduction by 
Leonard Huxley. This book occurs in at least two bindings, of which this is the form most 
likely to be primary; the other is cheap orange cloth lettered in black. 
BLEILER, p.141. NCBEL IV:588.   $100.

307. Morris, William: THE HOLLOW LAND AND OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE MAGAZINE. [London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1903]. 
[4],332,[1]pp. Linen and boards, paper spine label. Shallow loss along right margin of 
label (but the spare is still tipped in), bookplate, usual slight tan offset to endsheets, minor 
wear at fore-tips, but a very good copy. Cloth clamshell box. 

 

First edition in this format, printed at the Chiswick Press in the Kelmscott Golden type. 
Lemire notes the edition consisted of only 316 copies, of which 300 were for sale. Includes 
some of Morris’s proseworks qualifying as fantasy. 
LEMIRE C-20.   $350.

308. Morton, J. B.: DRINK UP, GENTLEMEN. [London]: Chapman & Hall, 1930. Gilt cloth. 
Pencil name on pastedown, tanning to endleaves, top edge dusty, otherwise very good 
and bright, in good pictorial dust jacket with some nicks, some sunning to the spine, and 
some creased edge tears. 

 

First edition of this uncommon novel by the popular columnist (writing as “Beachcomber”). 
It is a fictional critique of a near-future Britain, in the manner of Chesterton and Belloc. 
OCLC locates only nine copies, and one copy of the 1932 “cheap” edition. 
BLEILER, p. 144. OCLC:13943545.   $225.

309. [Mulock, Dinah Maria (Mrs. Craik)]: JOHN HALIFAX, 
GENTLEMAN. London: Hurst and Blackett, 1856. Three volumes. 
Publisher’s cloth. Inner hinges in volume one slightly cracked, 
one signature in volume two starting, slight fraying to toe of 
spine of volume one, a few corner creases in volume three, 
top edge of upper board and top edges of endsheets, title 
leaf and terminal catalogue leaf of volume three show an 
old, shallow tide-mark, the same occurs to the top edge of 
the lower board, endsheet and terminal leaf of volume two; 
otherwise an unusually nice set, very good or better. 
 

First edition of this highly popular novel preaching the virtue of 
hard work and honesty over privilege of birth and wealth. This 
set is in Carter’s binding A, and does not have the inserted 
24pp. catalogue that was present in volume one of Sadleir’s 
set. It was adapted for both the screen (1915 and 1938) and 
television. Woolf relates how difficult it was for him to acquire 
a set in decent condition, all but two of the sets he’d seen 
over the years “such dogs that I could not buy them.” 

SADLEIR 1812. CARTER (MORE BINDING VARIANTS), pp.28-31. WOLFF 4996.
 $1250.



310. Nava, Michael: GOLDENBOY. Boston: Alyson Publications, [1988]. Gilt cloth. Fine, 
in fine pictorial dust jacket. 

 

First edition of the second of Nava’s Henry Rios novels. Affectionately inscribed by author 
on the front free endsheet, signed with first name only, and additionally signed in full on 
the title-page.   $75.

311. Neruda, Pablo: RESIDENCE ON EARTH (RESIDENCIA EN LA TIERRA). [New 
York]: New Directions, [1973]. 359pp. Cloth. First edition, clothbound issue, of these new 
translations by Donald D. Walsh. Spanish and English texts printed en face. Very faint 
dust speckling on top edge, else about fine in a near fine dust jacket. 
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p. 82.   $150.

312. Nicholson, William, and Rudyard Kipling: AN ALMANAC OF TWELVE SPORTS .... 
London: William Heinemann, 1898. Quarto. Pictorial boards, neatly rebacked with cloth 
binder’s tape. Boards slightly tanned, with a faint small splash mark on upper boards and 
a bit of wear at edges and foretips, light foxing to endsheets, usual offset from blockprints 
to facing pages of text; stiff, a good, sound copy. 

 

First edition, ordinary issue, illustrated with 12 full-page illustrations after colored woodblocks 
by Nicholson. 
RICHARDS A105.   $550.

313. [Nonesuch Press]: THE HOLY BIBLE  THE AUTHORIZED KING JAMES VERSION 
OF 1611 NOW REPRINTED WITH THE APOCRYPHA ... WITH REPRODUCTIONS OF 
105 OF THE SIXTEENTH-CENTURY WOODCUTS OF BERNARD SALOMON. London 
& New York: Nonesuch Press / Random House, 1963. Three volumes. Large octavo. Gilt 
cloth. A fine, bright set, without slipcase. 

 

An unlimited edition of 10,000 sets. The first two volumes were designed by Francis 
Meynell and printed by Vivian Ridler; the third volume was printed after Meynell’s design 
by Brooke Crutchley.   $125.

314. Norton, Andre: RIDE PROUD, REBEL! Cleveland and New York: World, [1961]. 
Decorated cloth. About fine, in bright, fine pictorial dust jacket. 

 

First edition. An historical novel of the War of the Rebellion from the Confederate side by 
the first woman inducted into the Science Fiction and Fantasy Hall of Fame.   $225.

315. [O’Flaherty, Liam (sourcework)]: Dudley Nichols [screenwriter]; John Ford [director], 
and Robert W. Coburn [still photographer]: [Design Dummy with Photographs for a 
Deluxe Promotional Book or Portfolio for:] 
THE INFORMER. [New York]: RKO Radio 
Pictures, 1935. Twenty-one sheets of Vadun 
Illustration Board (21 x 15”; 38 x 30.5 cm), 
accompanied by six loose 8 x 10” glossy b&w 
stills, and a 9.5 x 11.5” (plus margins) matte 
finish still, with accompaniments. 

 

An unusual and visually significant mock-up 
for what may have been a proposed deluxe 
promotional or souvenir book for the 1935 
film adaptation of O’Flaherty’s novel, The 
Informer, based on a screenplay by Dudley 
Nichols, and directed by John Ford. The 
twenty-one sheets of illustration board consist 
of the following: a title-page of sorts, with 
typeset cast and crew lists; five sheets bearing 
crayon or charcoal portraits of O’Flaherty, 



John Ford, Dudley Nichols, Cliff Reid (the associate producer) and Joseph H. August (the 
cinematographer), with affixed typeset identifying squibs; and fifteen sheets with mounted 
large format glossy silver prints of photographs by still photographer Robert Coburn. The 
prints are generally trimmed from 11x14” to fit the design format, and the sheets often 
bear rules for layout or decoration. The sheets bearing photographs originally had pasted-
on typeset captions which over time became detached - eleven of those captions were 
rescued and preserved separately. The title-sheet and portraits had some form of fixative 
applied to facilitate reproduction, and the upper margins and upper portions of the side 
margins show deterioration of the fixative and discoloration and surface abrasion in places 
due to moisture. The sheets with the mounted photographs also show occasional stains 
or tidemarks in some of the edges, but only five of the mounted photographs show some 
degree (usually minor) of the effect limited to a margin or two. The six 8 x 10” glossy stills 
are in fine condition, and each bears the credit stamp of the studio on the verso, three of 
the stamps incorporating still photographer Robert Coburn’s name. The large format matte 
print shows some staining along the right margin and on the verso. Occasionally elaborate 
souvenir books for public consumption were produced to accompany the release of some 
of Ford’s films -- that for Mary Of Scotland (1936) is the example most often seen. On 
other occasions, more elaborate presentations for very special use were assembled, 
including original photographs and the like -- 17 years ago we handled one such portfolio, 
for The Plough and The Stars (1936), which included seven original photographs. This 
is the only example we have encountered, finished or not, of work leading toward such 
a presentation for this film.   $2650.

316. O’Meally, Robert: LADY DAY  THE MANY FACES OF BILLY HOLIDAY. New York: 
Arcade Publishing / Little, Brown & Co., [1991]. Quarto. Cloth and boards. Extensively 
illustrated with photographs. Top edge and inner top edge of dust jacket dust speckled, 
otherwise close to fine in dust jacket. 

 

First edition. Affectionately inscribed by the author to two close friends and academic 
colleagues, Kit and Joe Reed, signed “Bobby.”   $75.

317. Ozick, Cynthia: [Autograph Letter, Signed “Cynthia”]. [Np]. “1 A.M. / Monday night 
/ Jan. 9 /...,” 1967. One page, very closely written in ink on recto of quarto sheet of ruled 
notepaper. Folded for mailing, otherwise very good or better. 

 

A closely written letter of 400+ words to “Dear Dick” [i.e. novelist Richard Elman], in the 
year following the publication of her first novel, Trust. She evidently writes, in part, to heal 
some breach between them: “I’ve been writing to you in my head every minute every hour 
since Saturday, when your letter came. Some of my mental letters have been tentative, 
some have been better -- all healing & annealing and unifying ... I want this one to be 
like that ... but real letters never come up to the imagined ones.” Ozick congratulates the 
recipient on a new teaching position, enthuses about the publication of his new novel (“... 
of which I expect immense and complex things. I expect to learn ...”) and queries him 
about the sale of British publication rights and other matters. She concludes: “I hope we 
do have some more talks. I will not ask anything that is not my ...  business, and we will 
grow to understand one another’s way: so that I will understand when you are playing or 
not, & so that you will understand the same of me. Cynthia.”   $150.

318. [Paillet, Eugène]: CATALOGUE DES LIVRES DE LA BIBLIOTHÈQUE DE M. EUGÈNE 
PAILLET. Paris: Damascene Morgand, 1887. 170pp. Large octavo. Handsome three-quarter 
black morocco, raised bands, t.e.g., others untrimmed, original wrappers bound in, by 
Bernasconi. Plates and illustrations. Offset from one plate to facing page, neatly repaired 
short tear on fore-edge of upper wrapper, otherwise about fine. 
 
The auction catalogue attending the sale of Paillet’s library, consisting of 797 lots. This 
is one of the special copies printed on Hollande noted by Vicaire. Paillet (1829 - 1901) 
was one of the great bibliophiles of late 19th century France, and served as President of 
the Société des Amis des Livres. 
VICAIRE VI:313.   $175.



319. [Paramount Pictures - Southern Division]: [Exhibitors’ Catalogue for:] PARAMOUNT 
PICTURES  RELEASED THROUGH SOUTHERN PARAMOUNT PICTURES CO. OFFICES: 
ATLANTA NEW ORLEANS DALLAS [wrapper title]. [Np]: Southern Paramount Pictures, 
[nd., but ca. 1915-1917]. Approximately 150 leaves, printed recto and verso. Oblong 
quarto. (20 x 27.5 cm). Printed wrappers. Upper wrapper rather spotted, spine imperfect 
with wrapper detached from textblock, occasional soiling and minor creases, closed tear 
in lower edge of upper wrapper, occasional relevant annotations; still, given its intended 
purposes and actual use, in good state. 

 

A very early catalogue of the films being distributed in the southern portions of the US by 
the newly formed Paramount Pictures Corporation, serving as an umbrella for distribution 
of multi-reel films by Famous Players, Lasky-Belasco, Bosworth, Deutsche Bioscope, Oz, 
Lasky, Morosco-Bosworth and Pallas studios. In the main, the films date from the years 
1914-1915, including those most heavily promoted in the preliminary leaves, but the front 
wrapper bears the Paramount Pictures logo (mountain surrounded by stars) which many 
sources generally date at 1917 for its earliest use. Each of the films is represented by a 
single sheet, printed recto and verso, resembling in format large heralds, with descriptive 
text, cast and crew info, stills and other relevant information. If folded down the center, the 
top panel of each has a blank area incorporated in the design for placement of performance 
information specific to a particular theatre. A number of the leaves have ink or pencil 
insertions of exhibition dates for the specific films. Of course, a number of important films 
are included, among them literary adaptations (like Maugham’s The Explorer, along with 
novels by Wister, London, Caine, etc) and major actors and actresses of the time. It is 
likely that among the film are titles now “lost.” An interesting point for further study would 
be to try and assess what, if any, differences there might be between the array of films 
offered in the southern regions and those in the northern or western regions.   $350.

320. Parrish, Randall: MY LADY OF THE NORTH  THE LOVE STORY OF A GRAY-JACKET. 
Chicago: A. C. McClurg & Co., 1904. Pictorial red cloth. Frontis and three plates. First 
edition of the author’s uncommon second novel. Spine extremities worn, juvenile bookplate 
on free endsheet, otherwise very good. 
SMITH P-122.   $125.

321. Patchen, Kenneth: WONDERINGS. New York: New Directions, [1971]. Green cloth, 
lettered in gilt. Illustrated by the author. Top edge a bit dusty, otherwise fine in a dust 
jacket with a bit of toning at top edge, else near fine. 

 

First edition, clothbound issue. According to Patchen’s bibliographer, only one hundred 
copies were bound thus, with the remainder bound in wrappers. However, experience 
clearly points to it having been a larger number of copies. 
MORGAN A40. HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, pp.77-78.   $75.

322. Pellerin, Jean-Victor: ÉPITAPHES À VENDRE. Paris: Seghers, [1955]. 12mo. Printed 
wrapper. Fine in glassine wrapper. 

 

First edition. One of 150 numbered copies on Alfamarais, in addition to 12 copies on 
Hollande. Inscribed by the author on the half-title.   $75.

323. Pil inski, Adam [artist], and Gustave Pawlowski [ intro]: MONUMENTS DE LA 
XYLOGRAPHIE I. APOCALYPSE PREMIÈRE ÉDITION D’APRES LE BARON DE HEINECKEN 
ET CINQUIÈME D’APRÉS  SOTHEBY REPRODUITE EN FAC-SIMILE .... Paris: Chez 
Adam Pilinski et Fils, 1882. 7,[1]pp. plus 48 leaves of woodcut panels. Folio (34 x 25.5 cm). 
Some dusting at the untrimmed edges, some occasional spotting to blank versos faintly 
mirrored in images, occasional tanning, but a good copy, enclosed in worn board portfolio. 

 
First edition of this facsimile presentation, based on the copy in the Biblothèque Firmin-
Didot. “Tiré à cent exemplaires, non compris quelques exemplaires sur papier imitant 
celui de l’original. Un petit nombrè d’exemplaires sont coloriés.” This copy appears to be 



printed on ordinary paper and is not colored. The first of eight blockbook facsimiles by 
the talented artist and maker of facsimiles to appear in this series through 1886 
OCLC: 4650452. VICAIRE, V:1119.   $375.

324. Ponicsan, Darryl: THE LAST DETAIL. New York: Dial Press, 1970. Cloth. Near fine 
in very lightly worn dust jacket. 

 

First edition of the author’s first book, and the source for the memorable 1973 Hal Ashby 
film, scripted by Robert Towne, starring Jack Nicholson, et al. This copy bears a printed 
label on the free endsheet announcing acquisition of paperback rights by Signet/NAL.
 $65.

325. [Pound, Ezra - Ana]: [Recital Broadside]: ÆOLIAN HALL ... VIOLIN RECITAL  
OLGA RUDGE ASSISTED BY RENATA BORGATTI (PIANIST) ACCOMPANIST PERCY 
B. KAHN .... London. [nd but 1920s]. Quarto broadside (27.5 x 21 cm). Printed recto and 
verso in brown and yellow. Horizontal fold, some small nicks, creases and slight fraying, 
but very good. 

 

A broadside promoting the performance of Pound’s long-time lover and companion, Olga 
Rudge, whom he met in Paris in 1923. Renata Borgatti (1894 – 1964) was an Italian 
classical musician, performing in Europe and the United States. She accompanied Rudge 
frequently, in spite of Pound’s lack of enthusiasm for her talents. Borgatti was also involved 
with several of the prominent lesbians of her era, including Mimì Franchetti, Romaine 
Brooks and Faith Compton Mackenzie. Tangential Poundana, to be sure, but of interest 
nonetheless.   $100.

326. [Pound, Ezra - Ana]: Antheil, George [composer]: [Recital Broadside]: SALA CAPIZUCCHI 
ROMA - PIAZZA CAMPITELLI, 3 ... UN CONCERTO DELLA VIOLINISTA OLGA RUDGE 
CON IL CONCORSO DEL COMPOSITORE GEORGE ANTHEIL E DEL PIANISTA .... 
Rome. [February 1927]. Quarto broadside (28.5 x 21 cm). Printed recto and verso in 
black and red on extremely fragile stock. Old folds, some small chips at extreme edges 
and a few closed edge tears.

 

A broadside promoting the joint performance by Pound’s long-time lover and companion, 
Olga Rudge, and American composer, George Antheil, of Antheil’s Terza Sonata (1923) 
and Prima Sonata (1923). Antheil had undertaken their composition for Rudge largely at 
the suggestion of Ezra Pound. To round out the program, Rudge was accompanied by 
Daniel[e] Amfitheatrow, the Russian-born composer, in the performance of two Mozart 
sonatas.   $275.

327. [Pound, Ezra - Ana]: [Recital Broadside]: WIGMORE HALL ... OLGA RUDGE (VIOLINIST) 
AND KATHLEEN DALE (PIANIST) RECITAL OF WORKS BY MOZART .... London: 
Wigmore Hall, 31 May 1929. Quarto broadside (26 x 21 cm). Printed recto and verso in 
black and green. Horizontal fold, a few small spots to verso, but very good. 

 

A broadside promoting the performance of Pound’s long-time lover and companion, Olga 
Rudge, whom he met in Paris in 1923. Kathleen Dale née Richards (29 June 1895 – 3 
March 1984) was an English translator, musicologist, composer and pianist. Tangential 
Poundana, to be sure, but of interest nonetheless.   $100.

328. [Press of Edwin Hill]: Hill, Gertrude F.: THE USE OF TURQUOISE AMONG THE 
NAVAJO. Ysleta [TX]: Edwin B. Hill, 1939. Printed wrappers. A few minor finger smudges, 
otherwise fine. 

 

First edition. One of approximately 200 copies printed by hand at Edwin Hill’s private 
press. The most important non-literary production to appear under the imprint. Very scarce.
 $300.



329. Rackham, Arthur (illus), and Lewis Carroll [pseud of Charles L. Dodgson}: ALICE’S 
ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND ... WITH A PROEM BY AUSTIN DOBSON. London & 
New York: Wm. Heinemann / Doubleday, Page & Co., [1907]. Quarto. Gilt decorated white 
cloth, t.e.g., others untrimmed. Frontis and 12 plates, plus illustrations in text. Usual heavy 
offset to endsheets and prelims, tiny foil star sticker in upper outer corner of pastedown 
offset opposite, otherwise a near fine copy, the white cloth very faintly touched by hands. 

 

First Rackham edition, limited issue. One of 1130 numbered copies, specially printed 
on large handmade paper. Unlike most of his other deluxe editions, Rackham was not 
available to sign the sheets for this limited issue at the time of publication.   $2500.

330. [Radical Verse]: Le Coq, Martha Weatherly: PRELUDE TO DAWN. Philadelphia: 
Burlington Chapbooks, 1935. [4],4, [4]pp. 16mo. Printed wrappers. Wrapper lightly spotted, 
a few tiny spots to blank verso of last leaf, otherwise very good. 
 
First edition. One of 180 copies printed by hand at the ALPress by Frank Ankenbrand, 
Jr. issued as #6 of the Burlington Chapbooks. An excellent association copy, inscribed 
by the author to her father. Le Coq also published an appreciation of John Reed. OCLC/
Worldcat locates only two copies, Syracuse Univ. and Temple Univ. 
OCLC: 457279676.   $85.

331. Raine, Kathleen: SELECTED POEMS. New York: The Weekend Press, 1952. Large 
octavo. Decorative paper wrappers, paper label. Neatly and non-destructively enclosed 
within a cloth folder with printed spine label. Fine. 

 

First edition, ordinary issue. One of 250 numbered copies signed by Raine, of which 
twenty-four were specially bound. This copy additionally bears her signed inscription for 
Herbert Cahoon. A common enough book, but seldom found in fine condition.   $150.

332. Raphael, Frederic: TWO FOR THE ROAD London: Jonathan Cape, [1967]. Cloth-
textured brown boards, lettered in gilt. Pale tidemark in top edge stain at spine, otherwise 
about fine in good dust jacket with short tears and a wide-reaching tidemark at the crown 
of the spine. 

 

First edition in book form of the screenplay for the 1967 film starring Audrey Hepburn 
and Albert Finney, directed by Stanley Donen. Inscribed on the front free endsheet: “For 
William F[illegible] who ‘saw’ it early Frederick Raphael June 1967.” Raphael’s screenplay 
was nominated for both an Oscar and a BAFTA award, and the film opened in April 1967.
 $275.

333. Rawlings, Marjorie Kinnan: [Typed Letter, Signed]. Hawthorn, FL. 9 August 1946. 
Half page, on quarto sheet of letterhead, signed in full. Old fold from having been mailed, 
otherwise about fine. 

 

To editor William Targ, about her contribution to an anthology in preparation: “Mr. Van 
Doren objected to my speaking of ‘the ten-cent weeklies’, as he said this identified three 
or four such weeklies too definitely, and many others were equally culpable. You will 
see that I have changed this in the proofs to read ‘popular’ weeklies, and if this is not 
satisfactory, let me know. Will you send me a copy of the collection when published? 
Sincerely, Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings.”   $600.

334. Reed, Joseph Samuel: WINNOWED GRASSES. Indianapolis: The Hollenbeck Press, 
1892. Small octavo. Gilt decorated olive cloth. Portrait. Ownership stamp roughly effaced 
from one lower margin, otherwise very good and bright. 

 

Denoted the “third edition” of the Sullivan, Indiana, druggist and poet’s first book, published 
in the same year as the first edition. OCLC locates an edition under the Bowen-Merrill 
imprint, but only three copies of this edition, one at LC and two in Indiana. Notable for 
the poem, “A Texas Preacher,” wherein the subject and his flock find Hell a more convivial 
place than the alternative.   $35.



335. Reed. Joseph Samuel: [Large Collection of Typescript Poems, Many Signed, and 
Two Manuscript Poems, Signed.]. Sullivan, Indiana, and elsewhere. ca. 1914 - 1919. In 
excess of 400 leaves, 8.5 x 5.5 inches, plus a few smaller. Largely single spaced, a few 
poems extending to two or three leaves. Some browning to outer leaves, but in good order. 

 

A substantial collection of manuscript verse by the Indiana poet-druggist (1852 - 1920). 
One portion of the collection is demarcated and entitled “Liberty Lyrics and Other Poems,” 
and consists largely of poems in reference to the US’s participation in the Great War. Two 
poems are present as well in autograph manuscript, including “To the God of War,” signed 
and dated September 15th 1914.” Other sections are more general in theme, including 
“Child Rhymes and Hoosier Dialect,” and “Miscellaneous Poems.” A significant number 
of the typescript poems are signed in ink at their conclusion by the poet. Reed published 
two collections, Winnowed Grasses (1892), and Near Nature’s Nooks (1905) -- the 
considerable portion of these poems post-date those collections and likely are unpublished 
in book form.   $650.

336. Reed, Joseph Samuel: THE KAISER AND HIS BULLET. [Middletown, CT?]: At the Sign 
of the Monster Diamondack, 1965. Title, and colophon plus eight panel gatefold (text on 3 
panels), handsewn into printed wrapper. Wrapper sunned at spine, otherwise about fine. 

 

A typographic jeu d’esprit, preserving for the first time in type this late poem by the 
Indiana druggist/poet, composed in 1918. Copy “O” of “a dozen only copies printed upon 
the occasion of Arthur Wensinger’s going into Germany.” This is also denoted in pencil 
as the “printer’s record” copy. No copies are located in OCLC.   $75.

337. Remington, Frederic: CROOKED TRAILS. New York & London: Harper & Bros., 1898. 
Large octavo. Pictorial tan cloth, stamped in green, blue, gilt, etc. Frontis and 48 plates. 
Spine and edges somewhat darkened, crown and toe of spine slightly frayed, Christmas 
1898 ink gift inscription on first blank; still, a good, sound, tight copy. 

 

First edition of Remington’s first work of fiction, an homage to the Texas Rangers, accompanied 
by his own illustrations. 
WRIGHT III:4510. HOWES R203. BAL 16491.   $300.

338. [Righi, Federico (illustrator)]: Ovid [Publius Ovidius 
Naso]: THE ART OF LOVE [ARS AMATORIA]. [Baltimore]: 
Ferdinand Roten Galleries, Inc., [[1970]. Folio (46 x 36 
cm). Loose folded signatures laid into pictorial lithographed 
wrappers. Plates. Light offset to blank endsheets from 
wrapper fold-ins, otherwise about fine, in plain paper 
chemise and slipcase. 
 

First edition in this format, illustrated with twenty-seven 
original full-page lithographs (some in three colors, some 
in two colors, others in monochrome) by Federico Righi. 
The translation is by Rolfe Humphries. From an edition 
of 155 copies numbered copies, signed by the artist, with 
the first lithograph signed in pencil by the artist, this is 
one of ten lettered copies reserved for the collaborators 
in the edition.   $850.

339. Rinehart, Mary Roberts: THE CIRCULAR STAIRCASE. 
Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, [1908]. Pictorial olive cloth, 
stamped in orange and black. Frontis and plates by Lester 

Ralph. Spine somewhat cocked, with rubbing at extremities, but about very good. 
 

First edition of the author’s first book, sourcework for the stage adaptation, “The Bat,” 
and various conflicting film derivatives. 
SMITH R-334.   $85.



340. Roberts, W. Adolphe: LAKE PONTCHARTRAIN. Indianapolis & New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 
[1946]. Dark green cloth, lettered in gilt. Plates. Three small spots of paper adhesion on 
upper board, bookplate removal shadows on front pastedown (portion of Copley bookplate 
laid in) otherwise very good and bright in price-clipped, spine-sunned, pictorial dust jacket, 
which has been dry mounted on stiff white paper and has been trimmed along the blank 
fore-potions of the flaps. 

 

First edition of this contribution to the Lake of America Series by the Jamaican-born novelist 
and editor. This is a copy of the special issue signed by Roberts on an extra leaf bound 
before the half-title which includes a small illustration. Fitzgerald records this special issue, 
but was unable to ascertain how many copies were issued. Roberts is credited with the 
first mystery novel by a black author. 
FITZGERALD AL8.   $85.

341. Rolfe, Frederick “Baron Corvo”: STORIES TOTO TOLD ME. London & New York: 
John Lane the Bodley Head, 1898. 118,[4]pp. Somewhat later blue cloth, spine lettered 
in gilt, original wrappers not bound in. A few dark spots to cloth (or light spots touched 
up to match the blue cloth), ink name, a few marginal finger smudges, one upper edge 
trimmed slightly askew; a good copy. 

 

First edition of the author’s first substantial book publication, published as “Bodley Booklets 
Number Six.” Preceded by the slim pamphlet Tarcissus. One of a total edition of 1300 
copies printed for distribution both in the US (550 copies) and in the UK (750 copies). An 
uncommon book in recent years. 
WOOLF A2.   $375.

342. Rolfe, Frederick “Baron Corvo”: CHRONICLES OF THE HOUSE OF BORGIA. 
London: Grant Richards, 1901. Large, thick octavo. Gilt cloth, t.e.g. Frontis and plates. 
Slightest sunning to spine, some foxing early and late, including to tissue guards, shallow 
discolorations to upper margins of plates, but a very good copy. 

 

First edition, British issue. A total of 1250 copies were printed, of which 520 sets of sheets 
were exported for binding and distribution by Dutton in America. The J.D. Symon copy 
with pencil notations in his hand at pp. 49, 64, 66, 68, 69, 71, 91, and 182, and his name 
written in ink in minuscule handwriting on the front free end paper. J.D. Symon (1867-1925) 
was a scholar of another era. He wrote books on Ruskin, Byron, and with S. L. Bensusan 
The Renaissance and Its Makers (1913), perhaps accounting for his interest in this work. 
WOOLF A5a.   $350.

343. Rolfe, Frederick “Baron Corvo”, and Andy Warhol [dust jacket design]: THE DESIRE 
AND PURSUIT OF THE WHOLE  A ROMANCE OF MODERN VENICE. [New York]: New 
Directions, [1953]. xvi,300pp. Cloth. About fine, in a very good dust jacket with light sunning 
to upper edge, and a few nicks, small losses, and shelf wear at edges. 

 

First US issue, one of 2650 copies printed photo-offset from the 1953 UK edition. Introduction 
by A. J. A. Symons, foreword by W. H. Auden. Dust jacket design by Andy Warhol. 
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p.35. WOOLF A10c.   $150.

344. [Rolfe, Frederick, “Baron Corvo”]: Benkovitz, Miriam J.: FREDERICK ROLFE: 
BARON CORVO  A BIOGRAPHY. London: Hamish Hamilton, [1977]. Gilt-stamped boards. 
Photographs, facsimiles, index. Sticker mark on pastedown, but a very good copy in 
faintly worn dust jacket. 

 

First UK edition, warmly inscribed by the author: “For Ben, whose help and interest have 
been invaluable. Love, Miriam 23 January 1977.   $50.

345. [Rops, Félicien]: Bory, Jean-Francois [comp]: FÉLICIN ROPS L’OEUVRE GAPHIQUE 
COMPLÈTE. Paris: Arthur Hubschmid, [1977]. 688pp. Thick octavo. Cloth. Hundreds of 
illustrations. About fine in metallic finish pictorial dust jacket. 

 



First edition. Accompanied by an essay on Rops by Huysmans, reprinted from Certains. 
An extensive compilation of Rops’ work, both mainstream and erotic.   $150.

346. [Rosenbach Company]: THE SEA  BOOKS AND MANUSCRIPTS ON THE ART OF 
NAVIGATION GEOGRAPHY NAVAL HISTORY SHIPBUILDING VOYAGES SHIPWRECKS 
MATHEMATICS INCLUDING ATLASES MAPS AND CHARTS. Philadelphia & New York: 
The Rosenbach Company, 1938. xi,[1],224pp. Large octavo. Later dark blue cloth, with 
original wrappers laid down front and rear (a trace askew), typed spine label. A few 
smudges to wrapper panels, extreme lower blank fore-corners of first fours leaves clipped 
slightly, very good. 

 

One of the great thematic catalogues issued by a US bookseller in the pre-WWII years, 
offering 837 items covering the broad range of sea travel in fact and fiction, including 
among the latter a few remaining major Conrad manuscripts from the Quinn sale.   $65.

347. Rosenfeld, Isaac: PASSAGE FROM HOME. New York: Dial Press, 1946. Cloth. 
Endsheets a bit foxed and offset from jacket, the pictorial jacket has a dampmark extending 
out from the toe of the spine, visible mainly in the verso, but otherwise a very good copy. 

 

First edition of the first novel by Bellow’s contemporary and friend from childhood, a portrayal 
of the “adolescence of a Jewish boy in Chicago” - Hanna. Design by Meyer Wagman. 
HANNA 3065. INGLEHART 235.   $125.

 One of Twenty-Five Copies
 

348. Rossetti, Dante G.: POEMS. London: F. S. Ellis, 1870. xi,[1],282,[1]pp. Large octavo. 
Bound in contemporary deep green smooth morocco, a.e.g., gilt inner dentelles. Year of 
publication ownership inscription and date on binder’s endsheet, some wear to upper joint 
and edges; still, a good copy, internally very good. 

 

First edition of Rossetti’s first published collection of original verse, large paper issue. 
One of only twenty-five copies printed on large handmade paper, “for Private Circulation 
Only.” Stetz and Lasner, in England in the 1880s, note: “This book, by the circumstances 
of its publication, by its contents, and by its design, secured Rossetti’s reputation. When 
his wife, Elizabeth Sidal Rossetti, died in February 1862, Rossetti placed the original 
manuscripts of his poems in her coffin. In 1869 these were exhumed secretly from her 
grave and published in this volume in 1870 with other, more recent work. The book opens 
with ‘The Blessed Damozel,’ Rossetti’s most famous poem, which had first appeared in the 
Pre-Raphaelite magazine, The Germ, in 1850; among the other contents are the sonnet 
sequence called ‘The House of Life’ and a group of poems about paintings that show 
Rossetti’s abiding interest in unifying the sister arts … Poems (1870) was perhaps most 
remarkable for being one of the first books to be designed throughout by an author. Over 
a period of nine months, Rossetti supervised the printing of the proofs while painstakingly 
designing the covers and endsheets. The result had a great influence upon writers and 
designers of the 1880s. Oscar Wilde’s Poems (1881) and several of Walter Pater’s books 
clearly were modeled upon Rossetti’s unique volume.” 
HAYWARD 283. TINKER 1814. STETZ & LASNER 52.   $3500.

349. Roth, Henry: NATURE’S FIRST GREEN. New York: Targ, 1979. Cloth. Fine in plain 
shipping jacket with 1” closed edge-tear. 

 

First edition of the author’s second clothbound publication. One of 350 numbered copies 
printed at the Oliphant Press and signed by the author.   $85.

350. [Russian Revolution]: ANNIVERSARY OF THE REVOLUTION OF OCTOBER 1917 
IN RUSSIA  BALANCE SHEET OF A DICTATORSHIP .... [caption title]. Stamford: The 
Overbrook Press, [nd. but ca. 1963]. Folio broadside (41 x 28 cm). Text printed within 
heavy black mourning border on recto only, with single line caption. Fine. 

 



The Overbrook Press first printed this broadside in 1952 in an edition of 750 copies on 
Arak paper for the National Committee for Free Europe, Inc. The text is a translation of a 
French broadside issued by Paix Et Liberte. This undated printing is on Rives and has a 
caption noting this is “considerably reduced.” It may have been among those printed for 
insertion in the scarce Overbook Press bibliography. 
CAHOON, p.71.   $45.

351. [Rutherston, Albert]: Balston, Thomas [compiler]: [Printed and Manuscript Mock-up 
for:] BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE PUBLISHED WORK OF ALBERT RUTHERSTON [cover 
title]. [Np but UK. nd. but ca. 1925]. [12]pp. partially filled with letterpress or manuscript, 
filled out with many blank leaves. Quarto. Bound up in decorated paper over stiff wrapper, 
with manuscript label (27.5 x 18 cm). edges of wrapper darkened, mended chip to spine, 
but very good. 

 

Balston’s own working mockup, based on his preliminary bibliography for The Fleuron, 
with letterpress entries cut and pasted in four sections by genre, all expanded and updated 
in manuscript throughout. Signed by Balston inside the upper wrapper.   $375.

352. [Rydal Press]: Taggard, Genevieve: REMEMBERING VAUGHAN IN NEW ENGLAND. 
[New York: Arrow Editions, 1933]. Sewn wrappers, pictorial label. Slight tanning along 
fore-edge of wrapper, 1933 ink ownership inscription, old tape-stain in upper corner of 
prelims (see below, though), otherwise a very good copy. 

 

First separate edition. Although not stated, Haas records the edition consisted of 400 
copies. Illustrated with a full-page woodcut and the pictorial label by J.J. Lankes. Printed 
at the Rydal Press. This copy is signed by the author, and (formerly) attached to the 
verso of the preliminary blank with a tab of tape is a brief autograph note of thanks from 
Taggard to the original owner, a Bennington colleague. 
HAAS (ARROW EDITIONS) 4.   $125.

353. [Salten, Felix (attrib)]: THE LIFE AND LOVES OF JOSEPHINE M. [No Place]. [No 
date, but likely circa 1940s]. [2],112 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, printed on 
rectos only. Staplebound in untitled term-paper style binder. Very good. 

 

An anonymous “coming of age” faux-autobiography of a young Austrian female prostitute. 
It has been suggested that this text is a translation of Felix Salten’s notorious Josefine 
Mutzenbacher Oder Die Geschichte Einer Wienerischen Dirne Von Ihr Selbst Erzählt 
(1906). It is just possible that in the case of the present typescript, the text may have 
been dumbed-down and spiced up for the famous Oklahoma collector, R. Johnson. Salten 
was best known in the West as the author of Bambi. 
SCHEINER COMPENDIUM 1312.   $125.

354. Schauer, Georg Kurt: DEUTSCHE BUCHKUNST 1890 BIS 1960. Hamburg: Maximilian-
Gesellschaft, 1963. Two volumes. 297,[7]pp. plus second volume 32pp. plus 163 plates. 
Quarto. Linen over boards, printed paper labels. A very good to near fine set, without 
the slipcase. 

 

First edition of this extensively illustrated survey of individual German-language book 
artists and designers, and of design trend and movements.   $175.

355. [Sedgwick, Catharine Maria]: A NEW-ENGLAND TALE ... SECOND EDITION. New York: 
Published by E. Bliss & E. White, 1822. xi,[1],[13]-285pp. Small octavo. Contemporary full 
calf, gilt label. The binding shows some scuffs and scrapes, scattered foxing and dusting, 
lower fore-corner of Q2 torn away, taking with it a few letters; still, a good, sound copy. 

 

Second edition of the author’s first book, like its predecessor of a few months earlier, 
published anonymously. A Preface has been added to this edition. 
BAL 17336. SEVEN GABLES 30:250. WRIGHT I:2357.   $250.



356. Shaw, George Bernard: [Typed Letter, Signed With Initials, to Blanche Patch, 
with Four Costume Designs for ARMS & THE MAN]. Clivedon, Taplow. 26 August 1941. 
One page, on small octavo sheet of letterhead, with one paragraph postscript, in pencil. 
Accompanied by four 8 x 10 sheets of cyclostyled or hectographed costume drawings, 
incorporating manuscript captions, by Shaw. Letter fine, the drawings share a uniform patch 
of damp deterioration at one edge, with some associated brittleness and tears in that area. 

 

Shaw writes to his secretary: “My dear Blanche If you are anywhere in the direction of 
Whitehall Court look in and and [sic] search the Arms & The Man compartment for a bundle 
of sketches for the costumes, two of which are the original colored drawings and the rest 
copied outlines. Two sets of these outlines will be enough to bring to Ayot with the colored 
ones. We shall have to color them for Pascal. I am working at the new script now ....” The 
letter continues with details of arrangements for going to Ayot, and concludes: “No news. 
All serene here. GBS.” The accompanying costume drawings are printed in blue ink on 
cream stock, and three of them reproduce Shaw’s manuscript captions in the printing. Two 
are rather elaborate, incorporating multiple inset details in addition to the main drawing. 
The Sidney P. Albert Shaw collection at Brown includes four such cyclostyled costume 
drawings for Arms & The Man, with indications that Shaw produced a total of six ca. 
1894 for a production of the play. The undertaking here most likely is indicative of their 
reuse associated with work on a prospective film adaptation of the play. Gabriel Pascal’s 
film of Major Barbara was released earlier that month, and his version of Pygmalion 
appeared in 1939. And although Pascal went on to produce Caesar And Cleopatra in 
1945, and Androcles And The Lion in 1952, this film adaptation appears not to have 
come to fruition.   $1850.

357. Shaw, George Bernard: [Autograph Note, in Shorthand, Signed with Initials 
(Accompanied By:) Typed Memorandum from His Secretary, with Shaw’s Ms. Response]. 
London. 28 November & 30 November 1949. Two items, first on lined notecard (75 x 125 
mm), second on octavo lettersheet. Very good. 

 

An exchange with Blanche Patch, his secretary, about recommendations for a radio. The 
first item, in Shaw’s shorthand, bears Patch’s interlinear transcription in pencil: “In future 
Penguin accounts and cheques are to be sent to us directly, not to the Soc. of Authors.  
Your radio is worse than useless if it cannot get you the 3rd program. Mrs. Laden’s one in 
the kitchen is all right, get one like it. I will pay for it. She will tell you the make. G.B.S.” 
The second item is a typed memo from Patch to Shaw, thanking him for his offer to pay 
for a new radio, but declining his offer, explaining the nature of the interference, and 
mentioning how the Marconiphone he gave her fifteen years earlier still gets the Home 
Service. Shaw responds in ink in the lower portions of the sheet, and in a very frail hand: 
“Our refrigerator put my Murphy receiver out of action until I got it insulated; but the 
[illegible] is quite unaffected. The Marconi may still be worth something in exchange. It 
may even be adaptable to the 3rd program. If so it may be better than a new one. Most 
old contraptions are better made than the latest.”   $950.

358. Shaw, George Bernard [and John Housman (adaptation & direction)]: DON JUAN IN 
HELL. [Np]. [ca. 1971 - 1973]. [2],93pp. Folio (35.5 x 25.5 cm). Loose sheets, punched 
at left and bradbound. Moderate wear and tear consistent with use, with annotations 
scattered throughout, some tape marks from absent inserts, corners turned, etc. Good. 

 

A large format rehearsal script for the 1971-1973 roadshow revival of Shaw’s dramatic piece 
(a free standing scene from Act 3 of Man and Superman). The production was directed 
by John Housman, and starred Ricardo Montalban, Paul Henreid, Agnes Moorehead and 
Edward Mulhare. This copy bears the ownership and address stamp of Paul Henreid, 
who played the role of the Statue in the performances in Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles 
and New York (in the latter as the “Commander”). Throughout this script the lines for the 
Statue have been highlighted and annotated with prompts and revisions, presumably for 
or by Henreid. Henried, born Paul Georg Julius Freiherr von Hernreid Ritter von Wasel-
Waldingau (1908-1992), had a long and active career on stage, and in film and television, 



as both actor and director. He is most widely recognized for his role as Victor Laszlo, in 
Casablanca (1942).   $350.

359. [Shelley, Percy B.]: Hunt, Leigh: TO SHELLEY. [Ysleta, TX: Press of Edwin B. Hill, 
nd. but ca. 1940]. Two printed leaves mounted inside a printed leaflet (20.5 x 14 cm). Fine. 

 

First printing in this format of a poem by Hunt first printed in the London Mercury. One 
of 23 copies printed. OCLC/Worldcat accounts for 12 of those 23.   $85.

360. [Sherlockiana]: Benet, Stephen V.: SHERLOCKIANA. MY FAVORITE FICTION 
CHARACTER. Ysleta [TX]: Edwin B. Hill, 1938. [4]pp. folded leaflet. Fine. 

 

First printing in separate form of this essay, with an afternote by Vincent Starrett. One of 
approximately sixty copies printed. Scarce.   $150.

361. [Sherlockiana]: Clendening, Logan: SHERLOCKIANA THE CASE OF THE MISSING 
PATRIARCHS  TRANSLATED FROM THE THYROIDS. Ysleta [TX]: Edwin B. Hill, 1938. 
[4]pp. folded leaflet. Short, closed tear at top edge of top leaf, otherwise near fine. 

 

First printing in separate form of this essay by the physician/author/Holmesian, with an 
afternote by Vincent Starrett. One of an unstated but small number copies printed, most 
likely one hundred or less. Scarce.   $150.

362. [Shipwreck Fiction]: Anonymous: FRANK WESTON’S ANCHOR. London, etc: T. 
Nelson & Sons, 1884. 29pp. plus frontis and three plates. Small octavo. Medium blue 
cloth, decorated in plum-red. Illustrations. Two ownership inscriptions on front endsheets 
and small ink price, a couple small brown spots in rear endsheet gutter, otherwise a very 
good copy. 

 

First edition of this tale for younger readers centering on the circumstances of a shipwreck 
off the coast near a town named Scoresby. OCLC locates a total of eight copies, including 
among them two later printings where authorship is attributed to the protagonist. 
OCLC: 63094062.   $125.

363. [Simon, Neal (sourcework & screenwriter)]: [Collection of Seven Test Maquettes for 
Promotional One Sheetsfor:] BRIGHTON BEACH MEMOIRS. [Np: Universal Pictures, 
1986]. Seven 14 x 11” images printed on stiff card, with renderings of prospective artwork 
and copy, four with dated labels. Near fine. 

 

A group of what would appear to be test renderings of design work for the one-sheet for 
the forthcoming film, with notations indicating the designs were “tested” on dates as early 
as June and July, well in advance of the December premiere. Six of the seven designs 
are composed largely of photographic sources and vary chiefly in the caption texts 
describing the film and include the design finally adopted. The seventh features entirely 
different artwork (rough draft pencil drawing) dated in August and features a somewhat 
suggestive theme (Eugene under the dining room table looking up the skirt of a female 
character while recovering a dropped napkin). The lot is accompanied by three pieces of 
minor post-release promotional material.   $600.

364. Sinclair, Harold: THE HORSE SOLDIERS. New York: Harper, [1956]. Cloth and 
boards. Endsheet maps. A couple of faint marginal smudges early on, otherwise a very 
good copy of the author’s best-known work in highly pictorial dust jacket with sunning to 
the spine and a small chip and creases at the toe of the spine 

 

First edition of the first of the author’s fiction series featuring Colonel, later General, Jack 
Marlowe, and the sourcework for the 1961 John Ford film adaptation, starring William 
Holden, John Wayne and Hoot Gibson.   $100.



 America’s Milton? ....
 

365. [Smith, Elbert H.]: MA-KA-TAI-ME-SHE-KIA-KIAK; OR, BLACK HAWK, AND SCENES 
IN THE WEST.  A NATIONAL POEM: IN SIX CANTOS ... BY A WESTERN TOURIST. New 
York: Edward Kearney, 1848. viii,[9]-299pp. Decorated cloth, spine gilt extra. Lithographed 
frontis and title vignette. Endsheets slightly darkened, toe of spine frayed, a few spots to 
top and fore-edges, lower fore-tips a bit worn, otherwise a very good, uncommonly bright 
copy. Half morocco slipcase and chemise. 

 

First edition. The author, perhaps feeling his part-prose, part-verse work The History of 
Black Hawk (Milwaukee, 1846) not sufficient, elected, for reasons undoubtedly tied to 
commerce, to retread much of the same ground here completely in verse, resulting in 
a moderately popular contribution to that rather limp field -- American epic poetry. In its 
defense, in the June 1854 issue of Putnam’s Monthly (pp.639-648), Smith’s poem was 
the subject of a stunningly laudatory (but unsigned) reevaluation that concluded thus: 
Smith will in ...” all probability achieve no work which is superior to Black Hawk. If we 
wished to draw any parallel at all it would be between Elbert H. Smith and Milton. Here 
too there is considerable dissimilarity which could be proved if we had time to collate 
and place in juxtaposition distinct passages from their works. If Milton is more sublime 
musical and sonorous, Elbert H. Smith is more ragged, varied and irregular. If Milton is 
more governed by fixed laws, Elbert H. Smith exhibits a more discursive freedom. If Milton 
has the advantage of a splendid knowledge and all the rich exhaustless treasury whence 
the poet draws for illustration, Elbert H. Smith is not without ambitious imagery. We are 
more raised and elevated by Milton, but we are more amused with Smith. We have no 
idea that such a man should be left to grope in obscurity, and lest posterity should not 
do him justice, we have taken the matter in hand to set forth his merits as one who has 
written what in many respects may be the most remarkable poem of the age.” 
SABIN 82461.   $150.

366. Smith, Percy John (1882 - 1948): [Original 
Pencil Portrait,  Signed and Dated, of H. M. 
Tomlinson]. [London?]. 1930. Original pencil portrait 
on drawing paper, (38 x 27 cm; 15 x 10 5/8 “). 
One small tan spot, old tape at corners on verso 
for matting, otherwise very good in bit dusty and 
slightly tanned mat. 
 

An attractive portrait of the then middle-aged writer, 
seated, in profile, in a somewhat reflective pose 
smoking a pipe, against the partial background of 
shelves of books. The drawing is signed and dated 
by Smith in 1930, and the mat bears Tomlinson’s 
presentation inscription, also dated 1930, to prominent 
collector, bibliographer and librarian, James T. Babb. 
Smith contributed a portrait and two illustrations to 
the limited edition of All Our Yesterdays, Tomlinson’s 
highly regarded novel of the Great War, published 
the same year as this portrait was made, and is 
now regaining considerable renown because of 
his artistic depictions of the Great War. In 1916 
he joined the Royal Marine Artillery and arrived at 
the Somme in October. He served as a gunner in 
France and Belgium. In 1917, he printed a suite of 
Drypoints of the War, which was published as a suite 
under the title The Dance Of Death 1914 -1918. He 
was also awarded the four-year commission for the 

lettering of the Canadian War Memorial at Vimy Ridge. Provenance: James T. Babb - C.A. 
Stonehill - private collector - William Reese Company. 
BENIZET XII: 1379.   $1250.



367. Snyder, Gary: EARTH HOUSE HOLD  TECHNICAL NOTES & QUERIES TO FELLOW 
DHARMA REVOLUTIONARIES. [New York]: New Directions, [1969]. 143pp. Cloth. First 
edition, clothbound issue. One of 2500 copies bound thus.  Top edge a bit dust speckled, 
otherwise very good in a very near fine dust jacket. Essays and journals. 
HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p. 74. McNEIL A22a.   $75.

 Unrecorded Printing of a Popular Favorite
 

368. [Stark, Cordelia (attrib)]: THE FEMALE WANDERER, A ATLE[sic]; FOUNDED ON 
FACT. Buffalo, NY: Printed and sold at No. 5 Cheapside ... by Lazell & Francis, 1825. 
42pp. Printed self-wrappers, rebacked in early paper. A bit ragged and tanned, tight at 
gutter from rebacking, with tear in gutter of terminal leaf affecting some letters. A shabby 
but sound survival. 

 

An unrecorded very early printing of this popular fictional tale, which saw reprints from 
a variety of printers well into the middle decade of the century. The protagonist is the 
daughter of a “rich farmer” in New England who thinks she is too high class for her heart 
throb, Edwin. She runs off to be with Edwin anyway, is separated by false stratagems 
planted by her parents, barely escapes white slavery and murder, dresses as a man and 
goes to sea, visits New Orleans and Europe, and returns to find that her snooty parents 
have lost all their money and Edwin has made a fortune. The earliest edition recorded in 
Wright is 1824 -- the occasionally referenced ‘1820’ printing having been a mistranscription 
the consequence of type wear. This edition would fall between the 1824 first edition and an 
1826 Rochester edition in Wright’s hierarchy of eleven early printings, but is unrecorded in 
AI, Wright or OCLC. There are occasional variations on the subject/author’s name (‘Krats’ 
for example) in the later printings. 
WRIGHT I:943 etc.   $225.

369. [Stein, Gertrude]: Gallup, Donald: DU CÔTÉ DE CHEZ STEIN [drop title]. London: 
Reprint from The Book Collector, Summer 1970. pp.169-184 plus 8 plates. Stapled printed 
wrappers. Wrapper faintly sunned, and with a few small spots along the upper margin of 
the top wrapper, otherwise very good. 

 

An author’s separate, inscribed by Gallup to Rhode Island bookman, Brad Swan: “For Brad 
with greetings at Xmas Don 1970.” A single erratum on a mimeographed slip is stapled 
inside the front wrapper.   $45.

 One of Ten Author’s Copies
 

370. Steinbeck, John: THE FIRST WATCH. [New York: 
Marguerite and Louis Henry Cohn], Christmas 1947. 6,[2]
pp. Small octavo. Sewn printed wrappers. Decorated 
title-page. Fine, in original envelope. Enclosed in an 
extravagant full dark blue morocco slipcase, gilt extra, 
with silk lined folding insert. 

 

First edition. Copy #10 of sixty numbered copies (and 
some out-of-series copies) privately printed at the Ward 
Ritchie Press as the Cohns’ Christmas greeting for the 
year. The first ten copies - of which this example must be 
counted - were reserved for Steinbeck, and the remaining 
fifty for distribution by the Cohns. The text of a 1938 
extended letter by Steinbeck. 
GOLDSTONE & PAYNE A26a.                               $8500.

371. Stevenson, Robert Louis: THE BLACK ARROW:  
A TALE OF THE TWO ROSES. New York: Charles 
Scribner’s Sons, 1888. xi,[1],321,8pp. Original printed 



yellow wrappers. Plates. Wrappers very slightly darkened, tiny chip at lower edge of rear 
wrapper at spine, short closed tear in to edge of rear wrapper, tiny creases at extreme 
wrapper foretips, but an unusually nice copy, very good or better, in half morocco slipcase 
and chemise. 

 

First edition in book form, preceding the British edition by about six weeks, and unlike 
the British edition, accompanied by illustrations. Copies were also issued clothbound, at 
a higher price. Composed in a rush for serialization in Young Folks as a follow up to 
Treasure Island, this admitted pot-boiler wasn’t published in serial form in the US until 
several years later, prompting Scribner and Cassell to take on book publication. Copies 
of the issue in wrappers in this condition are highly uncommon. The sourcework for a 
number of adaptations to other media, including a short film as early as 1911. 
BEINECKE 480. PRIDEAUX,PP.64-5. $650.

372. Stevenson, Robert Louis, and Lloyd Osbourne: THE WRONG BOX. London: Longman, 
Green and Co., 1889. Original red cloth, spine lettered in gilt, upper board lettered in black. 
Faint foxing to edges, narrow 3 cm. crack to rear inner hinge, light hand-soiling to cloth, 
but a very good, largely uncut and unopened copy. Half morocco slipcase and chemise. 

 

First edition, assumed first printing with the ornament on page [iv] and “Contents” set in 
type the same size as the title opposite. The terminal catalogue is dated January 1889. 
The first of the three collaborative works by RLS and Osbourne An uncommon book in 
this condition, and the sourcework for the 1966 Bryan Forbes film. 
BEINECKE 498. PRIDEAUX 29. $350.

373. Still, James: HOUNDS ON THE MOUNTAIN. New York: Viking Press, 1937. Cloth. 
Binding a bit sunned at edges, endsheets darkened, otherwise a very good copy in 
modestly worn and lightly nicked and chipped dust jacket. 

 

First edition of the author’s first book, signed by him on the front free endsheet. One of 
750 numbered copies. $125.

374. [Stoneleigh Abbey Murders]: REPORT OF THE TRIAL FOR LIBEL, (THE QUEEN, 
ON THE PROSECUTION OF THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LORD LEIGH, V. CHARLES 
GRIFFIN,) IN CALUMNIOUSLY ALLEGING MURDERS TO HAVE BEEN COMMITTED AT 
STONELEIGH ABBEY, THIRTY-FOUR YEARS AGO. TRIED AT THE WARWICKSHIRE LENT 
ASSIZES, 1849, BEFORE CHIEF JUSTICE SIR THOMAS WILDE, KNIGHT.... Warwick: 
Printed and Published by Henry Sharpe, 1849. 35,[1]pp. Quarto. Sewn printed self-wrapper. 
Text in double columns. A couple of minor smudges on title, otherwise about fine. 

 

The transcript of the trial for libel brought against Charles Griffin by Chandos Leigh, 1st 
Baron Leigh, for references in his pamphlet, Stoneleigh Abbey, Thirty Four Years Ago, 
that again cast Lord Leigh under suspicion of guilt for the “Missing Monument Murders” 
(1811-13), charges for which he stood trial in 1848. Griffin was sentenced to two years in 
jail for his efforts. Leigh, a minor poet, was an intimate of Byron, and a relative of Jane 
Austen, casting it all into an interesting, if somewhat vague, literary context. A modestly 
amplified treatment was printed in London the same year. OCLC/Worldcat locates a single 
copy of this printing, from the collection of Gordon Ray, at the Morgan Library. 
OCLC: 886666116. $225.

375. Strachey, Lytton: ELIZABETH AND ESSEX A TRAGIC HISTORY. London: Chatto & 
Windus, 1928. Large octavo. Cloth. First U.K. edition. A very good copy in lightly soiled 
pictorial dust jacket with short closed edge tear and a small chip at crown of lower joint. 
  $85.

376. Strachey, Lytton: CHARACTERS AND COMMENTARIES. London: Chatto & Windus, 
1933. Gilt cloth. Portrait. Preface by James Strachey. First edition. Endsheets darkened at 
gutters, else a very good or better copy in modestly smudged and darkened dust jacket. 
 $95.



377. Straker, William [bookseller]: A CATALOGUE OF ORIENTAL MANUSCRIPTS, 
ON SALE BY WILLIAM STRAKER, (SUCCESSOR TO HOWELL AND CO.) 443 WEST 
STRAND, LONDON, REMOVED FROM HIGH HOLBORN [drop title]. [London: Printed by 
Robson, Levy and Franklyn, 1836]. 72pp. Sewn, with printed rear wrapper. Lacking front 
wrapper and frontis, otherwise very good. 

 

First edition. A priced offering of 497 manuscripts, with annotations and commentary. 
OCLC locates a copy at Durham University Palace Green Library which retains its front 
wrapper and frontis; the only other copy located in OCLC is at the Grolier Club, in a 
contemporary nonce volume of catalogues bound and dated 1844, without mention of 
wrapper or frontis. $75.

378. Sullivan, Edmund J.: [A Collection of Eleven Books with His Ownership Markings 
and/or Annotations]. London, etc. 1882 - 1923. Eleven volumes, variously in cloth, half 
morocco or printed wrappers. Good to very good. As itemized below: 

 

1) Muntz, Eugene. Raphael His Life, Works and Times. London: Chapman & Hall, 1882. 
Large, thick octavo. Quarter morocco. Some wear and foxing. A Headmaster ’s Prize 
Copy, bearing a bookplate, executed in ink, presenting it to Sullivan as a Local Prize from 
Hastings and St. Leonards School of Science & Art; 2) Martin. Old Chelsea a Summer-
Day’s Stroll. London: Unwin, 1889. Illustrated by Joseph Pennell. With Sullivan’s signed 
ownership inscription noting it as a gift from fellow artist H. Granville Fell, “Dec. 6th 1918.” 
With the earlier additional bookplate of Edward Jackson Barron. 3) Rossetti, Christina: 
Goblin Market The Prince’s Progress And Other Poems. London: Macmillan, 1884. 
Cloth. New edition. Inscribed on the half-title: “Edmund J. Sullivan November /87 Sketching 
Club 1886-7.” 4) Tennyson, Alfred: The Works Of .... London: Macmillan, 1888. Cloth. With 
an extended chronology, in ink in Sullivan’s hand, of Tennyson’s publications on the free 
endsheet and a note of his death in pencil. There are few pencil marks in the text, and 
an elaborate laurel wreath has been drawn in pencil around the dedicatory poem. Sullivan 
illustrated an edition of Maud (1922), as well as “A Dream of Fair Women” and other poems 
by Tennyson. 5) Lord Berners [trans] The Chronicles of Froissart. London: Macmillan, 
1895. Cloth. Globe edition. Signed in ink by Sullivan on the free endsheet, noting it was 
a gift “(from Frederick Macmillan).” 6) Whitman. Leaves Of Grass  The Poems Of Walt 
Whitman. Selected with Introduction by Ernest Rhys. London: Walter Scott, 1886. Cloth, 
paper spine label. In the “Canterbury Poets” series, Extensively annotated by Sullivan on 
the front free endsheet, on the verso of the title, and in a few places in the text (once, in 
“Birds of Passage,” with a drawing). 7) Bullen, A. H. [ed]: Lyrics From The Song-Books 
Of The Elizabethan Age. London: Lawrence & Bullen, 1891. Cloth, t.e.g. Backstrip dull.  
Inscribed by Sullivan on the free endsheet: “Edmund Sullivan given to me by J. Robert 
Oldfield 1894.” 8 & 9) Swinburne. Poems and Ballads [with] Poems and Ballads Second 
Series. London: Chatto & Windus, 1878 & 1880. Two volumes. Cloth. New Edition and 
Third Edition respectively. Signed in both volumes on the first blank: “Sullivan [/] Hastings,” 
and with a few scattered pencil annotations in the latter; 10) Swinburne. Atalanta In 
Calydon  A Tragedy. London: Chatto & Windus, 1885. Cloth. New Edition. Signed on the 
half-title: “Edmund J. Sullivan December 7th, 1887,” and 11) The Exhibition Of The Royal 
Academy Of Arts 1923. Printed wrappers (torn at spine). Sullivan exhibited two etchings 
(items 1098 and 1099) and his annotations on the front wrapper refer to labels for three 
works, only one of which (“The Way of the Cross”) is included in the exhibition catalogue. 
Edmund Joseph Sullivan (1869 - 1933) was a prolific painter, watercolorist, draughtsman, 
lithographer, engraver, art critic and teacher. His early association with The Daily Graphic 
launched his fame and established him “as one of the foremost illustrators of his time, 
although eclipsed by Rackham and Dulac. He was a superb draughtsman, especially in 
chalks and had a strong and inventive imagination” - House, p. 470. Among the authors 
whose works he illustrated are Hughes, Walton, Carlyle (particularly Sartor Resartus), 
Wells, Tennyson, White, Stevenson (notably Dr. Jekyll And Mr. Hyde), Goldsmith, et al. 
“Sullivan’s career as an illustrator was one of the most substantial and distinguished in 
the annals of English art” - Ray. 
Ray, The Illustrator And The Book In England From 1790 To 1914, pp. 186-193.
 $1750.



 Association Copy
 

379. [Sullivan, Edmund J.]: Rhodes, G. M. [compiler]: 
THE NINE CIRCLES OF THE HELL OF THE INNOCENT 
DESCRIBED FROM THE REPORTS OF THE PRESIDING 
SPIRITS. London: Swann Sonnenschein & Co., 1892. 
xv,[1],163pp. Octavo. Black cloth, with inset gilt lettered 
crimson cloth bellyband. Spine a trace faded, corners 
bumped, otherwise a very good copy. 
 

First edition. Preface by Frances Power Cobbe. A scarce 
and rather sobering compilation of descriptions of cruel 
practices of different forms of vivisection of animals. 
This is an interesting association copy, inscribed on the 
front free endsheet, in ink, by Edmund J. Sullivan, the 
prominent illustrator, recording his receipt of it as a gift 
from another prominent illustrator of the times: “Edmund 
J. Sullivan given to me by H. Granville Fell.” $175.

380. Susann, Jacqueline: THE LOVE MACHINE. New 
York: Simon & Schuster, [1969]. Cloth and boards. 
A very good copy in somewhat worn pictorial dust 
jacket with internally mended creased tear at the toe 
of the spine. 
 

First edition of the author ’s third book, warmly inscribed and signed by her (“love 
Jackie”) to columnist Leonard Lyons and his wife, Sylvia. The sourcework for a 1971 film 
adaptation. $150.

381. Symonds, John A.: IN THE KEY OF BLUE AND OTHER PROSE ESSAYS. London 
& New York: Elkin Mathews & John Lane / Macmillan & Co., 1893. Cream off-white 
cloth, elaborately stamped in gilt after a design by Ricketts, t.e.g. Spine a bit darkened, 
with small nicks at head and toe, endsheets a bit tanned and foxed, ink name on front 
pastedown, still a very good copy. 

 

First edition, ordinary paper issue, in the second, published state of the binding. “A few 
copies were bound in light blue cloth, and the late Mr. Mathews informed me that the 
whole of the ordinary issue was to have been so bound, but that Mr. Ricketts came in and 
objected, making a jest about ‘Ricketts’ Blue,’ [a common commercial dye of the time] 
and therefore the cream cloth was substituted” - Babington. 
BABINGTON 56. COLBECK II:815. $300.

382. Symonds, John A.: FRAGILIA LABILIA. Portland: Published by Thomas B. Mosher, 
1902. Narrow octavo. Decorated wrapper over stiff wrapper. The fragile outer wrapper is 
chipped, as usual, but 95% intact. 

 

First US and first public edition. One of 450 copies on Kelmscott handmade paper, in 
addition to fifty on Japan Vellum and five on real vellum. The title work was first published 
in a private author’s edition of 25 copies in 1884. 
BABINGTON 492. BISHOP 116. $125.

383. Symonds, John Addington: RENAISSANCE IN ITALY [Five Parts in Seven Volumes:] 
PART I. THE AGE OF THE DESPOTS [with:] PART II. THE REVIVAL OF LEARNING 
[with:]  PART III. THE FINE ARTS [with]: PART IV. ITALIAN LITERATURE [with:] PART 
V. THE CATHOLIC REACTION London: Smith, Elder & Co., 1875 - 1886. Seven volumes. 
Large. thick octavos. Uniform forest green cloth, ruled in black, lettered and decorated in 
gilt. Light foxing to prelims and terminal leaves of each volume, otherwise an unusually 
nice set, very near fine. 

 



First editions, the first three volumes in their proper bindings, without volume numbering 
(via stars) on the spines. This, Symonds’s major work of cultural history, is now uncommon 
in the original bindings in this condition. 
BABBINGTON 8, 10, 11, 28, 29, 42 and 43. $650.

384. Symonds, John Addington: SHAKESPEARE’S PREDECESSORS IN THE ENGLISH 
DRAMA. London: Smith, Elder and Co., 1884. Large, thick octavo. Plum cloth, lettered in 
gilt, ruled in black. Spine rather sunned, some fraying to spine extremities, slight cracking 
of inner hinges, but a sound copy. 

 

Potentially a nice association copy of the first edition. With the early pencil ownership 
signature on the half-title of “Howard O. Sturgis”, and with a few scattered pencil notes 
in the text and on the blank, white recto of the rear free endsheet. Unfortunately, without 
a certain example to compare it with, we are unable to confirm that the rather pedestrian 
signature is that of the novelist, and intimate friend of James and Wharton. However, it 
would be a quite sensible to assume that the literary Sturgis might very well have owned 
a copy. 
BABINGTON 37. $100.

385. Symons, Arthur: STUDIES IN TWO LITERATURES. London: Leonard Smithers, 1897. 
Large octavo. Dark blue-green smooth cloth. First edition. Some very slight dustmarking 
to the upper board when viewed at an angle, otherwise a very good or better copy. 
DANIELSON 230. COLBECK II:819. $150.

386. Taggard, Genevieve: THE LIFE AND MIND OF EMILY DICKINSON. New York: Knopf, 
1930. Large octavo. Cloth. Plates. First edition, trade issue. Review stricture affixed to 
half-title, endsheets lightly foxed, occasional faint foxing to a few plates, otherwise very 
good or better in a slightly darkened dust jacket with publication date in heavy pencil on 
upper panel. $40.

387. Taylor, Joseph: THE COMPLETE WEATHER 
GUIDE: A COLLECTION OF PRACTICAL 
OBSERVATIONS FOR PROGNOSTICATING 
THE WEATHER, DRAWN FROM PLANTS, 
ANIMALS, INANIMATE BODIES, AND ALSO BY 
MEANS OF PHILOSOPHICAL INSTRUMENTS; 
INCLUDING THE SHEPHERD OF BANBURY’S 
RULES, EXPLAINED ON PHILOSOPHICAL 
PRINCIPLES .. . .  London: Printed for John 
Harding, 1812. viii,160pp. Octavo. Three quarter 
contemporary calf, raised bands, t.e.g., others 
untrimmed. Three panel folding plate of ‘Flora’s 
Dial.’ 1819 ownership signature at top of half-title, 
plate neatly separated along one fold, spine and 
edges darkened, a very good copy. 

 

First edition of this frequently reprinted work 
on weather, util izing observations of nature, 
instruments such as barometers, hygrometers, 
rain-gauges, thermometers, along with various 
rules based on stars, moon, sun, clouds, mist, 
rain, wind, seasons, etc., along with an appendix 
on observations including lightning, water spouts, 
aquatic plants, a botanical watch, etc. $125.

388. [Television Westerns]: SUMMARIES OF RAWHIDE SEGMENTS ALREADY PRODUCED 
[cover title]. [New York: CBS Television], 10 May 1961. [1],82 leaves. Quarto. Mimeographed 
typescript, printed on rectos only, punched and bradbound. Title leaf torn around the brads 
otherwise very good. 

 



An interesting record of the first 82 episodes of this award-winning television western, 
printing plot summaries of episodes up through “Incident of the New Start,” which aired 
on 3 March 1961. This was likely circulated to the writing staff in order to help maintain 
continuity and avoid redundancy. The show ran for eight seasons, beginning in 1959 and 
concluded in early 1966, with its 217th episode. $75.

 The White Pilgrim - Poet:  An Indirect Source of Inspiration for 
Doc Watson and Bob Dylan

 

389. Thomas, Joseph: A POETICAL DESCANT ON THE PRIMEVAL AND PRESENT 
STATE OF MANKIND; OR, THE PILGRIM’S MUSE. Winchester, VA: J. Foster, Printer, 
1816. vii,[1],9-219,[1]pp. 16mo (signed in 8s). Contemporary (or original) calf. A weary 
copy, somewhat foxed and with scattered tidemarks, stains and a number of ink squiggles 
and spots (occasionally obscuring some text), a few leaves trimmed askew costing some 
letters, two leaves have clean horizontal tears (with no loss), leaves C4 through C7 have 
a thumb-tip size section torn from fore-edges, costing some text; withal a fair, reasonably 
sound copy of a scarce and obscurely published book. Enclosed in a lovely cloth clamshell 
box with printed spine label. 

 

First edition of the major poetic accomplishment by Thomas (1791-1835), regarded by 
many, including Cotton, as the first native-born North Carolina poet. Struck at a young age 
with a religious fervor that led him through several sects insufficient in zeal to harbor his 
passions, Thomas was finally baptized and licensed to preach in the Christian Church at 
the age of 17. He traveled widely with his wife, and after a revelation in 1814, he disposed 
of all his “fashionable clothing” and thenceforth dressed only in white, from whence was 
derived his nickname, the “White Pilgrim.” During his travels in the east, he was exposed 
to and contracted small-pox, from which he died in the home of a New Jersey Elder. 
Commenting on Thomas’s autobiography, Howes notes that he was “a frontier gospel 
ranter who vied with Lorenzo Dow in wander lust and eccentricity. In two years he traveled 
7000 miles through Tenn., Ky. and Ohio.” Thomas was, in turn, the subject of two poems 
by John Ellis, both of which were set to music and served as widely popular hymns in 
the 19th century. In 1963 Doc Watson recorded a version, and that, in turn, inspired a 
version by Bob Dylan, included in his 1993 album, World Gone Wrong. While not a rare 
book in an absolute sense (OCLC/Worldcat locates 20 copies), it is scarce in commerce. 
STODDARD & WHITESELL 1148. WEGELIN 1168. Cotton, HOUSED ON THE THIRD 
FLOOR, pp. 37-8. SABIN 93639. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 38666. HOWES T176(ref).
 $850.

390. Todd, Ruthven: UNTIL NOW  POEMS. London: Fortune Press, [1942]. Cloth. Spine 
gilding slightly tarnished otherwise a very good or better copy in the uncommon dust 
jacket, which exhibits some darkening at extremities. 

 

First edition. Inscribed by the author on the front free endsheet: “with all good wishes 
from Ruthven Todd 18.viii. 1947.” Just above the inscription, in pencil, appears the name 
of poet/bibliographer/bookman, Herbert Cahoon, just possibly in Todd’s hand. 
D’ARCH SMITH 548. REILLY (WWI), p.330. $150.

391. Todd, Ruthven THE LOST TRAVELLER. London: Grey Walls Press, [1943]. Cloth. 
Frontis by John Craxton. Spine gilding tarnished, otherwise a very good copy in somewhat 
edge-tanned pictorial dust jacket. 

 

First edition. Inscribed by the author on the front free endsheet: “with all good wishes, 
Ruthven Todd, 18.viii.47.” An uncommon title. $85.

392. TRANSFORMATION  ARTS, COMMUNICATION & ENVIRONMENT A WORLD REVIEW. 
New York: Wittenborn, 1950 - 1952. Whole numbers one through three (all published). 
Oblong small quarto. Illustrated. Wrappers moderately rubbed and creased, but very good. 

 



Edited by Harry Holtzman, et al. Multi-disciplinary, with emphasis leaning toward the 
bleeding edge of the visual and concrete arts, science, architecture, social theory, and 
more. The contributors include de Kooning, Mead, Seligmann, Sert, Heisenberg, Einstein, 
S. Moholy-Nagy, Peret, Cage, Giacometti, Fuller, Le Corbusier, Hayter, Collier, et al.
 $400.

393. TWICE A YEAR. A SEMI-ANNUAL JOURNAL OF LITERATURE, THE ARTS AND 
CIVIL LIBERTIES. New York. Fall/Winter 1938 through 1948. Whole numbers one through 
fifteen (in nine issues), lacking the final, 10th anniversary number. Variously printed 
wrappers, printed wrappers over boards, and cloth, in printed dust jackets (as below). 
Nine volumes, including double numbers. 

 

Edited by Dorothy Norman. One of the most important journals of its times, founded and 
maintained in part under the influence of Alfred Stieglitz, 291 and American Place. Literary 
contributors include Rilke, Bourne, Olson (his first appearance in print), Cummings, Malraux, 
Dreiser, Nin, Kafka, Williams, Proust, Laughlin, Mann, Toller, Rukeyser, Patchen, Saroyan, 
Beecher, Miller, Anderson, Frank, Crane, Stein, Wright, Ignatow, Murray, et al. Included 
are superior reproductions of photographs and other artworks by Stieglitz, B. Weston, 
Marin, Porter, Wright Morris, Norman, O’Keeffe, Adams, Grosz, et al. An original silver 
gelatin print of a photograph by Todd Webb is mounted and bound into double number X/
XI. Equal attention is paid to progressive, humanistic concerns for justice under the law 
at home and abroad, and the ongoing worldwide tragedy of the war, race discrimination, 
transgressions against civil liberties and the like. In this set, Issue I is in stiff wrappers, 
about fine; II - IX and XII-XIII are in cloth, with dust jackets (small chips to a few dust 
jackets; a small tea spot to the front panel for that for V/VI; that for XII/XIII with chipping 
to spine ends), and X/XI and XIV/XV are fine in printed wrappers over boards. 
HOFFMAN, et al., p. 344. $1100.

394. Updike, Daniel Berkeley: PRINTING TYPES. THEIR HISTORY, FORMS, AND USE   
A STUDY IN SURVIVALS. Cambridge: Belknap Press, 1962. Two volumes. Gilt cloth. 
Facsimiles, plates and illustrations. Third edition of an essential reference, with a Preface 
by Lawrence Wroth. Bookplates of James S. Copley, else about fine in price-clipped dust 
jackets. $150.

395. Vallanueva, Sarlos Raul, et al. [editors]: 
A HOMBRE Y EXPRESIÓN [Whole Number 
One]. Caracas, Venezuela: Sociedad Editora 
A, January 1954. Whole number one (of four 
published). Quarto. Decorated stiff wrappers. 
Photographs, renderings and il lustrations. 
Forecorners bumped a bit, but a very good copy. 

 

Edited by Vallaneuva, Ramón Losada and 
Juan Pedro Posani. The first number of this 
short-lived, high quality periodical devoted to 
considerations of architecture, city planning, 
sculpture, painting, photography, f i lm and 
literature. It involved printing in color and b&w on 
a variety of stocks, unconventional typography, 
and a sensibility partaking of optimism and 
forward-thinking. Although intended to appear 
quarterly, because of the cost of production 
only four numbers appeared, the last in July 
1957- a fifth issue was in preparation but was 
not published. Scarce: OCLC cites only four 
locations: MoMA, Yale, MIT and UT Austin.
                                                                     $250.



396. Veen, Otto van: VITA D. THOMAE AQVINATIS OTHONIS 
VAENI INGENIO ET MANU DELINEATA. Bruxellis: Apud Ant. 
Collaer Bibliopolam, 1778. 32pp. plus engraved title and 30 
engraved plates. Quarto (28 x 19.5 cm). Full grayish tan crushed 
levant, upper board decorated in blind with cathedral-style 
motif, with twin inlaid lighter morocco circular window panes, 
signed by William Anthony on rear pastedown. Fine in half-
morocco clamshell case. 
 

Second edition, being a faithful recreation of the work first 
published in Antwerp in 1610. Otto van Veen (c. 1556 - 1629) 
ran a large studio in Antwerp, and included among his students 
P. Paul Reubens. He produced a number of important emblem 
books, as well as this series of thirty “Effigies D. Thomae 
Aquvinatis,” with engravings of historical and apocryphal scenes 
in Aquinas’s life executed after Veen’s designs and those of 
others by Boel, Swanenberg, Galle, van Paenderen, et al. The 
restrained and thematically appropriate binding was executed 

by the Irish-born binder and conservator William Anthony (1926-1989). Anthony trained 
in Dublin and worked in London, exhibiting with the Guild of Contemporary Bookbinders. 
He emigrated to the US in 1964, worked independently and in partnership, and ultimately 
served as chief conservator and binding instructor at the University of Iowa. 
OCLC: 2459601. $1500.

397. Walcott, Derek: SELECTED POEMS. New York: Farrar, Straus & Co., [1964]. Cloth 
and boards. First (U.S.) edition. Inscribed and signed by Walcott on the front free endsheet. 
Binding a bit sunned, but a very good copy, without dust jacket. $85.

398. Waldman, Anne [ed]: ANOTHER WORLD. Indianapolis: Bobbs, Merrill, [1971]. Narrow 
quarto (30 x 16 cm). Claspbound printed wrappers. Remnants of filing label across bottom 
edge, quarter-size moisture mark on upper wrapper, otherwise very good. 

 

Uncorrected trimmed galley proofs of the first edition, with typesetter ’s spec sheet in 
prelims. At this point, the denotation “A Second Anthology of Poems from the St. Mark’s 
Poetry Project” appears only on the half-title. Among the earliest typeset forms of this 
significant anthology, including contributions by Clark, Kyger, Wieners, Gallup, Creeley, 
Giorno, Greenwald, Brainard, Disch, Ashbery, Mayer, Whalen, Malanga, Reznikoff and 
many others. Uncommon. $150.

399. [Wallace Sale]: ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF THE LITERARY TREASURES OF 
WALTER THOMAS WALLACE OF SOUTH ORANGE, NEW JERSEY. New York: American 
Art Association, [1920]. Large, thick octavo. Cloth, original front and rear wrapper bound 
in, t.e.g.. Plates. Extremities rubbed, but a very good copy. 

 

A major sale of its generation, offering over 1500 lots in eight sessions spanning three days, 
ripe with significant highpoints of English and North American letters. Priced throughout. 
The proceeds totaled only $153,766.50. $85.

400. Wallis, Edward [pub]: WALLIS’S PICTURESQUE ROUND GAME OF THE PRODUCE 
& MANUFACTURES OF THE COUNTIES OF ENGLAND & WALES [caption title]. 
London: Published by Edward Wallis, [nd. but ca, 1830s]. Folio lithographed game board 
sheet (64 x 51 cm) mounted on linen in 16 sections, handcolored. Some smudges and 
light soiling at edges and some soiling and discolorations on the blank verso, but a good 
copy, without the sleeve and explanatory pamphlet. 

 

A popular board game, first published between 1826 and 1837, and kept in print into the 
1840s, Occasionally, the details were updated: some examples include the Great Fire 
of Plymouth (1840) and the landslide at Lyme Regis (1839) - neither of which appear on 
this example. The game consisted of movement in turns around the boardgame through 



151 playing spaces, starting at the Thames and concluding back at London. The spaces 
include representations of local landmarks and industries. A fine cartouche appears at the 
upper left, and the seas are populated with ships, a lighthouse, and a bird or two. Copies 
were originally issued with an instruction booklet, and a cloth sleeve for both (neither of 
which are present here). $650.

401. [Warhol, Andy]: Firbank, Ronald: THREE NOVELS  VAINGLORY INCLINATIONS 
CAPRICE. [Norfolk]: [New Directions, [1951]. Gilt cloth. Frontis portrait. About fine, in a 
very faintly dust- soiled example of the Andy Warhol dust jacket -- a far better copy than 
the norm. 

 

First U.S. issue of this omnibus, one of 3500 copies bound up from British sheets. 
Introduction by Ernest Jones. While the size of the US issue was generous, copies with 
the Warhol jacket in acceptable condition are uncommon. Less than acceptable copies 
are abundant and should be cheap. 
BENKOVITZ A12e. HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO. $300.

 Association Copy
 

402. Warner, Charles Dudley.: ON HORSEBACK A TOUR IN VIRGINIA, NORTH CAROLINA, 
AND TENNESSEE WITH NOTES OF TRAVEL IN MEXICO AND CALIFORNIA. Boston & 
New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1888. Pictorial cloth. Spine a bit dull, slight fraying to spine 
ends, endsheets a bit discolored, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

First edition (1554 copies printed). An excellent association copy, inscribed by Warner in 
the month of publication to “Joseph H. Twichell Forever Chas. Dudley Warner. Hartford 
Nov. 1888.” Rev. Twichell was an intimate Hartford friend of both Clemens and Warner, 
and officiated at Warner’s funeral in 1900. 
BAL 21168. $275.

403. Waters, Frank: THE MAN WHO KILLED THE DEER. Flagstaff: Northland Press, 
[1965]. Large octavo. Cloth and decorated boards, paper spine label. Illustrations by Don 
Perceval. Bookplate on pastedown, spine very sunstruck, otherwise a very good copy in 
slipcase (somewhat sunned and edgeworn, and wanting the label). 

 

Deluxe edition of the 1942 classic, limited to 1250 numbered copies, signed by the author. 
Foreword by Lawrence Clark Powell. “The setting for this study of ‘crime and punishment’ 
is an Indian pueblo in northern New Mexico. Includes vivid details of ceremonials of the 
peyote cult, told with sympathy from an Indian point of view” - Powell. 
Powell, HEART OF THE SOUTHWEST 111. $100.

404. Watkins, Paul: NIGHT OVER DAY OVER NIGHT. New York: Knopf, 1988. Printed 
wrappers. Publication info in ink on upper wrapper, promotional blurbs affixed inside upper 
wrapper and on facing blank. Fine. 

 

Uncorrected page proofs of the first US edition of the author’s first novel, shortlisted for 
the Booker Prize for its year. It follows the fortunes of a German teenage soldier during 
the final months of WWII. $125.

405. [Weber, Max]: Cahill, Holger: MAX WEBER. New York: Downtown Gallery, 1930. Small 
quarto. Chocolate brown cloth, lettered in silver. Frontis and thirty-two plates. Extremities 
rubbed, a few stray marks to cloth, bookplate on front pastedown, but a good, internally 
very good copy. 

 

First edition, limited issue. One of 225 numbered copies (of 250), specially printed and 
bound, and signed by the artist (the author did not sign this copy). Bound in as the frontis 
is an original black & white lithograph, signed in the lower margin in ink by Weber. Weber 
handcolored the lithograph in the first twenty-five copies; this is #215. $450.



406. Weisenthal, Morris: WALLS OF THE LABYRINTH. Denver: Alan Swallow, [1953]. 
12mo. Printed boards. Slight tanning at edges, otherwise very good or better in printed 
dust jacket.

 

First edition of the New York gallery owner’s first book of poetry, issued in Swallow’s 
“New Poetry Series.” The jacket is on wastepaper from overprinting the jacket of Morang’s 
Adventure In Drawing. With a Swallow promotional flyer laid in. $50.

407. Weismiller, Edward: THE DEER COME DOWN. New Haven: Yale, 1936. Large octavo. 
Cloth, paper labels. Preface by S.V. Benét. First edition of the 20-year-old poet’s first 
book, published as YSYP XXXV. Endsheets a bit foxed at gutters, otherwise a near fine, 
unopened copy in dust jacket. $50.

408. Wells, H. G.: THE ISLAND OF DOCTOR MOREAU. London: William Heinemann, 
1896. Pictorial ochre cloth, stamped in black and red. Frontis. Rear inner hinge cracked 
(but sound), some rubbing to cloth and small offset spots to lower cover, some shallow 
splashmarks along the top edge of the front free endsheet and pastedown, a bit of foxing 
to the tissue-guard, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

First UK edition, in the preferred state of the binding, with the blindstamped logo in the 
lower corner of the lower cover. The terminal catalogue is the 32pp. form beginning with 
The Manxman and concluding with Out Of Due Season. Among Wells’s most important 
works, functioning as both an imaginative entertainment, and as a cautionary tale about 
scientific progress unconstrained by ethics. The sourcework for three film adaptations of 
varying degrees of success. 
CURREY, p.520. HAMMOND B3. WELLS 7. BLEILER, p.205. $2000.

409. Wells, H.G.: THE WHEELS OF CHANCE  A HOLIDAY OF ADVENTURE. London & 
New York: J.M. Dent and Co. / Macmillan, 1896. Gilt red cloth, t.e.g. Frontis and illustrations 
by J. Ayton Symington. Spine a bit sunned and dulled, a few smudges to cloth, usual 
slight offset to endsheets, otherwise a very good copy. 

 

First edition, preferred state, with imprint on p. [314] and inserted 10pp. catalogue dated 
October 1896. The sourcework for a 1921 film adaptation. 
CURREY, p.527. WELLS 9. $225.

410. Wells, H. G.: THE INVISIBLE MAN  A GROTESQUE ROMANCE. London: C. Arthur 
Pearson Limited, 1897. viii, 2[sic]-245,[1]pp. plus leaf of terminal adverts. Red cloth, lettered 
in gilt, with pictorial element printed in black. Usual uniform tanning of the endsheets and 
text block, appearance of removal of a circulating library plate from upper cover, a few 
other small spots and smudges to cloth; a good, slightly above average copy. 

 

First edition of one of Wells’s most durable works of fiction, originally serialized in Pearson’s 
Weekly, June-July 1897. 
BLEILER (SCIENCE FICTION) 2330. BLEILER, p.205. WELLS 11. HAMMOND B4.
 $1750.

411. Wells, H.G.: THE WAR IN THE AIR AND PARTICULARLY HOW MR. BERT SMALLWAYS 
FARED WHILE IT LASTED. London: George Bell and Sons, 1908. Blue cloth. Frontis 
and plates. Bookplate shadow on pastedown, spine somewhat sunned, endsheets a bit 
tanned, edges rubbed, but a good, sound copy.

 

First edition, in a secondary binding not conforming exactly to any of Currey’s alternatives: 
spine title in gilt; spine imprint in blind; upper cover title in blind; pictorial color vignette 
on upper cover within double ruled box. 
CURREY, p.526. BLEILER, p.205. $275.

412. Wells, H. G.: THE WAR THAT WILL END WAR. London: Frank & Cecil Palmer, 
September 1914. 99,[5]pp. Stiff orange brown wrapper. First edition. Some foxing at the 
edges, spine a shade darkened, but a very good copy, much above the norm. 
HAMMOND E13. $75.



413. West, Herbert Faulkner: THE MIND ON THE WING  A BOOK FOR READERS AND 
COLLECTORS. New York: Coward-McCann, [1947]. Gilt cloth. Typical tanning, otherwise 
a very good copy in moderately dust-dimmed dust jacket. 

 

First edition. With the bookplate of Mencken collector Bradford Swann, and with a half-page 
single-spaced t.l.s. (Hanover, 11 Dec, 1946, on Friends of Dartmouth Library letterhead) 
from West to Swann about the Mencken checklist that eventually became a part of Chapter 
7 in this book, and the need for an updated descriptive bibliography of Mencken. That 
chapter bears some faint pencil notes in the margins by Swann. This collection also 
includes West’s essay on War Books, and his selected 100 Favorite Books. $55.

414. [White, E.B.]: FAREWELL TO MODEL T. By “Lee Strout 
White” [pseud]. New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1936. Small 
octavo. Green cloth, lettered in black. Illustrations by “Alain.” 
Edges and endsheets a bit foxed, otherwise a very good or 
better copy in dust jacket with modest offset soiling to lower 
panel, a small smudge to the upper panel and some modest 
edge wear. 

 

First edition. The pseudonym is a conflation of White’s name, 
and that of Richard Lee Strout, whose submission to The 
New Yorker gave White the idea for this essay. “Alain” is the 
pseudonym of Daniel Brustlein. 
HALL A8.                                                                             $350.

415. Wilcox, Ella Wheeler: [Manuscript Quotation, Signed]. 
New York. 15 October 1886. One page, in ink, on recto of 
oblong octavo sheet, most likely extracted from an album 
amicorum. Folding cloth slipcase. 

 

A manuscript quotation of two stanzas from Wilcox’s best known poem, “Solitude,” opening 
“Laugh and the world laughs with you - ....” The poem was first published in the February 
25, 1883 issue of the New York Sun. An attributed quotation from Tennyson, written 
and signed by American artist Francis Lathrop in May of the same year, appears on the 
verso. $450.

416. Wilde, Oscar: SALOME A TRAGEDY IN ONE ACT: TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 
.... London & Boston: Elkin Mathews & John 
Lane / Copeland & Day, 1894. [10],66,[2],15,[2]
pp. Small quarto (23 x 18 cm). Medium olive 
greenish brown silk over boards, with gilt 
decorations on upper and lower boards and 
spine lettered in gilt. Frontispiece, and 12 
illustrations. Some tanning at gutters, boards 
toned, very slightly shaken, otherwise near 
fine in purple half morocco slipcase. 
 

First edition in English, large paper issue. One 
of a total of 125 copies printed on large Japan 
vellum, in addition to the ordinary issue of 750 
copies on wove paper. The translation from 
Wilde’s French is by Alfred Douglas, although 
revised by Wilde and others. Beardsley’s 
illustrations have elevated this work to an 
almost iconic status among the books of the 
1890s. This issue on large, Japan vellum is 
quite uncommon. 
L A S N E R  5 9 .  M A S O N / M I L L A R D  3 5 1 . 
GALLATIN, PP.46-9. NELSON, p.288. RAY, 
THE ILLUSTRATOR AND THE BOOK IN 
ENGLAND, 315. $12,500.



417. [Wilde, Oscar]: Behmer, Marcus: [PROOF ON JAPAN VELLUM OF ILLUSTRATION 
FOR “SALOME”]. [Leipzig: Insel-Verlag, 1903]. Folio sheet (33.7 x 26.7 cm), with image 
size 17.5 x 12.7 cm. Somewhat crudely matted, otherwise about fine. 

 

One of an unspecified but small number of proof impressions of this illustration by Behmer 
for the 1903 edition of Wilde’s Salome, translated by Hedwig Lachmann, and published 
in an edition of only fifty copies on Japan vellum. Captioned in pencil beneath the image 
“Fuer Buchen M.” Although untitled here, the image depicts Salome in left profile, standing, 
with a leashed bird attached to her left arm. $450.

418. Wilder, Thornton: THE CABALA. New York: Albert & Charles Boni, 1926. Red cloth, 
stamped in black, and decorated cloth over boards. A bit of faint soiling to cloth, but a 
very good copy without dust jacket. This is the more common variant with the off-white 
decorated cloth. 

 

First edition, first state, of the author’s first book, signed in ink by him on the title.
 $175.

419. Wilder, Thornton: THE BRIDGE OF SAN LUIS REY. London [etc]: Longmans, Green 
and Co., 1929. Octavo. Three quarter navy blue crushed morocco, raised bands, gilt extra, 
t.e.g., by Bayntun. Illustrated with tipped-in woodcuts by Clare Leighton. First Illustrated 
British edition. Very faint patch of dulling to cloth on lower board, otherwise about fine. 
  $150.

420. Williams, Tennessee: SUDDENLY LAST SUMMER. [New York]: New Directions, 
[1958]. Cloth. Frontis photograph. Fine in very good or better pictorial dust jacket with 
just the faintest signs of use at the edges and some surface rubbing to the spine panel. 

 

First edition, one of ca. 3000 copies printed. Williams and Gore Vidal collaborated on the 
screenplay for the 1959 Oscar-nominated Joseph L. Mankiewicz film adaptation, starring 
Elizabeth Taylor, Katharine Hepburn, Montgomery Clift, et al. 
CRANDELL A20.I.a. $200.

421. Williams, Tennessee: VIEUX CARRÉ. [New York]: New Directions, [1979]. Gilt cloth.  
Half-tone production photograph. First edition, clothbound issue (1500 copies bound thus). 
Fine in dust jacket. 
CRANDELL A46.I.a. HARRISON, NEWTH & CANDIDO, p. 99. $150.

422. Williams, Tennessee, and Peter Berneis [screenwriters]: [Group of Sixteen 8x10” 
Publicity Stills for:] THE GLASS MENAGERIE. [Np]: Warner Bros., 1950. A lot of sixteen 
8 x 10” black and white glossy stills, with studio captions. A bit curled, otherwise near fine. 

 

A fine representation of the publicity stills issued to promote the film adaptation of Williams’s 
play, based on a screenplay co-written by Williams and Peter Berneis. Irving Rapper 
directed, and Jane Wyman, Kirk Douglas, Gertrude Lawrence and Arthur Kennedy starred.
 $275.

423. [Williams, Tennessee (sourcework)]: Brooks, Richard [screenwriter]: CAT ON A HOT 
TIN ROOF  FROM THE PLAY BY TENNESSEE WILLIAMS. [Np]: Avon Productions, 24 
January - 14 February 1958. [1],A1,121,[1] leaves, plus lettered inserts, and an additional 
gathering of 49 supplemental leaves of dated revises. Quarto. Mimeographed typescript, 
printed on rectos only. Bradbound in mimeographed production company wrappers, stamped 
“Temporary Complete.” Some corner creasing, wrappers dust darkened at edges; first 
and last leaves of bradbound supplementary leaves detached and chipped; a good copy. 

 

An unspecified but preproduction draft of this adaptation, with sequences of dated revises 
through the three-week span noted above - those leaves in the supplementary gathering, 
intended to replace the equivalent sequences in the main script, are from 14 and 17 
February, while those in the main script date from 24 January through 4 February. Upon 



release in September, Brooks shared credit for the screenplay with James Poe, whose 
contribution is not denoted in this draft. Brooks directed the multi-award nominated 
adaptation of Williams’s 1955 play, starring Elizabeth Taylor, Paul Newman, and Burl Ives. 
An uncommon and very significant screenplay. $1650.

424. Winger, Howard W.: PRINTERS’ MARKS AND DEVICES. Chicago: The Caxton Club, 
1976. Cloth, paper label. Illustrations. Fine in frayed glassine. 

 

First edition. One of 600 numbered copies, of which this is #586. An excellent association 
copy - inserted in the front is a specially printed bifolium, captioned: “Presented to Gordon 
Ray on the occasion of the September 19, 1979 meeting of the Caxton Club with the 
appreciation of the members & guests whose signatures appear below.” Thereafter follow 
in excess of 75 signatures of members and those in attendance. Gordon N. Ray (1915-
1986), professor of English at the University of Illinois from 1946 to 1960 and president 
of the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation from 1963 to 1985, was one of the 
major book and manuscript collectors of his time. $250.

425. Wister, Owen: RED MEN AND WHITE ... ILLUSTRATED BY FREDERIC REMINGTON. 
New York: Harper & Bros., 1896. ix,[5],280,[4]pp. Pictorial brick red cloth. Frontis and 
plates by Frederic Remington. Slight bump to fore-edge of last few leaves, trace of dust 
spotting to lower board, still a very good or better, tight, bright copy. 

 

First edition of Wister’s third book, but his first collection of stories in the genre he would 
ride until it gave out underneath him. 
WRIGHT III:6038. $100.

426. [World War I]: [Pierce, Waldo, et al.]: FRIENDS OF FRANCE  THE FIELD SERVICE 
OF THE AMERICAN AMBULANCE DESCRIBED BY ITS MEMBERS. Boston & New York: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1916. xix,[3],344,[4]pp. Large, thick octavo. Gilt decorated boards, gilt 
leather spine label, fore and bottom edges untrimmed. Photographs, plates and illustrations. 
A few stray marks to boards, four patches of surface wear to lower joint, ink name on 
endsheet, trace of foxing to edges; a very good copy. 

 

First edition, limited issue. One of 550 copies printed on large, untrimmed, handmade 
paper. Introduction by A. Piatt Andrew. Includes a roster of the earliest waves of members 
to serve, photos of and commentary on members who have distinguished themselves, 
and chapters contributed by some of their number, including Hemingway’s friend, painter 
Waldo Pierce. The precursor to the much enlarged three volume work of 1920. $125.

427. [World War I]: Cochrane, I. L. [pub]: PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE 78TH IN FRANCE 
FROM GRAND-PRÉ TO TANNAY IN THIACOURT, COTE-D’OR AND SAILING HOME 
INCLUDING BRIEF HISTORY OF THE DIVISION ACTIVITIES. Moorestown, NJ: I. L. 
Cochrane, [1920]. [64]pp. Oblong quarto. Decorated wrappers. Photographs. Neatly 
mended tear in one leaf, occasional light foxing, otherwise very good. 

 

First edition. Photographs of the ravaged battlefields and towns dominate, along with 
photographs of departures of the troops via ship. A triple column summary of the movements 
of the Lightning Division rounds out the text, drawn in part from an account by Philip D. 
Hoyt. The 75th mobilized at Fort Dix. 
OCLC: 13380792. $125.

428. [World War I]: [Geisinger, Joseph F. (ed)]: HISTORY OF U.S. ARMY BASE HOSPITAL 
NO. 45 IN THE GREAT WAR (MEDICAL COLLEGE OF VIRGINIA UNIT). Richmond: William 
Byrd Press, 1924. 352pp. Large, thick octavo. Cloth, printed spine label. Photographs, 
maps and folding map. Extremities rubbed, inner hinges mended (the book is printed 
on heavy stock that stressed the binding), chip from fore-edge of front free endsheet; a 
good, sound copy. 

 



First edition. One of 300 numbered copies. Inscribed presentation copy from the local 
chapter of the Red Cross to a member who served in the unit in Caserne La Marche, near 
Toul. Laid in are some papers and letters from a later owner researching the Unit for a 
magazine article. $150.

 A Son Lost
 

429. [World War I]: [Original Gold and Blue Star Service Flag, 
with Distinguished Service Cross Ribbon]. [Np]. [c. 1917]. 
Original two-color silk banner (18.25 x 12.5”; 32 x 45.5 cm), 
comprised of a four-piece red border surrounding a white field. 
Slight fraying at a couple of edges, but in very good condition. 
 

A World War I era Gold Star service flag (the dating is probable, 
based on the nature and vintage of the decrepit frame from which 
it was recently removed), bearing two stars, one gold and one 
blue, indicating a family member who died while on active duty 
and another family member still in service. Above the Gold Star 
is embroidered in gold thread the caption “In France.” And above 
that appears the distinctive service ribbon for those soldiers 
who were recipients of the Distinguished Service Cross, our 
Nation’s second highest military honor, implying that the Gold 
Star represents a service man who served with special heroism 
and was likely killed in action. $225.

430. [World War I Anthology]: Beaumont, C.W., and M.T.H. Sadler 
[eds]: NEW PATHS VERSE PROSE PICTURES 1917-1918 

... DECORATED BY ANNE ESTELLE RICE. London: C.W. Beaumont, [1918]. Printed 
boards, paper label. Illustrations. Plates. Light dust soiling to boards, a couple of small 
spots to lower board, otherwise a very good or better copy of a book usually found in 
rather weary condition. 

 

First edition, ordinary issue, of this excellent anthology, dedicated to a number of the 
fallen war poets and artists, printing poetry, prose and artworks by their contemporaries, 
much of the work influenced by recent events. $150.

431. [World War I Atlas]: Cram Company, George F. [publisher]: UNITED STATES AT 
WAR  AMERICAN WAR ATLAS ... [wrapper title]. Chicago: George F. Cram Company, 
1918. [16]pp. Folio (38 x 29 cm). Pictorial self-wrapper. Minute tear at fore-edge of first 
two leaves, some neat annotations in colored pen in margins of three maps, otherwise 
an unusually nice copy of a very fragile item. 

 

“Corrected and Revised Edition,” including maps of the world with shipping routes,  Europe, 
the Western Theatre, Eastern Europe, Russia, Germany, Italy, Turkey, and the US (showing 
training camps), all with details relevant to the war at that point. $100.

432. [World War I - Juvenile]: Rolt-Wheeler, Francis: THE WONDER OF WAR ON LAND. 
Boston: Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co., [August 1918]. viii,[4].372pp. Pictorial blue cloth, 
stamped in red and black. Illustrated with 42 photographs and sketches. Light rubbing, a 
bit of modest wear at crown and toe of spine, otherwise very good to near fine, without 
dust jacket. 

 

First edition of this volume in the “Wonder of War Series” by the prolific Anglo-American 
author of boys’ books, and future occultist and Grail scholar. The narrative is cast as 
fiction, but the images were gleaned from French and British papers and periodicals.
 $125.



433. [World War I Literature]: Westover, Wendell: SUICIDE BATTALIONS. New York & 
London: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1929. Small quarto. Gilt black cloth. Pictorial endsheets. 
Frontis, illustrations and plates. Folding map. Non-authorial gift inscription on dedication 
page, trace of foxing to endleaves, otherwise near fine in lightly edgeworn and nicked 
highly pictorial dust jacket, with a couple of small surface abrasions. 

 

First edition. Beautifully illustrated with photogravures of etchings by Lucien Jonas, an 
“Official French War Artist.” A series of semi-fictional sketches based on the author’s 
experiences as a Captain with the 4th Machine Gun Battalion in France, somewhat in 
the tradition of Thomason’s Fix Bayonets! The inscription noted is to a Captain serving 
at Fort Kamehameha, June 12, 1929, “with love from ‘Your Mary’.” 
FALLS, p. 301. $175.

434. [World War II - Resistance Narrative]: Olsen, Oluf Reed: TWO EGGS ON MY PLATE. 
London: Allen & Unwin, Ltd., [1952]. Large octavo. Green cloth. Two maps and nine photos, 
plus front endsheet maps. Some offsetting to endsheets delimited by jacket flaps, minimal 
dust speckling to fore and bottom edges, but a very good copy in the pictorial dust jacket 
by Peter Rudland, the latter with some foxing to the lower panel. 

 

First UK edition. Translated by F. H. Lyon. A widely reprinted personal narrative of the 
author’s return to Nazi-occupied Norway in order to provide intelligence for the Allies, 
transmit resistance radio broadcasts, and work with the underground. $125.

435. Wylie, Elinor: TRIVIAL BREATH. London & New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1928. Large 
octavo. Decorated cloth. Tips slightly bumped, bit of foxing to endsheets, otherwise about 
very good. 

 

First edition, limited issue. In addition to one hundred numbered copies, printed on handmade 
paper by the Pynson Printers, and signed by the author, this is one of an unknown number 
of copies designated with a letter/number combination: ‘p.8’ -- perhaps a designation of 
some copies to be utilized by the Pynson Printers. This form not noted in BAL. 
BAL 23518. $85.

436. Yeats, William Butler [ed]: SAMHAIN: (AN OCCASIONAL REVIEW). [Dublin & 
London]: Sealy Bryers and Walker & T. Fisher Unwin, September / October 1903. The 
third of seven numbers published. Small quarto. Dark brown wrappers, printed in black. 
Laid in portrait. Mild foxing, lower fore-corner of terminal leaf creased, some creasing 
along overlap edges, but very good. 

 

Edited by William B. Yeats. As noted in the sub-title, a very “occasional” review: the first 
number appeared in December of 1901 and the last in 1908. This issue prints Synge’s 
“Riders to the Sea” for the first time, along with Lady Gregory’s translation of Douglas 
Hyde’s “The Poorhouse,” alongside commentary and prose by Yeats. The wrappers are 
in the second state, with the subtitle added in parentheses and with the wrapper dated 
October 1903 (the title-leaf is dated September). 
WADE 230. $150.

437. [Yeats, William Butler]: LES PRIX NOBEL EN 1923. Stockholm: Imprimerie Royale. 
P. A. Norstedt & Söner, 1924. Large octavp. Printed wrappers. Portraits. Lower forecorner 
slightly bumped, small private bookplate on inside upper wrapper, otherwise near fine in 
lightly worn glassine. 

 

First edition. In the company of the addresses, papers, biographical sketches and portraits 
of the year’s Laureates, Yeats’s lecture, “The Irish Dramatic Movement” is printed in 
English in its original form as the last text in the volume. Other contributors include Robert 
Millikan, Fritz Pregl, Archibald Vivan Hill and Otto Meyerhof. 
WADE 316. $125.



438. Yevtushenko, Yevgeny: THE COLLECTED POEMS 1952 - 1990. New York: Henry 
Holt and Co., [1991]. xxiv,659,[3]pp. Large octavo. Cloth and boards. Top and fore-edges 
lightly dust-flecked, but a very good or better copy in faintly used dust jacket with trace 
of sticker at lower corner of rear panel. 

 

First collective edition, edited by A.C. Todd, James Ragan and the author, drawing on 
the roster of earlier translators including Updike, Dickey, Wilbur, Reavey, Ferlinghetti, et 
al. With a lengthy 1992 inscription, signed, on the free endsheet from the author “To my 
very closed [sic] friend....” $85.

439. Zanuck, Darryl F., and Wendell L. Wilkie: [Two Typed Letters, Signed]. [Beverly 
Hills, CA]. 9 December 1943 and 28 Sept. 1943. Each one-half page, on quarto sheet of 
personal letterhead. Folded for mailing, otherwise fine. 

 

To screenwriter Dudley Nichols. In the course of preproduction planning of an unrealized 
film adaptation of Wendell Wilkie’s One World, Zanuck writes: “I am having Colonel Joy 
send you the check for your services on One World. I frankly think you are cheating 
yourself. I have not yet read the script ... but nevertheless I know that it is going to be 
grand ... I want you to know that in expressing my gratitude, I am also expressing the 
gratitude of Mr. Wilkie. I don’t see why the hell you don’t write and produce, or write and 
direct pictures for me ....” Signed, in ink, “Darryl.” Accompanied by another typed letter, 
signed, 28 September 1943, from Wilkie to Nichols, on Zanuck’s letterhead, thanking 
him for their conference on the project the previous day, and indicating that “I leave here 
confident that the preparation of the story is in especially capable hands ....” The letter 
also suggests that the script was to be a collaboration with “Mr. Trotti” (i.e. screenwriter 
Lamar Trotti). Signed in full, in ink, with nine-word autograph postscript. $450.

440. Zaturenska, Marya: THE GOLDEN MIRROR. New York: Macmillan, [1944]. Cloth. 
First edition of the poet’s fourth major collection. About fine in faintly edgeworn and tanned 
dust jacket. $50.


